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Lot

Description

897 Hm

Mint and Used Collection
Web $5,000
Mounted in Scott album to 1944, starting used with #1 (2)
and incl. #12 (2), 1869 complete, Bank Notes to 90¢,
scattered dupl., some mint from Columbians on with two sets
to $2 and to $4, Trans-Miss. complete, 1902-03 complete,
Washington-Franklins with coils singles and pairs, Airs
mint with #C4-6 blocks of 4, Special Delivery mint and
used, mostly mint Dues, and mint or used Officials, Canal
Zone mostly complete, and Ryukyus, scattered certs, 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine. Scott approximately $125,000 (Owner’s)
............................................................... Est. $7,500/10,000

898 Hm

Mint and Used Collection
Web $5,000
In Lighthouse album to 1935, classics used, starting with
#9X1, some certs incl. for #23, 33, 121, 144 used (sound),
Bank Notes to 90¢, Grills, mostly mint from 1887 issue on
with 1890-93 issue complete, 315 pair and single, 1908-09
issue complete, coils with 454 used line pair (cert), mostly
complete after that, back of the book with mint Airs, Special
Delivery, Parcel Post, also Dues and Officials mostly
complete (mint and used), few Confederates, few early
covers, somewhat above average condition than normally
seen and fresh, generally fine to very fine Est. $7,500/10,000

9:30 a.m., Lots 893-1649

U.S. Collections & Various
893 Hm

894

H

19th & 20th Century Better
Collection
Web $7,000
Housed in Scott and Schaubek hingeless album with a high
degree of completion, majority of value in early issues before
1930, noted #1 (2), 2, 1851 and 1857 issues, 1861 issues,
1867 grilled issues, 1869 issues complete, run of Bank Notes
either mint or used, complete Columbians mint or unused,
$5 used, small Bureau mostly mint, Trans-Miss. complete
mint, used high values, 1902 issues, Pan-Pacific, highly
complete Washington-Franklins, White Plains, Kansas
Nebraska, etc., Airs (C13-15), Dues, K1-15 mint, most
Special Deliveries etc., 19 certificates accompany, generally
fine to very fine ..................................... Est. $12,000/15,000

HHm

1845 to 1965 Oldtime Collection
Web $7,000
Fairly comprehensive collection housed in Scott Specialty
album, mostly used from 19th Century to 1920’s, noted #1,
2, 13, 39, 65 o.g. (cert.), 112-122, 156-165, 182-191,
complete Columbians, Trans-Miss., selection of
Washington-Franklins incl. 394 line pair o.g. (cert.), 450
line pair n.h. (cert), 505 in block of 9 (n.h.), 519 o.g. (cert.),
630, C1-C6, C13-C15 (used), complete Special Deliveries
(mint and used), Parcel Post, Dues, Offices in China (mint),
decent run of Officials, Newspapers, selection of cut squares,
plus Ryukyus, Micronesia, etc., a very useful collection with
very high cat. value, generally fine to very fine
............................................................. Est. $10,000/12,000

895

H

HH

Mint Mostly 20th Century Stock
$7,000
N.h. to o.g., few hundred items all individually priced on
Hobby cards, mostly Columbians on to 1940’s with no early
questionable issues, incl. some back of the book, scattered pl.
blocks, retail mostly $30-200 range but some higher, total
retail $66,200, excellent lot already set up for retail, very clean
stock, much fine to very fine, Ex Nalbandian Stock
............................................................. Est. $10,000/15,000

896

H

HH

Extensive Mostly 20th Century
Collection
Web $6,500
Mostly intact, o.g. to n.h. in oldtime mounts in old beat up
collection to 1982, scattered earlies mint or used, value starts
from 1890-93 issue on, with strong value (and some grading)
in the Washington-Franklin era starting with 1908-09 issue
complete, better coils, numerous certs incl. #595 n.h., 634A
n.h., 546 n.h., 459 n.h. (Grade 80), 460, 446 pair, 445, 421,
420 (Grade 95), 403 (Grade 85), 355 (used),304 (Grade 90),
500 n.h., 505 n.h. back of the book with C13 n.h. (Grade 85),
E1-6 mint, E5 (cert), mint 478 (cert), occasional dupl.,
booklet panes, needs inspection, mostly fine to very fine,
looking at the beat-up album, you would expect very little value
............................................................... Est. $7,500/10,000

We are now accepting consignments for the
August 2019 APS auction.

899

H

Hr

Start Bid

Extensive Mint Freak Stock
$5,000
N.h., few hundred items all individually priced on Hobby
cards, Washington-Franklins on, retail mostly $50-300
range but some to $1000+, total retail $37,800, excellent lot
already set up for retail, clean lot, Ex Nalbandian Stock
................................................................. Est. $7,000/9,000

900 Hm

1847 to 1935 Mint and Used
Collection
Web $4,000
Housed in a German made hingeless album, mostly used in
classic period through Bank Notes and mostly mint
thereafter, noted #1 (2), 2 (plus forgery), many 1851 issues,
1857 and 1861 issues, a number of 1867 grills, the 1869
series complete, a high degree of completion of Bank Note
issues, 219-229 set mint, Columbians mint to 50¢ with dollar
values used, small Bureau issues mostly mint, Trans-Miss.
mint to the 10¢ high values used, 1902 issues on with many
mint, fairly complete Washington-Franklins, White Plains,
Airs incl. mint C1-C6 and C13-15, plus Special Deliveries,
Q1-9 mint, etc., useful collection, condition varies from
mixed on the early issues to generally nice on balance, please
inspect, generally fine to very fine ............. Est. $7,000/9,000

901 H

1852 to 1984 Mint Collection
$4,000
Very useful mint collection in mounts in Harris Classic
album, incl. #9, 38, 125, Bank Notes, 165, 219-29,
Columbians to 50¢, 246-60, 264-75, 279-84, nice selection
of Washington-Franklins and well-filled from 1920 on, also
C1-66, C13, Postage Dues, Ducks etc., condition varies,
well worth inspection, generally fine to very fine. 2018 Scott
approximately $48,000+ (Owner’s) ........ Est. $5,000/7,000

902 Hm

19th & 20th Century Retail Stock
$4,000
Better cat. items in 5 binders, small group of classics used
(couple with certs), mostly o.g. to #573, incl. #38 unused
(clean cert), #15 used extremely fine, #118-120, Bank
Notes to 90¢, Columbians to $3 used, Trans-Miss. to $2
used, 313 used, #300b on mostly mint, some mixed
centering, clean throughout, minor dupl., retail $22,000+,
inspect, generally fine to very fine. Scott $45,000+
................................................................. Est. $5,000/6,500
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903 m

Attractive Used Collection
1847 to 1935
$3,500
Worthwhile all used collection neatly identified in a well
filled Lindner hingeless album, many better items incl. #1,
2, 7, 10, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 25, 26A, 28, 29, 30A, 31,
32, 33, 36, 36B, 37, 38, 64, 64b, 67, 70, 70a, 71, 72, 75, 76,
77, 78 (2), 78a, 83, 85, 86, 87, 89-92, 95-100, also 1869
Pictorials to 30¢, nice group of Bank Notes to 90¢,
Columbians and Trans-Miss. sets to $1, 20th Century
commemoratives complete to 1935, good coverage of
Washington-Franklins, Kansas-Nebraska complete etc.,
condition varies on earlies but some well centered present,
very well collected, generally fine to very fine. 2018 Scott
approximately $40,000+ (Owner’s) ........ Est. $4,000/6,000

909

H

HH

1851 to 1996 Mainly Mint Collection
$2,000
In 8 KaBe albums incl. one Back-of-the-Book, mostly used
thru 1887 then virtually all mint, most value in early 20th
Century, over 50 certs. with #330 n.h., 380 n.h., 385 line
pair o.g., 400A n.h., 412 line pair n.h., 413 line pair n.h., 446
pair o.g., 500 dist. gum (jumbo), 634A o.g., 658-679 all n.h.,
505 n.h. (no cert), centering better than typical, generally
very fine ................................................... Est. $3,000/3,500

910

H

HH

Commemorative Collection Complete Web $2,000
1893 to 1949 mint, mix of mostly o.g. and n.h. thru 1920’s, few
certs, some regummed seen, noted #292 o.g. (A.P.S. cert.),
nicely centered 400A n.h., 630 n.h., some earlies with
condition issues, otherwise fine to very fine . Est. $3,000/4,000

H

HH

Mint Collection
$2,000
1893 to 1985 in mounts in Harris album, incl. Columbians
and Trans-Miss. complete (high values regummed or
repaired), #294-299, 369, 397-404, 573, 630, 658-679,
C1-C6, earlies mostly o.g. with few regummed, modern
issues mostly n.h., some earlies just fine, otherwise fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $3,000/3,500

904

H

Hr

Washington-Franklin N.H. Stock,
#375//462
Web $3,000
Consists of #407 (11), 415 (12), 379 (139), 414 (62), 380
(12), 377 (194 - cat. $12,610), 376 (112), 426 (26), 434 (20),
375 (6), 405 (11), 462 (28), and 429 (12), few s.e., excellent
gum, rich color, fine overall. Scott $36,000+
................................................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

911

905

H

HH

Oldtime Mint Collection
Web $2,500
In mounts on Minkus pages, scattered earlies, value from
Columbians on to 50¢ mint, Pan-Ams and later commems.
mostly complete, some Washington-Franklins, 1920’s on
mostly complete, Airs complete with C13-15 n.h., few other
back-of-the-book incl. Parcel Post complete except 75¢,
Ducks complete n.h. to o.g. to 1970’s (RW1 regummed),
excellent colors throughout, fine to very fine overall, some in 4
corner mounts so some could be n.h., somewhat smelly, needs to be
removed from album ................................... Est. $3,500/4,500

912 m

906

H

HHm

907 Hm

908 H

913

H

HHm

1847 to 1996 Mint and Used
Collection
Web $2,200
Housed in two Scott National albums, bulk of used in early
19th Century, noted #1, 9, 29, 71, 100, 120, 121, 124, 155,
166, 241, 276, Trans-Miss complete to $1, good
representation of mint Washington-Franklins, then highly
complete from 1917 to 1996, plus Airs, Special Deliveries,
Parcel Post, Dues, Officials, Confederates, a useful
collection, generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $4,000/6,000
More Than Two Dozen Collections
$2,200
Filling five banker boxes, incl. springback album containing
nice selection of classics, large and small Bank Notes, used
230-39 (no 6¢), 285-91, 294-99, 323-27, n.h./l.h. blocks of
367, 368 (2), 372, 373 (3), 537, 572, 611 {4), 614-16, 701
(2), lots of Farleys, C18 (2); mint pl. block album covering
period from #651 to 997, with a nice grouping of n.h.
Prexies and C7//64, incl. both plates, blocks, singles, coils
and booklet panes, set of 3 Davo albums of used, Minkus
album with nice run of mostly mint, incl. Kansas-Nebraska
mint, C18 and later Ducks, plus mint/used Q1-12, binder of
Canal Zone, mint/used on stockpages, from early material to
BOB plus stockpages of Hawaii and Philippines, and much
more ........................................................ Est. $3,000/4,000
Two Mint Collections
Web $2,200
Both mounted in Scott Specialty albums; 1st to 1972 starting
with Columbians on, somewhat scattered but incl. some
commem better sets complete, #620 on complete, Airs
complete mint, Special Delivery and few others mostly used;
2nd to 1974, mostly used 20th Century until
Lexington-Concord, mostly mint after that, does incl. Airs
complete mint, few other back of the book mostly used,
mostly fine to very fine .............................. Est. $3,000/4,000

Start Bid

Used Retail Stock
$2,000
Around 100 items all individually priced on Hobby cards,
mostly used classics to Washington-Franklin period, retail
mostly $50-500 range, occasional cert., total retail $26,450,
generally fine ........................................... Est. $3,000/4,000
Collection in Two Volumes
1847 to 1979
$2,000
Mostly mint collection in two Lighthouse hingeless albums,
one features regular issues incl. #1 and 2, mixed mint and
used through 1920 and mostly mint thereafter, incl. 1922-25
series, Kansas-Nebraska, 1938 Presidentials, 1954 Liberty
series all complete, C1-6, C18, Special Delivery E1-3, 5-8,
10-22, various Postage Dues and Officials, Parcel Post
complete etc., second album features commemoratives
starting with Columbians to 50¢ (incl. $4 and $5 pl. proofs),
virtually complete mint from 1901-79, very fresh and
worthwhile collection, much n.h. throughout, inspection will
prove rewarding, fine to very fine ............. Est. $2,500/3,500

914 Hm

13 Banker Boxes With Mint and Used
$2,000
Longtime U.S. dealer cleaned out storage locker of a huge
amount of material gathered over many years, all kinds of
material, mint and used, incl. large and small Bank Notes,
Columbians, Trans-Miss., Pan-Americans, Panama-Pacific
and onward to late 1950s and some beyond, both definitive and
commemorative issues, housed in albums, stockbooks, file
drawers, shoe boxes, glassines and binders, substantial showing
of mint mostly n.h. pl. blocks from early 1930s to late 1950s, incl.
many in complete and partially complete positions, strength also
in mini-collections, mint and used Airmails, Farleys, Ducks and
other BOB, plus some better Canal Zone, Philippines and
DWI, well worth careful inspection, fine lot .. Est. $2,500/3,500

915 Hm

1852 to 1960 Mint and Used
Collection
$1,750
In mounts in very clean Scott National album, 19th Century
mostly used incl. worthwhile 1861 issues, 1869 2¢-12¢, Bank
Notes to 90¢ value, Columbians mint to 50¢ with $2 used,
Trans-Miss. 1¢-50¢ used, various Washington-Franklins,
1922 series complete, Kansas-Nebraska, 1938 Presidentials
complete, C1-6 mint and other back-of-the-book incl. some
early cut squares, fresh, clean, generally fine to very fine.
Scott $20,000+ (Owner’s) ...................... Est. $2,000/2,500
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H

HH
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Excellent Better Mint Items
Web $1,500
Mostly o.g. or n.h., few hundred, better than usually seen,
mostly Columbians thru Washington-Franklins (good
portion of the value), few earlier and nice group of
Back-of-the-Book incl. many Parcel Post and few
Possessions, many 2018 certs. incl. #219, 378, 433, 428, and
O115 all Grade 90 n.h., few regummed or reperfed, perfect
lot to break down for retail, needs careful inspection, very fine
or better for the most part, items bought since the 1970’s, had an
eye for centering .......................................... Est. $2,500/3,500

922

H

HHm

1847 to 2011 Collection
$1,000
In two cartons, mostly used from 19th Century to 1930’s,
then mint n.h. to 2011, incl. #1 (faulty), Columbians to 30¢,
Trans-Miss to 10¢, selection of Washington-Franklins,
Recalled Legends, imperf Bugs sheet, Airs, Special
Deliveries, Parcel Post, Dues, modern Officials, mint and
used Ducks to 2009, also a carton of mint Postal Stationery,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,800/2,000

923

H

HHm

1851 to 2015 Mint and Used Collection
$1,000
Housed in 7 Heirloom albums with many areas represented,
offered intact, noted used #9, unused 112, Trans-Miss. to
10¢, Bank Notes, Washington-Franklins, etc., Airs, Special
Deliveries, Officials, Newspapers, decent Revenue section,
ducks (incl. #RW1), Canal Zone and Hawaii, plus modern
stamps incl. Forever mini sheets - the face value alone over
$1,200, owners cat. value is over $11,000, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,800/2,000

917

H

HH

Mint Collection Eight Volumes
$1,500
Beautiful mostly n.h. collection in mounts in eight White Ace
albums ranging from 1898 to 1997, incl. various early
commemoratives, regular issues, 1938 Presidentials, 1954
Liberty series and 1965 Prominent Americans, all complete,
also Air Post, one volume of booklet panes, #C18 etc., great
collection to build on, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

918

H

HH

1890 to 2000 Mint Collection
$1,500
O.g. to n.h., housed in 5 White Ace albums plus 3 binders,
19th and early 20th Century lightly filled, noted
Washington-Franklins,
Kansas-Nebraska,
Recalled
Legends, modern booklets, Airs (with C3 ‘fast plane), Dues,
Special Delivery, Parcel Post, modern Officials, a clean
collection fine to very fine. 2011 Scott $13,300 (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

919 Hm

920 m

921 m
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Mint and Used Accumulation
$1,500
Starts with Scott Specialty album with selected arranged on
blank pages with mint blocks of four (large majority n.h.) and
usually a single, incl. #692-701, mint singles and some
blocks, 551/568 plus related coils in regular and some line
pairs, some Kansas-Nebraska in blocks and singles, Prexies
in blocks to $2 value, newer issues, mint C1 block of 4 plus
singles, C2, C4, C5, blocks of C3, C10, 11, 12, C20-31 in
blocks and/or pl. blocks, #630, two Recalled Legends with
folders, series of large glassines of mostly mint divided into
logical segments and well-filled; 19th Century, Airmails,
Back-of-the-Book, Overrun Countries, Famous Americans,
Booklets, die cuts (Bugs, Daffy and Roadrunner) and
miscellaneous, generally fine to very fine .. Est. $2,000/2,500
Collector’s Used Collection
$1,400
Identified on small retail cards, starting #113 to #851,
strength in 20th Century Washington-Franklins with coils
incl. #453 line strip of 5, #599-599A line strip of 3 (small
faults), also incl. #242-243, 260 (no gum), few vending,
Airs, etc., above average centering, good lot to break down
for Ebay, slight dupl., incl. better coil pairs, incl. inventory
(few items removed), fine to very fine overall, intention of
collector to sell on internet but never got there! . Est. $1,700/2,000
Used Collection
Web $1,250
One volume Scott National album of mainly used filled with
many better items incl. (all used unless otherwise noted):
#14 (mint o.g.), 27, 28, 30A, 31, 36, 38, 68-72, 75-78,
96-97, 118, 121, 145-54, 215-18, 219-29, 262, 315 plus nice
range of commemoratives and Washington-Franklin, and
good representations of back-of-the-book items incl.
C13-15, Special Deliveries, Officials, Postage Dues and
Revenues, high cat. value collection with generally above
average quality throughout with only few mixed condition,
close inspection is recommended .............. Est. $2,000/3,000

Description

Start Bid

924 Hm

Collection on White Ace Pages
$1,000
Few thousand 1847 to 1978, 19th Century mostly used with
some o.g. 20th Century issues, better items incl. used #1, 17,
67, 71-72, 121, Columbians to $1, Trans-Mississippi to $1,
mint 228, 294-299, 630, 834, C1-C6, C13-C15 (C15
regummed), mostly fine or better ............. Est. $1,500/1,750

925 m

Mostly Used Collection
Web $1,000
Mounted in album to 1935, starts #1-2, 1869’s complete,
Bank Notes to 90¢, Columbians complete mint or used,
Trans-Miss. to $2, Washington-Franklins with used coils,
scattered 20th Century mint, 1926 on mostly mint, also back
of the book with Airs, Dues, Special Delivery, Parcel Post
mostly used, mixed condition ................... Est. $1,500/2,000

926 Hm

Various Collections in Albums, Etc. Web $1,000
Mint and used, incl. better mint Washington-Franklins on
pages, 20th Century modern mint collections, Philippines on
pages, oldtime used collection with Revenues, scattered used
classics with #1, and album with Airs, AMG collection, old
Schaubek consisting of back-of-the-book with cut squares,
used Officials, souvenir panels, early 20th Century mint
blocks of 4, used ducks, etc., much fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,250/1,500

927

H

HHm

Multi Mint and Used Collections
$900
Several collections combined, 19th Century to modern, incl.
Airs, Dues, Special Deliveries, a run of Revenues etc., plus a
topical Hawaiian collection, some dupl. but a useful group,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $6,500+ (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $1,500/1,800

928

H

HH

1890 to 1997 Mint Collection
$900
Housed in four clean Davo hingeless albums, sparse during
19th Century, then fills in around 1935 onwards, noted
Kansas-Nebraska, White Plains sheet (n.h.), Prexies,
C13-C15 (n.h.), Special Deliveries, Dues and Officials,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,500/2,000

929 Hm

1851 to 2015 Mint and Used
Collection
$800
Housed in 7 Harris albums, vast majority used, 1869’s to
15¢, selection large Bank Notes, Columbians to 30¢,
Trans-Miss to 50¢, Washington-Franklins, mint White
Plains sheet, Recalled Legends, also Airs, Special Deliveries,
Parcel Post, Dues and few Revenues etc., some U.N. as well,
generally fine to very fine. 2018 Scott approximately
$9,500+ (Owner’s) ................................. Est. $1,400/1,600
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931 m

932

H

Hr
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1893 to 2013 Mint Commemorate
Collection
$800
Housed in 5 Heritage albums, mostly n.h., virtually
complete collection less dollar Columbians and high value
Trans-Miss., incl. imperf. Bugs Bunny, Recalled Legends,
incl. Airs #C1-C135 (with Zeppelins l.h.), a clean, useful
collection, fine to very fine. 2018 Scott approximately
$6,800+ (Owner’s) ................................. Est. $1,300/1,500

938

H

Hr

1920’s to 1930’s Mint Accumulation Web
$650
N.h., sheets, blocks incl. pl. blocks, and singles in glassines,
noted #581-591 blocks of 4, 630 (3), Q12, RW2 pl. number
single, fresh, fine to very fine .................... Est. $1,100/1,300

939

H

Hr

20th Century Plate Block Collection
$650
Mostly n.h. in 3 albums and loose to 1950, starting with 2¢
Harding, some light dupl. (ex. #619 - 2 large tops),
620-621, 630 (3), pl. blocks of 6 mostly tops or bottoms, 834
(4 incl. pl. block of 8), Airs starting from Map issue on,
Special Delivery, etc., much above average quality, overall
very fine, items bought since the 1970’s, had an eye for centering
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

940

H

H

1915 to 1990 Mint Collection
$650
Housed on Scott National pages and a small stockbook, most
items n.h., better incl. Washington-Franklins, White Plains
(faults), 1920’s era flat and rotary issues, Farley position
blocks/pairs etc., a good showing of singles, pl. blocks, coils,
etc., face value of later material over $1600, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

941

H

HH

Mint Group 1855 to 1950
$650
Attractive mint accumulation in “safe deposit” stockbook
with many better, features #11, 63, 63b, 65, 73, 147, 189,
205, 219D, 226, 228, 249, 288, 294-99, 1902 issues 1¢/13¢,
400, F1, O28, RW14-17, n.h. throughout, generally fine to
very fine or better ........................................ Est. $800/1,200

1851 to 1999 Used Collection
$800
Housed in two Scott albums, noted #219-229, 230-240,
253-260, 268-276A, 285-290, 294-311, 331-342,397-400a,
414-423, 424-440, 500, E1-E23, plus pages for 1948 to 1976
blocks, Airs, Special Delivery, Parcel Post, Dues, cut squares
etc., generally fine to very fine. 2011 Scott approximately
$9,900 (Owner’s) .................................... Est. $1,200/1,500
Plate Block Group 1922 to 1932
$800
Regular issues, fresh n.h. assortment in mounts on Scott
pages, incl. #553, 555-59, 561-66, 568-69, 571, 575-6,
622-23, 631-42 and 692-701 etc., clean, fresh and worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine or better. Scott
$6,900+ (Owner’s) ................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

933

H

Hr

20th Century Retail Plate Blocks,
#553/1052, etc.
$800
N.h., couple hundred, priced and identified on Hobby cards,
cat., clean, retail $5134 ............................. Est. $1,000/1,400

934

H

HHm

Group of Collections
$750
Used to early 1900’s then mint to 1930’s or 1940’s, one on
Scott pages, one on Harris pages, one on blank pages incl.
Back-of-the-Book with Philippines, noted #658-679 o.g.,
Airmail blocks n.h., and useful group of early Ducks n.h.,
o.g. or unused, earlies mixed condition, otherwise fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

935

H

H

Modern Mint Certified Lot,
#690//1246, etc.
$750
N.h., around 100 all individually priced on Hobby cards,
virtually all Grade 98 (spotted couple 100, couple 90J and
95), retail $7,360, extremely fine to superb group, 2007
P.S.E. certs (ALL) .................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

936

H

HHm

1847 to 1963 Collection
Web
$700
Mint and used, housed in two Scott albums mostly used in
19th Century, of note, #1 (blue cancel P.F. cert.), 71 (blue
segment cancel), 121, 155, 191, Columbians up to 50¢,
Trans-Miss. up to 50¢, Pan-Americans complete (n.h.),
mint and used selection of Washington-Franklins, from
1920 onward mint n.h., with Kansas-Nebraska (mixed n.h.
and o.g.), back-of-the-book contains Airs, Special Delivery,
Dues, Offices in China, Parcel Post, few cut squares, early
Revenues and C.S.A.; second album pl. blocks from 1940 to
1961, a binder containing full panes from 1940’s to 1958, also
stockbook of U.N., singles and pl. blocks, noted eleven #38,
plus few Worldwide topical U.N. related, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

937 H

January 13, 2019

Third Session

Mint Accumulation
$700
Early mint group in “safe deposit” stockbook, incl. #35, 69,
114, 116, 117, 119, 123, 230-37, 238, 241, 261, 524,
Kansas-Nebraska complete (less 6¢ Nebraska), some
without gum, generally fine or better. Scott $8,400
(Owner’s) ................................................... Est. $900/1,100

Description
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942 Hm

Collection in 2 Scott Albums
$600
Few thousand from 1853 to 1979, early issues mostly used,
o.g. from 1920’s on with later issues n.h., better items incl.
o.g. #294-299, 369, 581-591, 630, 658-679, C1-C6, some
interesting Washington-Franklins, condition a bit mixed on
early issues, mostly fine or better ............... Est. $1,000/1,250

943 Hm

1847 to 1945 Mint and Used
Collection
Web
$600
Housed in Heritage album, #1, 1861 to 1866 issues, 1869 to
90¢, good selection of large Bank Notes, Columbian dollars less
$4, Trans-Miss. to $1, selection of Washington-Franklins, then
complete from 1934, plus some Airs, Special Deliveries and
Dues, generally fine to very fine ................... Est. $1,000/1,500

944 H

Mint Collection to 1940
$600
In Scott hingeless, few scattered early used, Columbians on
all mint with occasional better incl. #228-229, 397-403,
some Washington-Franklins incl. #440, 478, coils, 1922-25
set, 630 and later complete, also Airs with C13, few with
certs, etc., generally fine to very fine .......... Est. $1,000/1,500

H

Commemorative Plate Block Group
1901 to 1920
$600
Nice assortment of n.h. in mounts on Scott pages, incl. #294,
323, 328-29, 367-68, 370-73 etc., centering varies, generally
fine to very fine. Scott $7,800+ (Owner’s) .. Est. $750/1,000

945

Hr

946 Hm r Circuit Book Group
$600
19th & 20th Century mint and used in 38 circuit books
featuring hundreds of regular issues, nice assortment of
classics, early commemoratives, Washington-Franklins etc.,
also blocks, pl. blocks, booklets, booklet panes and more,
much value throughout, careful examination recommended,
generally fine to very fine ............................. Est. $750/1,000
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Lot

Description

Start Bid

Lot

947 m

Massive Accumulation of Used
$500
Fills 18 large apple boxes with a gross weight of 471 lbs.,
absolutely unpicked, approximately 80% off paper and many
identified with Scott numbers or - when there was more than one
variety - by design number, collection starts with scattering of
19th Century, picks up the 20th Century with nice run to the early
2000’s, bundleware and glassines of a number of common such as
2¢ red Washington which are put together by design only from
first through fourth bureaus, thus creating possibility of finding
scarce varieties, a dream come true for a packet maker,
cancellation aficionado, fly-specker or variety specialist, lot is very
strong in commems, housed mostly in shoe boxes, file drawers,
stockbooks, binders, glassines and envelopes, also two+ boxes of
close-clipped on-paper plus a single box devoted to common
definitives plus Love and Christmas, examine, gathered over a
lifetime by a Bay area collector ........................... Est. $1,000/1,500

955

948

H

HH

949 m r

950

951

H

H

HH r

Hr

1919 to 2010 Mint Collection
$500
Housed in 5 Scott Specialty and National albums, much
specialized material incl. such as set of Peckmore National
park prototype proof cards, lots of Cinderella items, tickets,
private issue stamps and labels, EFO’s, imperf errors,
misperfs, printing flaws, etc., also some Foreign sets, sheets
and joint USA issues, incl. singles, sets, mini-sheets,
booklets, etc., face value over $1,100, nice collection for the
specialist or internet dealer, fine to very fine . Est. $800/1,000
Fascinating Used Block Collection
$500
Few hundred from 1853 to 1943, better items incl. #11, 112
(pen cancel), 159, 235, 294-299, 310, 327, 369, 404, 480
(block of 10), 524, nice group of Washington-Franklins, few
with faults but still a collection that took a lifetime to put
together ...................................................... Est. $750/1,000
Early 20th Century Mint Plates and
Strips Accumulation
$500
O.g. to n.h., identified in glassines, over 125 different
ranging from 1902 to 1930’s, many of the earlies are in strips,
a useful group, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $750/1,000
8 Mint Sheet Files of Full Sheets
$500
N.h. early 2¢ reds to Special Delivery, starting #617,
649-50, 654, 982, 702 (7 plus piece parts), some Farleys,
Army-Navy, full set of Overrun Countries, 3¢ purples 1937
to early 1940s, full set of C25-31, CE2 (2), plus
miscellaneous, fine to very fine .................... Est. $750/1,000

952

H

Hr

Modern Freak, Error Group
Web
$500
N.h., consists of #4481e (cert), 1356 fold-over, C85 double
shift, 1455 2 progressive zip blocks of 4 with black color fading
to missing (last copy), 1728 with diagonal perfs, 2235-2238
block with drastic inking variety and C119a progressive in
block of 8, all sound, inspect, very fine ........... Est. $750/1,000

953

H

HH

1890 to 1935 Oldtime Accumulation
$450
O.g. to n.h., over 200 items, identified in glassines, incl. 24
with PSAG certificates, a clean, useful group, generally fine
to very fine .................................................. Est. $750/1,000

954

H

HH

20th Century Mint Stock, #230/893
$400
Few thousands dupl. n.h. sorted in glassines in 2 red boxes,
earlier period some hinged, no heavy dupl., starts #230-237
with few no gum, then #291 on with majority 537 and later, also
Airs, Special Delivery up to same time period, fresh throughout,
good lot for U.S. dealer to reload on turn of the Century to
1940’s period, mostly fine to very fine ................. Est. $600/800

Page 82
Description
H

H

Start Bid

Commemorative Plate Block
Collection 1923 to 1935
$400
N.h. in mounts in Scott album, nearly complete for period,
incl. Harding, Huguenot-Walloon, Lexington-Concord,
Washington Bicentennial, Parks (perf and imperf), plus
Farley imperfs, 2¢ reds and more, clean and worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $600/800

956 Hm

Remainder Collections
$400
5 collections both mint and used mounted on pages, incl.
Airs, Ducks, very high cat. value with some useful material,
worth a close look, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine ...................... Est. $500/750

957 Hm

Remainder Collections
$400
4 remnant collections in Scott National albums, mint o.g. and
used, 1851 to modern, #233 mint block of 4,
Washington-Franklins, Panama-Pacific set, Bank Notes,
1920’s and later blocks of 4, Airmails with C1-6 mint, and
face value, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $500/700

958 Hm

Varied Collection
$400
19th & 20th Century mint and used in four albums, five
binders and misc., 19th Century mostly used incl. earlies with
some 1869 issues and some other interesting items, 20th
Century mostly mint incl. regular issues, commemoratives
and Airpost blocks etc., also misc. covers and souvenir items,
condition varies, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $500/750

959 m

1851 to 1935 Mostly Used Collection
$350
Housed in stockbook, some dupl. with 19th Century, also
selections of Airs, Dues, Revenues, C.S.A., etc., generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/800

960

H

HHm

961 H

1851 to 1992 Collections
Web
$350
Housed in 2 Scott albums, early 19th Century used, incl.
Columbians and Trans-Miss. to 50¢, selection of mint and used
Washington-Franklins, mint White Plains sheet,
Kansas-Nebraska, Farley assortment, then mint n.h. from 1922
onward, incl. Airs, Dues, Special Deliveries, plus a selection of pl.
blocks in four Scott albums from 1922 to 1984 with emphasis on
mid to later 20th Century, fine to very fine ............ Est. $600/800
20th Century Mint Collection
$350
Attractive original mint collection on quad pages in an
album, incl. 1902 issues 1¢/15¢, 1922 issues to $1, #505
(error in block of nine), 1920’s to 1940’s commemoratives
with mint blocks incl. perf and imperf Parks, Famous
Americans, White Plains sheet, Farley souvenir sheets,
Kansas-Nebraska set complete, Airs C4-10, 1930’s-1940’s
blocks of four etc., fresh and clean collection, worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $500/750

Bidding Increments
From

$10
$300
$700
$1,500
$3,000
$7,000
$15,000
$30,000

To

$300
$700
$1,500
$3,000
$7,000
$15,000
$30,000
$70,000

Increment

$10
$25
$50
$100
$250
$500
$1,000
$2,500
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Lot

Description

962 F

Confederacy, Springfield Facsimiles
Collection
Web
$350
Production collection housed on album and stockpages in
binder; incl. four original proof designs (1862 5¢ and 1863 20¢
on board backing with original touch up and 1863 10¢ with and
without frameline on thin glazed card, original photographic
proof set-up of 25 for the original pl. of the 1862 5¢ and 1863
10¢ issues, final black proofs in thin glazed in blocks and sheets
for 8 different issues with additional, few other additional
photographic proof items, complete set of original Springfield
sheets with additional, Tasco booklet and Tatham Co. return
label, etc.; interesting group, Beginning in the mid 1930’s, a set of
14 counterfeits of the Confederate General Issue stamps were made and
sold by a stamp dealer in Springfield, Mass. These facsimiles were also
used in the TASCO Booklets prepared in 1941 by Tatham Stamp
Company of Springfield, Mass. in order to make the counterfeits, a set of
original drawings made by August Dietz in 1919 were used. The
drawings were copyrighted, and use of these drawings was done
without permission of August Dietz ......................... Est. $500/750

Start Bid

963 H

Eclectic Group
$350
Around 80 items, mostly mint on stockcards, all identified,
incl. mint Bank Notes, proofs (P4’s), #595, pl. blocks, few
used, mint multiples, inspect, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

964 Hm

1851 to 1979 Mint and Used Collection
$300
Mostly mint after 1920, housed in Scott Liberty album plus
stockbook along with singles on dealer cards and glassines,
incl. Airs, Special Delivery, with a few Hawaii, plus a
selection mostly 19th Century covers, worth a look, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/750

965

966

967

968

969

H

H

H

H

H

HH r

HH r

HHm

H)

HH
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Early Sheets and Farley Related
$300
N.h. group of 12 incl. #646, J100 and Q1, also five others
missing large part of selvage, large group of 1933 to 1934
souvenir sheets incl. 730 (33), 731 (36), 735 (54)
ungummed, 750 (25) and 751 (31) mix of n.h. and o.g.,
group of National Parks sets (75 perf and 27 imperf), plus
some used, mostly very fine ............................ Est. $500/650
Mint Plate Block Group
$300
150+ o.g. or n.h., noted #367 n.h., 616 l.h., 692-701 n.h.,
833 n.h. (3), 859-893 n.h. (3), 1053 n.h. (2), generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/700
Estate Balance
$300
Thousands of mint and used in stockbooks and small boxes,
incl. mint #756-765 PB, Q1-Q12, Airmails, used modern
high values and few better 20th Century, condition is mixed
on earlier ........................................................ Est. $500/600
Specialized Liberty Series Collection
$300
Mostly n.h., incl. 1033a (2009 PF cert. for block), 1057c line
pair (2005 APS cert.), wet and dry printing pl. blocks incl.
1053, 1031-1052 sheets, plus group of mint and used
precancels and set of FDC’s ........................... Est. $500/700
Mint Selection
$300
About 30 o.g. or n.h. #234 to 573, plus 20 n.h.
Back-of-the-Book, mostly Ducks RW12 to RW37, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/600

The live auction will be conducted through "Redpoint".
Contact us for details.

Lot

Description

Start Bid

970 m

Oldtime Used Collection
Web
$300
Mounted on blank pages in 3 binders, starting early
Washington 3¢ values on with minor dupl., incl. occasional
better cancel, 1869’s to 30¢, Bank Notes with minor dupl.,
fairly extensive small Bureau’s and later, occasional multiples
incl. on pieces, extensive Washington-Franklins (mostly
identified) with multiples, precancels and dupl. to $1 with
occasional vending, coils, occasional perfins, separate
commemoratives starting Columbians with dupl.,
interesting collection, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

971

H

Hr

Plate Block Collection 1935 to 1967
$300
Mint n.h. in mounts in a Scott American album, quite
complete for period incl. Prexies, Liberty and Prominent
American sets to $5, Famous Americans, Overrun
Countries, Flags etc., clean and quite nice, generally fine to
very fine or better ........................................... Est. $400/600

972

H

Hr

Plate Block and Strip Accumulation
$300
Group of hundreds incl. 3¢-6¢ various matched pl. block
sets, plus other pl. blocks ranging from #1300/2600,
Columbian sheet sets and more, face value over $800,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/500

973

H

H

1980 to 2006 Mint Collection
$250
N.h., housed in 6 binders, acquired mostly from annual
souvenir collections, fine to very fine .............. Est. $400/600

974

H

HHm

Mint and Used Collection
$250
Mostly n.h. collection housed in 2 White Ace albums (1928
to 1972), one Minuteman album (1851 to 1975), mint and
used (mint are generally adhered to pages) with the majority
of 19th Century used, incl. Back-of-the-Book, plus a box of
blocks housed in glassines ranging from #923 to 1409,
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $400/600

975 Hm

Collection in Harris Album
$250
Many hundreds mostly used with a scattering of o.g. sets,
better items incl. mint #55-61, 65 (regummed), 96-103
(used or unused), lots of modern used and few Provinces,
mostly fine or better ....................................... Est. $400/500

976 H

Estate Accumulation
$250
In 2 banker boxes, incl. old glassine with mint postage and
used, basic used album, old bundleware, scattered covers
with occasional early better incl. mint Civil War patriotics,
etc., fine to very fine overall ............................ Est. $400/600

977 Hm

1851 to 1979 Mint and Used Collection
$250
Housed in Scott National album, primarily used to 1930,
then mint hinged, condition a bit mixed in 19th Century,
Columbians and Trans-Miss. up to 50¢, selection of
Washington-Franklins, back-of-the-book, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600

978 m

Oldtime Used Large Bank Notes
Through Washington-Franklins
$250
Housed in glassines, boxes, large notebooks and even some
bundleware, substantial amount has been simply sorted by
design, with little attention to watermarks, perfs or other
varieties, which means a chance to find some better items,
also contains commemorative sets and singles from
Columbians forward, plus substantial collection of variety of
cancellations; numerals, alphabet, cities, etc., also box of
nearly three pounds of off-paper issued in a slightly broader
period, fine lot ................................................ Est. $350/450
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Start Bid

Lot

979 Hm) Varied Accumulation
$250
Collector’s accumulation circa 1930’s incl. a general
collection of 19th & 20th Century mint and used on pages in
three binders, incl. back-of-the-book with Revenues and
precancels, also small quantities of Farley souvenir sheets
incl. 1933 Century of Progress, Byrd etc., glassines with
various mint issues, an interesting selection of 1930s meter
mail and Postal Stationery entires, a group of postage due
receipts with various denominations, and other misc. covers,
noted are #C18 (block of four XF), C10a booklet and more,
oldtime group, worth a look, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

988

H

HH

1861 to 1970 Mint Collection
$180
Mostly mint n.h. after 1929, housed in Scott National album,
fairly well represented after 1919, light in the 19th Century,
incl. Airs, Dues and Special Deliveries, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

989

H

Hr

Better Mint Plate Blocks
$180
N.h., #704-715, 803-833, and 859-893, Fine to Very Fine.
Scott $981 ...................................................... Est. $200/250

990

H

Hr

Plate Block Accumulation
$150
Oldtime accumulation in four small boxes, incl. mainly 3¢
commemorative pl. blocks with various better issues
throughout, mostly all n.h., some back-of-the-book and cut
squares, generally fine to very fine .................. Est. $250/350

980 Hm) 1851 to 1973 Mint and Used
Collection
$240
Two Scott albums, mix of mint and used (19th and early 20th
Century), noted some Airs, Dues and modern Officials,
three Minuteman albums containing modern mint postal
cards along with some FD cards, mostly fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600
981 m

982

H

H)

983 H

984 H

985

H

Description

991 Hm

Collection and Foreign Estate Balance
$150
19th & 20th Century mint and used in a Scott Specialty
album w/misc. earlies incl. 1¢-12¢ 1869s, various Bank
Notes, 1902-03 to $1, early commemorative sets incl.
Louisiana, Jamestown, Panama Pacific (all complete used),
Washington-Franklins, #1053 and C18 noted, some
back-of-the-book etc., also album with modern pl. blocks,
1935 and 1943 Scott International Junior albums, envelopes
with Foreign material etc., condition varies, review
recommended, mostly fine to very fine ........... Est. $250/350

992 H

Small Accumulation
$150
About 30 on old auction pages incl. o.g. #438, 476, 547, 630
(bad perf seps), E4, E5 (pair with pl. number), and used 122,
few with faults, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $250/300

993 m r

Used Accumulation
$150
Many thousands used incl. many blocks of 4, 1880’s to
1990’s, in stockbooks, dealer pages and envelopes, mostly
fine or better .................................................. Est. $250/300

Mostly 19th Century Used
$220
About 100 with some dupl. incl. #15, 72, 121, Columbians
to 50 Cent, 523, group of Bank Note issues, plus 630 o.g.
(large perf seps), mostly fine or better ............. Est. $350/450
Modern Collection With FDC’s
$200
N.h., about $750 face incl. Recalled Legends, about 2,500
FDC’s arranged by topic incl. #803-834, some with stamps
mixed in, spans 1928 to 2005, clean ................ Est. $350/450
“Better” Fakes, Repaired Items
$200
Around 60 items, mostly with bad certs for coils, Hawaii,
etc., also repaired #12, 292, 241, good reference material,
items submitted or checked over the last few years .. Est. $300/400
Errors and Varieties
$200
Nice group of 18 mint items incl. #505 5¢ error in pair with
2¢, 538a and 540a vertical pairs imperf horizontally (two of
each, one pair is n.h.), 899b, 900a and 901a horizontal pairs
imperf between, C23a 6¢ air vertical pair imperf horizontally,
R135b inverted center, also four misperfed coil pairs 1058,
1378A, 1743 and 2280, and four imperf coil pairs 1338Gh,
1625a, 1895d and 2280b, great lot for the specialist, generally
fine to very fine. Scott $1,600+ (Owner’s) ..... Est. $300/400
and Used Accumulation
$200
Mint in 2 stockbooks, mostly 2¢-3¢ era incl. #630 o.g.,
Canal Zone 120-135 and C15-C20 n.h., blocks incl. perf and
imperf National Parks sets, some postage to 22¢, used 19th
and early 20th Century in stockbook and binder of
stockpages incl. 12 diff. Offices in China used, also a few
covers, disorganized, earlier in mixed condition, mostly fine
or better ......................................................... Est. $300/400

994

H

HHm

Mixed Accumulation Mostly Mint
$150
As received, mostly 20th Century U.S. and United Nations,
noted mint Columbians to 50¢, plus small used collection, pl.
blocks, covers and other odds and ends, worth a look,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $250/300

995

H

HHm

1851 to 1979 Mint and Used Collection
$150
Housed in two albums used from 19th Century to
Washington-Franklins, n.h. from 1938 onwards, incl. Airs,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/300

HHm r
Mint

986

H

HHm

Estate Balance
$200
Few thousand in 13 albums and loose, majority used,
scattering of 19th Century, few better o.g., some n.h.
postage, bit of Back-of-the-Book, mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

987

H

H)

1909 2¢ Lincoln Study
Web
$200
N.h., perf single, 2 blocks of 4 unmounted, imperf single and
pair. US Automatic Vending Company guide line strip of 4
unused (cat. $400 - hinged), Schermack type III on cover
early usage (cat. $210) .................................... Est. $250/350

Start Bid

996 m

Small Used Group
$150
About 50 on sales pages from 1853 to 1920’s mostly used
with a few unused, better items incl. used #70, 97, 115-117,
and 155, centering and condition varies, mostly fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/300

997 Hm) Collection Balance
$120
Many hundreds in albums and stockbooks incl. used
#C1-C6, a few better used 19th Century and mint airmails,
also 400 covers incl. flights, space, FDC’s and few
commercial, mostly fine or better .................... Est. $200/250
998 Hm

Collection in 3 Albums
$120
Incl. 2 Minuteman albums to 2008 with few thousand mostly
used with a scattering of better 19th Century,
Back-of-the-Book incl. Revenues in Scott album, few
Christmas seals and locals, mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

Page 85
Lot
999

Description
H

H

Start Bid

Small N.H. Selection, #286,
288-289, 300
$110
Consists of #286, 288, 289 (2 - s.e.), 300 (14), fresh colors,
fine. Scott $1,480 ........................................... Est. $150/180

1000 Hm) Mint and Used Collection Remainder
$100
Incl. 20th Century modern mint issues in a stockbook, six
binders of mostly Farnam First Day covers with some 1930’s
issues and misc., review recommended, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/250
1001 m r
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Used High Modern Values
$100
Incl. some full sheets, pl. blocks and complete booklet panes,
noted $9.95 Eagle sheet of 20, fine to very fine Est. $150/200

Lot

Description

1011

H

Hr

Mint Dealer Stock 1950’s to 2008
$600
Mostly n.h., housed mostly on #104 cards identified and
priced, with 4 counter books and 5 binders and 2 mint file
sheet folders, noted many modern booklets, 5 Recalled
Legends and 5 large envelopes containing 32¢ to 37¢ panes
in original packaging, much postage value contained, fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1012

H

Hr

Sheet Accumulation
$600
Mostly n.h., many hundreds, 1930’s to 2004, incl. about 100
Airmails, few large blocks and used sheets, much is very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

1013

H

Hr

Modern Plate Block Collection
Three Volumes
$600
N.h. collection in two Scott albums and a springback album,
ranging from 1968-2001, mostly complete for the period,
incl. premium items throughout, face value $1,400+, very
nice group, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $750/1,000

1014

H

Hr

Plate Block and Strip Hoard
$600
N.h., large collection/accumulation of pl. blocks and pl.
strips from the 1930’s-70’s, many premium items
throughout incl. Farley perf. Parks (blocks of six in dupl.)
and others, mostly all neatly identified in #6 envelopes, face
value approx. $1,400, fresh and clean throughout, generally
fine to very fine ............................................ Est. $750/1,000

Hr

Two Carton Accumulation
$500
N.h., two cartons containing mint singles, blocks, booklets,
souvenir sheets etc., thousands from 1920’s to 1990’s, all in
glassines and identified incl. Airs, much face value, fine to
very fine ...................................................... Est. $750/1,000

H

Modern Mint Collection Five Volumes
$500
Clean and fresh n.h. from 1968 to 1990 in five Lindner
hingeless albums with slipcases, incl. most premium items
for the period, booklets, panes, sheets etc., generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $700/900

Hr

3¢ Commemorative Sheet
and Block Collection
$500
N.h., large array of various mint 3¢ sheets in four sheet
albums and seven folders, also a large quantity of strips and
pl. blocks, some dupl., well worth a look, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $600/800

H

Mint Sorted Stock, #894/2580
$400
N.h., identified and sorted in glassine, dupl. up to 20+ incl.
blocks, also coils, also same period for Airs, clean
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

Hr

Modern Accumulation
$400
N.h., 3¢ to 44¢ era sheets in 13 folios, plus stockbook of
blocks and group of booklets, face $2,181, mostly very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

H

1954 to 2011 Collection
$300
In three Scott Specialized albums, incl. two Legends error
sheets, face $1,400+, fine to very fine ............. Est. $500/600

Hr

Modern Mint Collection
$300
N.h., in 4 albums mounted to 1998, mostly compl. (except $
up values) from singles, to panes, to sheetlets, no 19th
Century and scattered mint until early 1940’s, clean
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1002 m

Collection Balance
$100
Incl. used 20th Century stock in 5 binders, couple mostly
used collections and group of used postal cards incl. few 19th
Century, mostly fine or better ......................... Est. $150/200

1003 H)

Mint and FDC Collection
$80
On homemade pages, starting 1940 to 1982, most with mint
singles and later some with pl. blocks, starting with Famous
Americans but incl. earlier FD’s incl. 2¢ reds, #615, etc.,
some year gaps, clean ..................................... Est. $150/200

1004 m

1898 to 1984 Used Collection
$80
Housed in album plus loose album pages, incl. Farleys, plus
small envelope containing mostly early 19th Century, etc.,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $150/200

1015

H

Used Accumulation
$60
Many hundreds of glassines in a small box, identified,
containing singles dupl. and blocks from late 19th Century to
mid 20th Century, also two precancel (Seattle) coil rolls and a
handful of FD covers, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

1016

H

1017

H

1018

H

1019

H

1020

H

1021

H

1005 m

1006 F

1007 m

Reference Collection of Fakes
$60
22 examples all with certificates, various fake coils, overprints
etc., fine to very fine ....................................... Est. $100/150
20th Century Used Stock
$10
Neatly mounted on manila stockpages and housed in 12
binders to 37¢, a few later, early issues are sparse incl. some
back-of-the-book, much dupl., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Postage & Modern Collections
1008

1009

1010

H

H

H

Hr

Hr

H

Modern Sheet Lot
$1,200
N.h., unpicked, mostly 32¢ and up values, few “Celebrate
the Century”clean, face $2,400 ................ Est. $1,200/1,400
Face Value Accumulation
$900
Two cartons containing singles, blocks, sheets, booklets,
uncut sheets, etc., wide ranges of values from 3¢ to Forever
and $1 upwards, plus a group of earlier premium items, face
$4,300+, fine to very fine ......................... Est. $1,500/1,800
Mint Sheet and Postage Hoard
$600
Mostly mint sheets, blocks, booklets and pl. blocks, incl. a
group of FDC, postal cards and mint stationary (not
counted), face $2,100, fine to very fine ...... Est. $1,100/1,200

Start Bid

January 13, 2019
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Description

1022

H

1023

H

Third Session
Start Bid

Hr

Modern Collection, Scrap
$300
N.h., in 2 Harris pl. block albums with few better earlier, to
1984, also unsorted singles, pl. blocks, also #BK90 (107
copies), clean ................................................. Est. $400/600

H

Modern Mint Collection
$300
Attractive n.h. collection in a Scott National album ranging
from 1971-1995, virtually complete for period incl. premium
items, features full sheets incl. Legends error sheet, also two
additional Scott albums with some back-of-the-book and
postal cards, very fine overall .......................... Est. $400/600

1024

H

Hr

Mint Sheet Collection
$250
N.h., clean group of mostly 3¢ commemorative sheets in
Linn’s mint sheet album, incl. 3¢ purples, FDR 1¢-5¢
complete, some Air Post and misc. higher denominations,
face value $300+, generally fine to very fine ... Est. $300/500

1025

H

Hr

Modern Accumulation
$200
N.h., about 100 sheets 1943 to 1980’s, #906 missing 1
stamp, pl. blocks, souvenir panels and 1970’s to 1980’s year
sets, fine to very fine ....................................... Est. $350/450

1026

H

Hr

Mint Sheets and Four Legends Errors
$200
N.h., accumulation of modern sheets in White Ace mint
sheet album, incl. various Birds & Flowers, Wildlife, World
at War, and four Legends error sheets, fresh and clean, very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1027

H

Hr

Interesting Accumulation
$200
Mostly n.h., few thousand, 3¢ to 32¢ era, denominations up
to $5, incl. pl. blocks, booklets and pl. number coils, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1028

H

Hr

1943 to 1958 Full Sheet Accumulation
$200
N.h., housed in 10 mint sheet file folders, light dupl., fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $250/350

1029

H

H

High Value Group
$150
N.h., about $300 face, mostly $1 to $10.75 values, incl. #834
pl. block (light gum creases), fine to very fine . Est. $250/300

1030 BHH

1031

H

1032

H

1033

1034

H

H

Booklet Accumulation
$150
N.h., few hundred 1940’s to 2002, with few panes, few with
faults, plus four 73¢ Washington-Franklin booklets,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $250/350

H

Modern Mint Collection
$120
N.h., many hundreds 1980 to 2005 in Scott albums or on
Scott pages, fine to very fine ........................... Est. $200/250

H

1971 to 2016 Year Book Collection
$120
Two cartons along with special commemorative albums from
1980’s and 1990’s, plus some used assorted stamps in
glassines, very fine ......................................... Est. $200/300

Hr

Hr
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Lot
1035

Description
H

Hr

Start Bid

Mostly 3¢ Sheet Better Accumulation
$100
N.h., about 180 in sheet album, roughly first 50 with corner
mount adhesions incl. #855, 868, 873 and 878, rest appears
mostly clean incl. 808, 813 and C23, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Back-of-the-Book Collections
1036 H)

1037

H

HH

20th Century Extensive Mint
Envelope Holding
$1,600
Few thousand in 12 KaBe binders, sorted and virtually all
identified by the bands showing the Thorp & Bartel info,
virtually all different with various knifes, papers, and sizes,
occasional used, penalty or different precancels, incl.
surcharge period, unpicked, better items could be hidden
throughout, later identified by separate labels, excellent lot
for the stationery specialist, very clean throughout, Fine to
Very Fine, Apparently part of an oldtime lot originally
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500
Mint Back-of-the-Book Collection
Web $1,300
In Scott National album, incl. #C1-13, C18-126; Special
Delivery E1-11; nice range of cut squares with many shades
and paper varieties to 24¢,values incl. U1, U42, U43, U44,
U73, U204, U348-51 and later issues to 1971, hinging
heavy on some, some regumming noted, but in general most
are o.g. to n.h., fresh throughout, mostly Fine to Very Fine
................................................................ Est. $1,500/2,000

1038 H)

Mint Postal Card Collection
Web
$750
Excellent showing of unused cards and intact reply cards
with minor dupl., noted #UX1 (preprinted), UX8 (2),
UX13 (2), UX21, UX47 (ETR-1055-2), UX47a
(ETR-1057-2) with APEX cert., UY5-6, UXC1a used
(APEX cert.), lovely collection, Fine to Very Fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

1039 Hm

Mint and Used Air Collection
Web
$700
Selection from 1918 to 1940, comprising o.g. C1-3, C4,
C10A, C13-15 with 65¢ and $1.30 n.h., $2.60 l.h., n.h. pl.
blocks C24, C29-31, C46; used C1-4, also Zeppelin cover
with C5-11, mixed, fine to very fine ............. Est. $800/1,000

1040 Hm

Back-of-the Book Accumulation
Web
$500
Mint and used mostly 19th Century material containing
pages and stockbooks of Postage Dues mostly used,
stockbook of early Revenues, State Revenues and Locals
incl. Motor Vehicle, Officials, State Dept. up to $2, better
first design Newspapers incl. proofs, Parcel Post and Offices
in China and 4 stockbooks containing Cigarette, Snuff and
Tobacco labels, some light dupl. with usual condition, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $700/900

1041

H

Hr

Small Modern Accumulation
$100
N.h., about $400 face, mostly 20¢ to $5 values in pl. blocks
and sheets, very fine ....................................... Est. $150/200

Airmail Blocks and Plate Blocks
$450
Over 100 mostly n.h. incl. #C4, C6 and C18 blocks of 4,
Plate blocks of C4, C7-C12, C20-C22 and modern pl. blocks
to 1989, plus BKC1, fine to very fine .............. Est. $750/850

1042

H

HH

3¢ Sheets and Blocks
$100
N.h., about 125 sheets incl. purples, also dozens of blocks
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Mint Airmail Collection
Web
$400
Complete to 1999, early issues o.g. incl. #C13-C15, modern
issues n.h., fine to very fine ............................. Est. $600/800

1043

H

Hr

Duplicated Test Stamp Group
Web
$400
N.h., few hundred mostly “For Testing Purposes Only”
incl. #TD121 block of 4 and 20, also coil strips, few colored,
few blank, very fine ........................................ Est. $500/750

Page 87
Lot

Description

1044 Hm

Back-of-the-Book Group
$400
Group of 19 A.P.S. circuit books incl. 19th & 20th Century
mint and used, features Airs, Special Delivery, Dues,
Newspapers and some ducks, also lots of cut squares and
some Postal Stationery entires, better items throughout,
review will prove rewarding, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1045

H

HH

1046 H)

1047

1048

H

H

Hr

H

1049 m r

1050

1051

H

H

Hr

Hr

1052 H)

1053

H

Start Bid

Mint Airmail Collection
Web
$350
Complete from 1918 to 1980, early issues mostly o.g. incl.
#C13-C15 (C15 toned perf), balance mostly n.h.
(#C13-C15 F-VF o.g., C15 corner perf thin)
....................................................................... Est. $600/800
1861 to 1921 Stationery and Cards
Accumulation
Web
$350
Small box containing hundreds mostly mint, sleeved and
identified U27 to U471, UX1 to UX46, dupl. throughout
but a useful group, fine to very fine ................. Est. $600/800
Airmail Plate Block Collection
1923 to 1999
$350
N.h. in mounts in Scott album, incl. #C4, C7-12, C16-17,
C18 (50¢ Zepp w/top pl. number), then mostly complete
C19/C135 and CE1-2, clean and worth inspection, generally
fine to very fine or better ................................. Est. $500/750
Airmail Collection Complete Mint,
#C1-150
$300
N.h. in White Ace album except #C2 and C3 o.g., C15
regummed, mostly fine to very fine ................. Est. $500/600
Used Airmail Block Collection
$300
Over 100 from 1918 to 1993 with some dupl. incl. #C1-C6,
C13 (with pl. number) and C18, unusual collection, mostly
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/600

Lot
1055

Description
H

HH

Start Bid

“Ekko” Stamp Accumulation
Web
$200
About 80% n.h. or o.g., 20% no gum, 99, plus 15 additional,
issued in 1920-1930s for radio stations and called “verified
reception stamps”, produced by American Bank Note Co. for
Ekko Company of Chicago, IL ........................... Est. $300/400

1056 Hm

Officials Collection
$200
About 75 on Scott pages mostly used with some unused,
better items incl. used #O34, O45, unused O63-O67,
mostly fine or better ....................................... Est. $300/400

1057 H)

Backup Mint Stationery Stock
$200
In 3 full banker boxes, mostly 1960’s and later but some
earlier, incl. postal cards, some sleeved, dupl., mostly clean,
unchecked, never put into stock, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock .............................................................. Est. $300/400

1058

H

Hr

Better Airmail Sheets
$150
N.h., #C7-C9, C17 (2), C46, plus few pl. blocks, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/300

1059 H

Proofs and Back-of-the-Book
Selection
Web
$150
21 plate proofs along with selection of Special Delivery,
Revenues (#R718), C.S.A., Guam, Philippines and Puerto
Rico overprints, etc., generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

H

Commemorative Panels and Souvenir
Cards Accumulation
$120
Full carton ranging from 1970’s to 1990’s containing fairly
comprehensive run of panels plus over 45 souvenir cards, all
in pristine condition, very fine ........................ Est. $200/300

1060

H

1061 H)

Back-of-the-Book Plate Block Group
1913 to 1983
$250
N.h. collection in mounts on Scott pages, incl. Special
Delivery #E11, E13, Parcel Post Q1-3, Special Handling
QE1-2 (two each), QE3, QE4a etc., generally fine to very
fine or better. Scott $2,600+ (Owner’s) ......... Est. $400/500

Stationery Collection With FDC’s
$100
Thousands of entires #U412 to U678, UC1 to UC65, and
UO2 to UO91, earlies mint and used, later mint and FDC,
noted U420a, U481b, also very roughly group of 1,000 mint
and FDC postal cards UX1 to UX643, UXC1 to UXC28,
and UY1 to UY50, dupl. mostly up to 10, few higher,
inventory incl., clean ...................................... Est. $200/250

1062 H)

Postage Due Plate Block Group
1895 to 1985
$250
N.h. collection in mounts on Scott pages incl. #J39, J61-65,
J68-71, J79-82, J83a-4a, J85-87, J88-104, worth inspection,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $2,700+ (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

Stationery Freaks and Errors
Accumulation
$90
Over 125, mostly mint, sleeved and identified, incl. shifts,
albinos, mis-cuts etc., mostly early to mid 20th Century, also
a few booklet errors, an unusual group, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/200

1063 S

Stationery Intact Collection
$250
Around 500 mint and used entires #U1 to U411, values to
$100 cat., inventory incl., generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

14 Official Specimens
Web
$70
Unused, 1¢ (minor dupl.) to 10¢ values, all fresh, one
straight edge copy, much fine to very fine. Scott $552
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

Revenue Collections

HHm r
Back-of-the-Book

1054 m

January 13, 2019

Third Session

Accumulation
$200
Many hundreds incl. some better Airmails with pl. blocks,
Special Delivery and Ducks, nice group of Dues incl.
J43-J44 used blocks of 4, plus few used Hawaii, fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

Back-of-the-Book With Revenues
$200
Few hundred in Scott album, mostly used Revenues incl.
#R90c, R98c, R100c, R101c, R128 (faulty) plus reds and
greens, also few Match & Medicine, mint Newspapers, and
Officially Sealed, mostly fine or better ............ Est. $350/450

1064 m

Extensive Revenue Collection
Web $5,000
In old Scott album, imperfs with decent margins (few pairs),
part perfs, perfs, also incl. few Newspapers #PR1-8 and few
later, few questionable, incl. higher priced items, occasional
dupl., most value in first three issues but scattered later with
booklet panes, Motor Vehicle complete, Firearms, also few
Express, early Christmas, Official Seals, M&M’s, etc.,
above average condition for this, apparent high cat., fine
overall .................................................... Est. $7,500/10,000

January 13, 2019

Third Session

Lot

Description

1065 m

Oldtime Revenue Collection
Web $5,000
Mostly used in Scott Specialty album, useful selection of
First to Third issues with possible suspect items, noted
#R102 (cert.) and R126 (cert.), a run of red Documentaries
and green Stock Transfers, Wines, Silver Tax, etc., high cat.
value, inspection is recommended, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $7,000/9,000

1066

1067

H

H

Hr

H

Start Bid

Quality Mint Duck Lot,
#RW1//RW56
$3,750
N.h., few hundred items all individually priced on Hobby
cards, scattered pl. blocks and later dupl., occasional cert.,
minor dupl. on some better items, total retail $25,000+,
excellent quality lot already set up for retail, nice quality
throughout, very clean stock, overall very fine, Ex
Nalbandian Stock ...................................... Est. $5,000/7,000
Comprehensive Federal and
State Duck Collection
Web $2,700
In Scott Specialty album, mostly n.h., Federals are mostly
complete to 2011 less 1999 to 2005, #RW1 and RW2 n.h.,
over 1,000 different State Ducks that run to 2003, a clean and
useful collection, fine to very fine. Scott $22,600+
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $4,500/5,000

1068 (H) r Wines 1942 to 1954 Sheets,
#RE108/RE201
$2,000
Ungummed, 56 diff. values, two sheets of each $1 to $10
values, each value totals 100 examples, fine to very fine. Scott
$30,000 ................................................... Est. $2,000/2,500
1069

H

Hr

1070 m

1071

H

Hr

1072 P r

1073

H

1074

H

Never Hinged Duck Full Sheets
$700
Incl. #RW51, RW52-53 (2 each), RW54, RW55 (2),
RW56 and RW67, face $3075, overall very fine
.................................................................... Est. $900/1,200
Revenue 1862 to 1929 Used
Collection
Web
$500
Mounted in Scott Platinum album, fairly comprehensive
first issue imperfs, part perfs and perfs (noted #R102c),
some appear dubious, a few second and third issues, balance
of collection I.R. and Documentary, inspection is
recommended, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $750/1,000
51 Duck Plate Blocks, #RW44/RW62
$450
N.h., #RW44 (1), RW45 (5), RW46 (1), RW47 (2),
RW48 (4), RW49 (4), RW50 (5), RW51 (2), RW52 (3),
RW53 (5), RW54 (4), RW55 (3), RW56 (4), RW57 (2),
RW58 (1), RW59 (1), RW61 (5), RW62 (2), face $2020,
overall very fine .............................................. Est. $600/800
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Description

1075 Hm

Oldtime Revenue Collection
$350
In 2 albums on pages, incl. mint and used ducks from
#RW1, State incl. Fish & Game, few beers, Telegraph,
Wines, cigarettes, few Philippines, etc., inspect, fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1076

H

H

Duck Group
$400
Group of 6 APS circuit books incl. mint, signed, State
Ducks, various licenses and a group of n.h. pl. blocks in
glassines which alone cat. $1,200, interesting group, well
worth inspection, condition varies, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

H

1936 to 1963 Duck Collection,
#RW3-RW30
Web
$350
N.h., generally fine to very fine. Scott $3,552 .. Est. $600/800

Motor Vehicle Complete Mint,
#RV1-RV53
$350
N.h., except #RV1 l.h., few later s.e. copies, fine to very fine.
Scott $2,400 ................................................... Est. $500/600

1077 Hm

1862 to 1954 Revenue Collection
$300
Housed in a Scott album, containing first to third issues,
Documentary, Proprietary, Stock Transfer, fairly well filled
less higher value items, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1078 m

Revenue Collection
$300
Mainly used in Minkus album, value in first and second
issues, noted Alaska ship cancel on #R82c, some imperfs
and part perfs questionable, typical mixed condition
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1079

H

1080

H

HHm

Federal and State Duck Accumulation
$300
Unused to n.h., mint and used, early Federal licenses, mint
from 1937 to 1970’s, noted a few #RW1 no gum, used
California #1, a bit messy but lots of material to sift through,
a bit mixed but generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $500/750

H

Mint State Duck Retail Stock
$300
N.h., around 100 priced and identified on Hobby cards,
Alabama to Wisconsin, clean, retail $1705 ..... Est. $400/500

1081 H r

Match & Medicine 4 Proof Items
Web
$260
Consisting of RS161P#, RT13TC3 imprint block of 8, and
RS240P3 imprint strip of 5 and block of 10, all with margins
all round, very fine. Scott $2,625+ ................. Est. $400/500

1082 m

First & Second Revenue Issues, Proofs
and Beer Accumulation
$250
Used, 2 sets of pages from an album containing perfed first
and second issues along with a few documentary and
Proprietary issues, also card proofs (#RB1P4-RB7P4,
R147P4 and R149P4), plus 12 Beer adhesives (REA31,
REA38, REA62, REA65, REA190, etc.), 19 various Retail
Liquor Dealer certificates, 12 questionable early Newspaper
adhesives, a diverse and useful accumulation, much fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600

1083 P r

Revenue Proofs Accumulation
$200
25 items in singles, pairs, strips and blocks, all with good
margins, noted #R33P4, R78P3, R53TC, etc., some light
dupl., very fine overall. Scott $1,600+ (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $350/400

1084 m

Match & Medicine Collection
$200
Some mounted on album pages but mostly contained on
older dealer cards with older pricing, items cat. up to $100,
with a few playing cards, pink papers etc., usual condition as
to be expected, inspection should prove rewarding, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

1085 Hm

Oddball Revenue Mint and Used
Accumulation
$180
Hundreds of items in stockbook incl. State and Local
Revenues and labels, diverse and interesting group,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

Match & Medicine Proof Group
Web
$425
20 margin examples, singles and blocks, noted #WV12P,
RT18TCP1, RS183P3, RO105P1, etc., useful group, fine
to very fine. Scott $4,475 (Owner’s) ............... Est. $700/900

HHm

Start Bid

Page 89
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Description

1086 m

Match & Medicine Group
$180
14 items, some with usual faults, noted RS136, RO116 etc.,
inspect, generally fine to very fine. Scott $1,550+ (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1087 Hm

Small Group of Better Revenues
$150
#RK1 used, REA1 used (cut to shape), RO1a used, RY1 no
gum, RW1 disturbed o.g., RF1 o.g. (pl. block of 6)
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

1088 m r

January 13, 2019

Third Session
Start Bid

Interesting Revenue Group
$120
Few hundred used single and blocks with a few mint blocks,
better items incl. used blocks of R4c, R38c, R86c, plus R48a
strip of 4, mostly fine or better ........................ Est. $200/250

Lot

Description

1098 Hm

Hawaii 1853 to 1899 Collection
Web
$120
Mint and used, over 100 adhesives in binder with dupl., early
numerals appear to be reproductions, also unused Postal
Stationery along with modern covers with Honolulu
cancellations, plus an engraving of an early scene, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/300

1099

)

Philippines 1928 to 1948 Flight Covers Web
$500
Over 70 in binder, sleeved and identified and priced from $15 to
$100 range, fine to very fine. AAMC $2,795+ .. Est. $800/1,000

1100

H

Philippines 1857 to 1999 Mint
$400
Housed in Scott album, 19th Century lightly filled, nice selection
of U.S. Administration, fairly complete from 1945 to 1979,
Semi-Postals 1949 to 1973, Airs, Special Delivery, Dues,
Officials, Newspapers, Japanese Occupation, mostly fine to very
fine. 2011 Scott approximately $4,100 (Owner’s) . Est. $600/800

HH

U.S. Possessions Collections
1089 H)

1090 Hm

1091

H

H

1092 m

1093 m

1094

H

H

Cover and Stationery Stock
$550
422, mint stationery identified by Scott numbers (minor
dupl.), priced and mostly sleeved, all Possessions except
Hawaii represented with strength in Puerto Rico, all time
periods, retail mostly $5-$18 range, taped with retail total
$5420, fine to very fine overall, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock .............................................................. Est. $700/850
Mint and Used Group
$400
Group of 16 circuit books loaded mint and used, features
Canal Zone, Hawaii, DWI, Philippines, Guam and
Ryukyu, also some covers and a few Confederates, a very
interesting and useful group, worth inspection, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $400/600
Trust Territories Collection
$100
N.h., many hundreds, Palau, Micronesia, and Marshall
Islands in 2 Lindner hingeless albums to 1989 and souvenir
pages, fine to very fine .................................... Est. $150/200
Collection in 7 Binders
$70
Few hundred mostly used scattered on pages incl.
Philippines and few Hawaii, also U.N., mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $120/150

1101 m

1102

H

HH

1095 Hm

Hawaii Mint and Used Collection
Web
$180
Mostly mounted on album pages, a decent selection of
regular issues, Officials and stationery, some dupl., a useful
group, generally fine to very fine ..................... Est. $250/300

1096 m

Hawaii Oldtime Lot
Web
$170
Mostly used group of around 50 incl. mint #19, 25, balance
used with few better cancels, #1-6 used, Provisional
Overprints, etc., fine overall ........................... Est. $250/350

1097 Hm

Hawaii Collection
$150
Over 100 on Hagner pages 1864 to 1899, majority used,
better incl. used #37-49, mint #52c, 69 (unused), and 73
plus few specimens, Revenues and a cover, also few other
Possessions, mostly fine or better ................... Est. $250/300

Philippines 1864 to 1996 Used
$200
Housed in 3 binders, over 1,400 adhesives, lightly filled in
19th Century, fairly complete from 1947 to 1978, incl.
Japanese Occupation, generally fine to very fine. 2011 Scott
approximately $1,900 (Owner’s) ................... Est. $300/400
Ryukyu Mint Collection
$130
Basic collection minus #17 complete n.h. to o.g. with Airs,
etc., fine to very fine ....................................... Est. $200/300

U.S. Postal History Collections
1103

)

Various Commercial Categories
$4,500
2,824, sleeved and priced, mostly early to mid 20th Century,
various categories incl. Special Delivery (retail $3,219), RPO’s
($4,535), Advertising ($2,201), Foreign Dues ($4,344),
Consular strikes ($4,098), Telegrams (2,054), etc., retail mostly
$10-$40 range, total retail $44,400, usual condition, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ..................... Est. $5,500/7,000

1104

)

Extensive State Stock
$3,500
3,170, mostly late 19th to early 20th Century period, all States
represented except Alaska, Hawaii (separate lots), all priced and
sleeved, mostly $10-$20 range, better States incl. Virginia (retail
$3,596), Wisconsin ($2,596), New Hampshire ($2,665),
Massachusetts (retail $2,874), Illinois ($3,589), NY ($7,283),
few postcards, stationery, total retail $45,248, fine overall, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ..................... Est. $4,000/5,000

1105

)

Massive Accumulation Filling 9 Boxes
$1,300
More than 9200 covers, postcards and related, incl. #611
Harding with block of four with pl. number on mourning cover,
complete set of Nebraska overprints on individual covers, 701
block of four, same for C7, C11 pair, C13, C15; and two C23 and
one CE2 each with full pl. block of 4, 5¢ Ericsson, many 2¢ reds
1920s and 1930s forward with nice percentage cacheted and
unaddressed, substantial commercial mail, much registered, plus
first flights, Expos, events like Jazz Festivals, Super Bowl, soldier
and prisoner mail from World Wars I-II, first flights, President
Inaugurations, DPOs, large number of postcards starting 1890s,
Navals from around the world, some autographs, substantial
collection attempting to get cancels of all existing California post
offices, military and other mail from Hawaii, Philippines and
Canal Zone, inspect ...................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

Canal Zone Used Group 1904 to 1978
$150
Collection on black stockpages, incl. #4, 6-14, 21-44, 46,
49-66, 68-80, 84-93, 95-119, C1-50, J1-2, J8-11, J14-22
etc., generally fine to very fine ......................... Est. $200/300
Guam 1899 Mint Accumulation,
#1-13, E1
Web
$600
Mostly n.h., few straight edges, dupl., fine or better
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

Start Bid

January 13, 2019
Lot

Description

Third Session
Start Bid

1106

)

Various Flight Groups
$750
631 mostly U.S., mostly mid to later 20th period, some
identified, all priced and sleeved, mostly $3-$10 range,
majority of covers in categories of pioneer flight (retail
$1,650), rocket (retail $1,973), Helicopter (retail $2,207),
pilot signed (retail $1,900), clean overall, total retail $8,346,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ........... Est. $1,000/1,400

1107

)

Various Flight Categories
$650
553 singles or matched sets, 11 diff. categories incl.
Trans-Oceanic (54 - retail $1,836); Ohio aviation (113 $1,360), sleeved and priced with few identified, few with
Foreign adhesives, mid 20th Century except Shuttle related
and “X24B” flights (1980’s period), retail mostly $8-20
range, total retail $7505, fine overall ............ Est. $800/1,000

1108

)

Due Usages
$550
347 with 121 incoming from overseas (retail $2,056), 226
internally used (retail $3,389), mostly early to mid 20th
Century, priced mostly $10-$35 range, total retail $5,445,
fine overall, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $750/900

1109

)

20th Century Advertising Group
$500
452, on #10 envelopes with about ¾ are meters, sleeved and
priced, early to mid 20th Century, only the occasional
window env., retail mostly $10-$15 range, total retail $6818,
fine to very fine overall, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

1110

)

Airmail Adhesive Commercial Usages
$500
298, mostly early to mid 20th Century period, all priced and
sleeved, mostly $10-$20 range, categories consist of #C7-9
(retail $1136), C10 (retail $80), C11 (retail $434), Transport
(retail $786), others (retail $2121), total retail $4557, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $600/800

1111 F)

Confederate Counterfeit Collection Web
$450
Reference group of over 90 covers with some additional
stamps on stock and albums pages, encompassing both
Postmaster Provisionals and Regular issues, a myriad of both
genuine and fake stamps used on sometimes genuine covers,
incl. multiple and mixed frankings usages, bisects, corner
card cover, perfed, etc.; a interesting group, realized $1050
hammer in an auction last year ........................... Est. $600/800
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1115

)

Early 20th Century Commercial Group
$400
315, all priced and sleeved, mostly $10-$20 range, categories
consist of fancy geometrics (retail $829), mint postal card
advertising (retail $1,689), advertising (retail $1,689), and
precancels (retail $835), total retail $4,111, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ....................................... Est. $500/700

1116

)

Airmail Collection
$350
Many hundreds in 5 albums from 1911 to 1995, all written
up on pages, better items incl. 1911 Garden City Estates NY
first flight, and C3 on May 15 first flight (cover damaged),
nice ranges of later issues and cancels, Fine .... Est. $500/700

1117

)

Few Hundred Mostly Better
$350
Accumulation of mostly middle to late 19th Century, incl.
Wells Fargo, some used overseas, few better 20th Century
Washington-Franklin usages, auxiliary markings, Dues,
AEF Siberia, #65 usages, few corner cards, Special
Delivery, few #11s, postal cards, Parcel Post, Columbians,
Hawaii, Agana (Guam) 1900, 11 1880’s 1¢ wrappers to
Norway, couple of Confederates, etc., needs inspection, fine
overall, culled from an Estate accumulation ........ Est. $500/750

1118

)

19th Century Group
$350
169, sleeved and priced, mid to late 19th Century, incl.
#11’s, 65’s, Bureaus, etc., some overseas usages, retail
mostly $15-20 range, total retail $2,618, usual condition, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $500/600

1119

)

Spanish-American War Group
$300
45, priced and sleeved, mostly $25-$60 range, typical
condition, incl. all-over, one used on Civil War patriotic, one
with Due, total retail $1,800, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock .............................................................. Est. $400/500

1120

)

Marine Corps Group
$300
179, all sleeved and priced, mostly 1930’s-40’s period, some
cacheted, retail mostly $12-$25 range, total retail $3,065, fine
overall, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ..... Est. $400/600

1121

)

Steamship Cancels
$300
78, priced and sleeved, incl. many stampless (1 German) to
1930’s, Trans-Atlantic, couple of steamship, Seapost cancel,
mostly $12-$60 range, total retail $2,778, fine overall, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $400/500

1112

)

Registered Group
$400
149, sleeved and priced, early to mid 20th Century, retail
mostly $10-$25 range, total retail $3,048, usual condition,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $600/800

1122

)

Crash Group of 32
Web
$270
Priced and sleeved, incl. few Foreign with Pakistan, G.B.,
mostly priced $12-$60 range, total retail $2,778, interesting
group, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ...... Est. $350/450

1113

)

Mixed Frankings Group
$400
100, nice mixture of countries incl. Canada, G.B., sleeved
and priced, early to mid 20th Century, retail mostly $15-50
range, total retail $3,055, fine overall, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock .................................................. Est. $600/800

1123

)

Better Airmail Covers
Web
$250
11 incl. C14-C15 on 2 Zeppelin Flight covers, C18 block of 4
on flight cover (front only), C18 FD on uncacheted cover
and 1930s FDCs, fine to very fine .................. Est. $400/500

1124

)

1114

)

Earlier Stationery Usages
$400
Couple thousand loose in 2 full banker boxes, nothing recent
with fair amount of classic period, few postal cards,
occasional identified, virtually all domestic usages, spotted a
couple better incl. #U219, also “UC” numbers, occasional
advertising, needs inspection, fine overall, never collated into
stock, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ......... Est. $500/750

Late 19th to Mid 20th Century
$250
Hundreds loose in ¾ full banker box, incl. Stationery usages, 3¢
Bank Note usages, Washington-Franklins, few early postcards,
few early mint stationery, some smaller towns incl. California,
APO’s, have a close look for better, fine .............. Est. $400/600

1125

)

Mostly APO Group
$250
153, all sleeved and priced, mostly 1940’s-50’s period, some
cacheted, few better originations, retail mostly $10-$25
range, total retail $2,671, fine overall, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock .................................................. Est. $350/450
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1126

)

Early Meter Mail
$250
244, all sleeved and priced (additional 80 oversized not
priced), 1920’s-40’s period, incl. advert., no window envs.,
retail mostly $5-$12 range, total retail $2,727, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ....................................... Est. $350/450

1127

)

20th Century Postal History
$250
Box with about 2,000, all to Foreign destinations, both
Airmail and surface from before 1910 to 1980’s, the biggest
era is 1960 to 1980, but many earlier, condition a bit mixed
with many fine., generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $300/500

Lot

Description

Start Bid

1137

)

WWI AEF Usages
$150
158, mostly postcards (some with views and unused), all
sleeved and priced, most addressed to U.S. or France, few
YMCA, mostly $10-$25 range, clean, taped with retail total
$2,315, fine overall, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1138

)

Usages to Hungary
Web
$140
Columbians to 1950’s period, about 60, incl. Prexie and
Transport issue usages, #C18, couple with U.S. Dues,
mostly to Budapest, etc., fine usage ................ Est. $200/300

1139

)

Select Group of 5
Web
$140
19th Century group consisting of #63b strip of 3 with
Ludlow fancy cancel, Troy & New York stampless, #68 on
advert. cover (on reverse) from Montreal with Due 5, 1885
Enfield fancy cancel, and 1897 Congress Postal Universal
flag cancel, fine overall ................................... Est. $200/250

1128

)

Small Classic Group
Web
$220
Group of 53 diff., incl. 4 margin #11’s (some plated), 2 very
fine #25, many from Michigan, 4 Blood locals, etc., mostly
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

1129

)

3 Boxes of 20th Century Commercial
$200
Few thousand in 3 full boxes loose, mostly early to mid 20th
Century with no recent, incl. censored, few overseas usages,
etc., mostly common but occasional better, inspect
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1140

)

Military Postal History
$200
Box of about 2,000 mostly Worldwide era military covers,
A.P.O.’s, F.P.O.’s, ships and more, a few earlier and a few
later, nice, useful group with several better locations.,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

Zeppelin Group of 25
$130
Lower end selection with Regular issues and cheaper Air
adhesives, 1930’s period, few Macon cachets, few overseas
usages, total retail $960, mixed condition, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ....................................... Est. $200/250

1141

)

Official Mail
$120
Many hundreds, Official envelopes with various rates,
Official Postal Stationery, and several larger pieces all
addressed from or to U.S. Air Force Academy in Colorado
Springs, several used high values, fine ............ Est. $200/300

1142

)

Modern Officials
$120
Over 750 mostly #10 size Air Force from the 1980s, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/300

1143

)

Parcel Post Group of 49
$110
All priced, low values used in time period, 10¢ usages in and
outside period, incl. postcards, few advert., $1 precancel
usage, etc., retail $796, fine overall, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock .................................................. Est. $150/200

1144

)

Ethnic Covers and Ephemera
$100
60 items incl. Judaica, Israel, Palestine, 35 covers, couple
Interim Period covers, 1940’s generally 1930’s to 1970’s,
plus Blacks, African American, 25 covers, Cards, Photos,
Ephemera, etc., fine or better ......................... Est. $150/200

1145

)

Unofficial Bisects
$60
27 diff., all sleeved and priced, mostly U.S. but incl. 5 Latin
America, 1930’s-40’s period, $12-$25 range, clean, taped
with retail total $488, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
...................................................................... Est. $100/140

1130

1131

1132

1133

1134

1135

1136

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

1920’s Flights
$200
46, priced and sleeved, incl. many #C1-6 usages, mostly
$30-75 range, taped with total retail $2,261, fine to very fine
overall, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ..... Est. $300/400
U.S. and Foreign Zeppelin Flights
$200
12 U.S. and 12 Foreign, mostly Germany with Paraguay,
Brazil and Switzerland cachet cards and covers, Graf
Zeppelin, Hindenburg etc., generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/300
Christmas Seal Usages
$200
125, all tied on mostly early postcards with a few covers used
later, all sleeved and priced, retail mostly $6-$25, total retail
$1,985, usual condition, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $250/350
Airpost Special Delivery Specialized
Collection, #CE1-CE2
$180
Housed in 2 binders, with 55 #CE1 and 110 CE2, with
variety of rates, destinations and some with cachets, an
interesting group, fine to very fine .................. Est. $300/400
Backup Hotel Advertising Stock
$150
Few thousand in 5 Pittsburgh boxes, mostly 1940’s-60’s
period, 2 sorted by State, some oversized, mixed condition,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $250/350
Late 19th to Mid 20th Century
Commercial
$150
Couple thousand, disorganized in 2 banker boxes, few
slightly better sleeved, mostly common but occasional better
usages, few cacheted, few postcards incl. with #Q1s, etc.,
never collated into stock, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

First Day and Cachet Makers
1146

)

WWII Patriotics
$2,800
1978, sleeved and priced, various categories incl.
Anti-Japanese (retail $1809), Patriotic Label cachets
($1109), Anti-German ($1342), VE Day ($3559), VJ Day
($4241), Specific Historic Dates ($6457), U.S. Marine
($2001), retail mostly $15-$50 range, also small
Spanish-American War group, cachets incl. Teixeira, Linto,
Pent-Art, Crosby), total retail $32,319, clean, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ................................. Est. $3,500/4,500
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1147

)

Extensive CAM Backup Stock
$1,100
Approx. 17,000 in 17 full Pittsburgh boxes, sorted by date
from January 1959 to May 1984, some dupl., signed, etc.,
mostly not sleeved and all priced, high retail, clean, ready to
sell, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .... Est. $1,500/2,000

1148

)

Massive Space Topical Collection
$800
Interesting collection in 23 volumes consisting of mostly
covers incl. event covers, Mars Missions, Space Shuttle
missions and others, features ephemera, photographs, signed
items, stamps, postcards etc., great lot for the specialist,
inspection will prove rewarding, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1149

1150

)

)

1930’s to 1980’s Retail Stock
$650
Around 6,000+ mostly sorted, 1930’s on but mostly
1960’s-90’s period, sleeved, priced, and identified in 10 full
Pittsburgh boxes, mostly Artcraft, Aristocrat, Anderson,
Fleetwood, some Ellis, little dupl., some matched sets, about
600 “Space City”, also incl. Postal Cards FD’s, Officials,
some Air shows, few combo, clean, high retail, ready for sale,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ........... Est. $1,000/1,500
Extensive Backup Flight Stock
$600
Thousands in 8 full Pittsburgh boxes, vast majority mid
1920’s-50’s period, some semi-sorted and sleeved, some
priced, some dupl., incl. pilot signed, Air shows, Govt.
flights, Famous Aviators, dedication, Aviation events, few
Airlines, some signed, batch of 1926 CAM’s to Buser in
Fresno, etc., very high retail, clean, items that never got filed,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .............. Est. $750/1,000

1151

)

1930’s Pilot Signed Flights
Web
$500
Over 90 sleeved cachet celebrating different events, races and
flights, an interesting group, fine to very fine .. Est. $750/1,000

1152

)

Extensive CAM Stock
$450
4,000+ in 6 crammed Pittsburgh boxes, all sleeved and
priced in flight order CAM #1-34, also P49 and
#1001-1002, some #109 and higher, one complete box of
airline flight segments 1959 and later, incl. many matched
sets, some dupl. but usually with various cachet colors and/or
different adhesives, many pilot signed, excellent stock, clean,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $600/800

1153

1154

)

)

Extensive Airport Dedication Stock
$400
Thousands in 7 full Pittsburgh boxes, majority mid 1920’s-50’s
period, with some to 1970’s, mostly sleeved and all priced, minor
dupl., incl. PA, Iowa, NY, OH, and Texas etc., high retail,
clean, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ........... Est. $500/700
Inauguration Group
$350
202, all sleeved and priced, 1930’s-90’s period, retail mostly
$10-$60 range, total retail $4,600, clean, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ....................................... Est. $500/700

1155

)

WWII Patriotic Group
$350
Many hundreds mostly unsleeved in full banker box,
numerous cachets with slight dupl., few APO, “Free”
usages, etc., good stock for retail, fine overall, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ....................................... Est. $500/750

1156

)

Better Inauguration, Patriotic, Etc. Web
$300
28 with slight dupl., incl. Staehle FDR “Death” group of 4,
also MacArthur, V-J Day, Atomic Bomb, Bikini Test group,
etc., priced $75-$250, total retail $3,445, clean, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ....................................... Est. $400/500
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1157

)

1st Flight Backup Stock
$200
Near 2000, 1920’s to 1970’s mostly, FAM, CAMs, better
Jets, some sorted by Airlines, mostly cachet, some sleeved
and mostly priced, incl. some dedication, Foreign adhesives,
minor dupl., clean, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1158

)

Backup Helicopter Stock
$200
In 4 full Pittsburgh boxes, July 1939 to 1966, 3 sorted by
year, last box misc., incl. dupl. complete sets, clean, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $300/400

1159

)

USS Frigate Cachet Group
$150
1930’s group of hundreds in stuffed Pittsburgh box, clean
overall, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ..... Est. $250/350

1160

)

Better Flight Group
$150
24 with some dupl., Space and better FAM’s, etc., retail
$50-$190, incl. Canal Zone F5-2, FAM F17-2 (signed
Sullivan - 3 copies), F17-2 to Bermuda, CAM 9W36; Space
incl. May 5, 1961 R/S cachet (4), “Man In Space” Project
Mercury (8), all sleeved and priced, retail $2,490, mostly fine
or better, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .. Est. $200/300

1161

)

FDC Hoard With U.N.
$100
3 bankers boxes of U.S. 1940’s-1990’s, mix of unaddressed
and addressed, dupl. to about 10, 6 bankers boxes of U.N. to
mid-1990’s, very fine ..................................... Est. $200/250

1162

)

Flight and Event FDC Collection
$100
Carton containing mostly flight related incl. space and a few
earlier first flights, mostly mid to late 20th Century, generally
fine to very fine, all individually purchased by owner who spend
hundreds of dollars to acquire, ............................ Est. $200/250

1163

)

Airmail Flight and FDC Accumulation
$100
Few hundred incl. 1920s to 1940’s flights, Airmail FDCs
incl. #C11 pl. block (uncacheted), few commercial
non-Airmail and Foreign, fine to very fine ..... Est. $150/200

1164

)

Space Retail Stock
$100
Few hundred, 1970’s-90’s period, identified by STS
numbers, also Milestones of Flights, few French related,
priced and sleeved, mostly $5-$15 range, minor dupl, clean,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $150/200

1165

)

USS Constitution Group
$60
98 covers, 1933-1934, all different, clean ........ Est. $100/150

Postcards
United States
1166

)

Halloween Related Cards
Web
$600
Over 100 colorful cards mostly used housed in a binder, early
20th Century, a useful group, mostly very good to excellent
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1167

)

Central States Cancel Group
$350
Hundreds in 2 full postcard boxes, consists of Illinois (1
box), Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, and Ohio the other, few
covers intermixed, 1910’s-1930’s period, mixed condition,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $500/750

Page 93
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1168 H)

Los Angeles Co., City and Pasadena
$300
Over 1,500 mint and used oldtime estate collection, vintage
mostly before 1915, unsleeved, mostly views with some
photos, advertising, buildings, streets, parks, lakes etc., very
little dupl., mostly good to very good .............. Est. $500/600

1169 H)

California Collection
$240
Seven binders containing vintage to 1940’s, photos and
printed views, mint and used, Northern and Southern
California incl. Lake Tahoe, San Jose, Santa Cruz, San
Francisco, Alameda, Marin, Inyo Counties and Redwoods,
over 1,500 cards, mostly good to very good ..... Est. $400/600

1170

20th Century Accumulation
$180
Several thousand in three cartons, mostly chromes from mid
20th Century, noted some linens, wide ranging topics such as
trains, ships, scenes, hotels etc., some earlies noted, good to
very good ....................................................... Est. $300/400

1171

1172

)

)

)

Start Bid

Passenger Liners
$100
93 used, priced and sleeved, 1920’s to fairly recent, incl.
overseas usages, few Paquebot markings, few mint, mostly
$8-$20 range, taped with total retail $1,266, fine to very fine
overall, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ..... Est. $150/200
Vintage Group
$60
Approx. 200 cards plus, incl. Southwest, souvenir folders,
real photos, some ephemera incl. two 1921 Catalina Island
trip tickets, etc., generally fine to very fine ....... Est. $100/150

1173 H)

Washington State
$50
About 300, more mint than used, 1900’s to 1960’s, incl. some
real photos and reproductions, mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

1174

France: 1900 Lefèvre-Utile Cards
Web $2,000
Two lovely volumes containing colorful, mint celebrity cards
produced for the Paris Universal Exposition, excellent
condition, very fine to extremely fine ........ Est. $2,000/2,200

)

1175 H)

1176 H)

U.S., Worldwide Mixture
$400
Four full cartons from large estate, vintage to modern, mostly
U.S. mint and used, over 20,000 unsleeved cards, mostly
good to very good ........................................... Est. $600/800
U.S., Worldwide Mixture
$240
Four full cartons mint and used, about 50/50 split U.S. and
Worldwide, vintage to modern, incl. China and Japan, sorted
by state and country, cards mostly sleeved, over 9,000 cards,
mostly good to very good ................................ Est. $400/600

Lot

Description

1178

Accumulation Filling 3 Banker Boxes
$300
Highlights incl. substantial amount of precancels and perfins
going back to early 1900s as well as seals, labels, first flight
souvenirs, early Airmail waybills, stock certificates,
Worldwide ration books, local, state, Federal and Foreign
Revenues, stockpages of used EFOs, gutter snipes, ZIP
singles, pl. number singles, PNCs, Schermacks, paste-ups,
George VI Coronation labels, all kinds of fish, duck and
hunting stamps, exposition ephemera from 1901
Pan-American Expo and “Elephant Train” tickets for 1939
Golden Gate International Exposition, old photos and
checks, Telegraph and other BOB material, even an old
Minnie Mouse watch with pink band, fine lot Est. $450/550

1179

Covers and Ephemera
$200
Over 200, interesting range incl. useful items, Civil War to
paymaster Army, Norfolk Va., 45th Mass. Volunteers, Newbern
N.C., Express cover, 20th Century to Adelaide Johnson, noted
sculptor, advertising and usages, 1860’s fantasy cover Union
CSA, c.1898-1900 D.A.R. ribbon, 1876 Patriotic trade card, etc.,
a few faults, generally fine or better ....................... Est. $300/350

1180

Large Ephemera Accumulation
$180
Vast potpourri in three cartons containing trade cards, checks,
mining and oil stocks, brochures, misc. paper items, the variety
is too numerous to mention, careful inspection should prove
rewarding, mostly good to very good .................. Est. $300/500

1181

Americana With Some Foreign
$170
Over 85 items, prints, engravings incl. Civil War,
documents, advertising, stock certificates, 17th Century
page, etc., also smaller items, cover and ephemera, a good
number 19th Century, Clean lot ..................... Est. $300/400

1182

19th & 20th Century Political
$170
Over 100, mostly 20th Century, much Presidential, incl.
Teddy Roosevelt as commissioner. of Civil Service (1890’s
magazine), FDR Eisenhower, Nixon, Reagan Kennedy,
plus early 20th Century campaigns, covers, cards, ephemera,
few campaign buttons, 1956 National Review, Garfield
pamphlet, etc., fine or better ........................... Est. $300/400

1183

WWI-II Covers and Ephemera
$150
Over 100 items incl. covers, cards, newspapers, documents,
Third Reich, Worldwide front page with large headline of
Armistice November 1918, Worldwide front pages, soldier’s
mail, various German and American Worldwide photos, a
diverse group, few faults, fine or better ........... Est. $250/250

1184

1893 Columbian Expo Slip
Web
$120
Multi-colored liberal arts shipping identification slip 8 ¾" x
15¼" to the Director General with instructions on reverse,
several vertical light folds, very fine, printed by Stromberg,
Allen & Co. .................................................... Est. $200/300

1185

WWII Burma Propaganda Leaflets
Web
$100
About 93, dropped over Burma, some heavy dupl., incl. few
dated 1946 used with Naval cancels incl. Prexie usages, clean
overall, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ..... Est. $150/200

1186

Pitcairn Islands: 18th Century Map
$50
Framed, “A CHART and VIEWS / of PITCAIRNS
ISLAND/Latitude 25.dS. Long: 133,30.dW.” based on the
journals of Philip Carteret on H.M.S. “Swallow” and
showing incorrect location (273 x 200mm), published in
“Voyages” by John Hawkesworth first published June 1773 (this
from later edition with latitude corrected) ............ Est. $150/200

Ephemera
United States
1177

January 13, 2019

Third Session

CDVs and Tintypes
Web $1,000
All portraits with a few identified, many with photographer
imprints on reverse, 929 in total with 881 cdvs and 48
tintypes, virtually all with Revenue 1¢, 2¢ and a few 3¢
adhesives incl. few strips, usual condition . Est. $1,500/2,000

We are now accepting consignments for the
August 2019 APS auction.

Start Bid
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British Country Collections
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1197 Hm

4 Volume Collection
$425
Mint and used, 1900 thru 2011 mounted on homemade
pages, value in modern n.h, incl. booklets, also few “Roos”
mostly used, #203-205 full panes, Airmails, back of the
book, Antarctic and lots of interesting topical material, Fine
to Very Fine ................................................... Est. $500/700

1198 H)

States Mint Stationery Stock
$300
487, identified by Higgins & Gage numbers, strength in
Victoria (338 - retail $5,570), priced and sleeved, very minor
dupl., retail mostly $3-$10 range, mostly clean, taped with
retail total $8,275, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

Great Britain
1187 m

Mostly Used Collection
$1,000
Several hundred on Scott pages to 1980’s, classics incl. #1
(2), 5, 7, 25, 28, 1d Mulready letter sheet used, 57 (2), 65, 69,
109, 141, PUC £1 used, QE II issues, few Officials, usual
mixed condition on 19th Century, otherwise Fine. Scott
$24,000 ................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1188

)

Cover Stock
$800
390, from stampless to Machins, majority commercial
usages of 20th Century definitives, many to Foreign
destinations, priced to $55, mostly $10 to $20, total retail
$7,300, fine to very fine ............................... Est. $850/1,000

1189

H

Modern Mint Collection
$600
Mostly n.h., in 7 Davo hingeless albums, regular postage and
Regionals look complete from 1937 to 2017 except
#264-270, also incl. J1-J75 (n.h. from J45 on), fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,250

H

1190 m

1191 m

1192

H

H

1193 H

1194 Hm

1841 to 1971 Used Collection
Web
$450
Housed in KaBe album, fairly comprehensive 19th Century less
high values, noted a few Officials and Regionals, generally fine
to very fine. SG £20,500+ (Owner’s) ............. Est. $750/1,000
1841, 2d Blue, “White Lines”, 1864,
1d Rose Red Group, SG #14, 42
Web
$450
Used oldtime lot, #33 incl. pl. #225 (cat. £800), and #4 pl.
3 and 4 (143 copies - cat. £12,870+ for common singles)
with 13 pairs, 3 strips of 3, average. Scott #4, 33
....................................................................... Est. $600/800
Smilers Sheets Collection
$300
N.h., 120 from 2000 to 2017 incl. S.G. #LS2A, LS3A in 3
albums, fine to very fine .................................. Est. $500/750
1957 UPU Presentation Book
$160
Intact and complete with #J45-54, 292-308, Offices in
Tangier and mint stationery. 2016 Scott $950+
....................................................................... Est. $200/250
Estate Mint and Used Accumulation
$130
In stockbooks, used Machins in stockbook, and in glassines
identified (interesting study), used sparse collection, etc.,
fine to very fine overall ................................... Est. $200/300

1199

H

HH

Mint Group Selection
Web
$250
High values incl. used Sydney Bridge, mint #177-179
(thick and thin papers), 178-179 Specimens, 218-221,
219-221 Specimens, 374-379, plus a selection of mint
B.C.O.F., a useful group, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1200

H

HH

Mint Collection
$250
Few thousand in Scott albums from 1918 to 1998 with
additional new issues in stockbooks, also incl. some
Christmas and Cocos Islands, few better early issues but
value mainly in modern n.h. issues, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1201

H

Hr

New Issues Accumulation
$120
N.h., many hundreds 2002 to 2008, mostly blocks of 4, plus
prestige booklets, generally very fine .............. Est. $200/250

1202

H

H

Bangladesh 1971 Overprints on
Pakistan
Web
$150
In glassines n.h. and 264 additional mint and used on
stockpages, shows various types, incl. first provisional set of 9
values (priced many years ago at $89), unusual and rarely
seen ............................................................... Est. $200/300

1203

H

H

British Antarctic Territory Mint
Collection
$600
Complete n.h. collection 1963-2015 in Lighthouse hingeless
album with slipcase, fresh, clean and worth review, very fine
overall ......................................................... Est. $750/1,000

Canada & Provinces
1204

H

HHm

Mint and Used Collection
$1,150
19th & 20th Century in 13 circuit books, incl. nice mint
issues from Victoria on with various Jubilees to 50¢, Quebec
set complete and other early commemoratives, KGV with
various Admirals to $1, also Airs, Officials, some pl. blocks
etc., classics mostly used, many better items incl. n.h.,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $14,600 (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1205

H

HHm

Mostly Mint Collection
Web $1,000
Many hundreds in 3 KaBe hingeless albums 1852 to 1984,
majority o.g. with some early used, later issues mostly n.h.,
better items incl. used #4, nice group of Large and Small
Queens incl. few unused, Jubilees mint (missing only $3; $5
regummed), mostly mint from 1927 on, incl. Officials, Dues
and Special Delivery plus used F3, some faults in early issues
but mostly fine or better ............................ Est. $1,500/1,750

Australia & States
1195 Hm

1196 H)

States Collection
Web $1,200
Mixed mint and used in Scott album, strongest in N.S.W.,
Queensland, Tasmania, and W.A. with most of value in
earlier, few certs. incl N.S.W. #1 used, also noted N.S.W.
23c used, Queensland 38a unused, high cat. value, typical
condition ................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500
Extensive Mint Stationery Stock
$600
900, mostly mid 20th period but some earlier, identified by
Higgins & Gage and/or “EAPC” numbers, priced and
sleeved, minor dupl, large section of Aerogrammes (heavy
dupl.), mostly $2-$18 range, clean, total retail $7,884, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .................... Est. $800/1,000

Start Bid
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H

HH

1207 Hm

1208

1209

H

H

HHm

HH

1210 m

1211 Hm

1212

H

1213

H
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Better Accumulation
$800
O.g. or n.h., few dozen, much better than typical centering
throughout, much QV to early GV, also incl. some pl. blocks
and a nice group of Provinces, 2018 certs. for #76 Grade 90
n.h., 106 Grade 95 n.h., 108 Grade 90J n.h., excellent lot,
very fine or better, items bought since the 1970’s
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

Lot

Description

1214 Hm

Small Better Stock
$500
About 75 majority used incl. #4 (2), 14 (7), 18 (7), 19 (2),
50-60 mint or used, 62-63 used, 65 mint with faults, o.g.
149-159, 176-177, plus few used large Queens, condition is
mixed but still lots of value .......................... Est. $800/1,000

1215

H

1216

)

HHm

Collection With Provinces
Web
$750
Provinces o.g. in mounts on album pages, just a few used,
regulars nearly complete from #41 on, Airmails spotty,
Canada mixed mint and used to 1930, then o.g. to 1938,
hinged on album pages, earlies mixed condition, otherwise
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,200/1,500
Mint and Used Collection
Web
$750
Few thousand 1852 to 1997 in 2 Scott albums, better items
incl. o.g. #46, 50-59, 72, 94, 96-103 (both o.g. and used),
104-122, and 149-159 (both o.g. and used), fairly
comprehensive from 1930 on with nice group of
Back-of-the-Book issues and few Provinces, few faults in
early issues, mostly o.g. with modern issues n.h., generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,200/1,500
Mostly Mint Collection
$750
Few thousand 1859 to 2004 in 2 Harris albums, few early
used, balance o.g. with modern n.h., better items incl.
#46-47 unused, Jubilees to 50c unused plus o.g. #56-60 (60
thin), 72, 84 (part o.g.), 96-103, 104-122, mostly complete
from 1928 with few better Back-of-Book, early issues a bit
mixed, balance mostly fine or better .......... Est. $1,200/1,500
1851 to 1925 Used Collection
$750
Collection from classics to Admirals on album pages, incl.
#1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, Large Queens 21-28, 27c,
30, Small Queens 34-45 with various shades and cancels,
46-7, Jubilees to $5 (no $3), then 1897-1925 Victorian and
Edwards, Quebec set, KGV Admirals incl. coils and
Surcharges, condition a bit mixed, generally fine to very fine.
Scott $14,000+ (Owner’s) ...................... Est. $1,000/1,500
1859 to 1952 Collection and
Accumulation
Web
$650
Mint and used issues with nice section of small and large
Queen issues with some shades, George V, some selected
items incl. 1859 12c used, Jubilee 6c and 8c n.h., 15c used,
20c hinged, 1908 Quebec 7c and 15c Admiral issues, 1929
Parliament and 1930 Arch sets mint and used, 1935 and
1942 to $1 mint, BOB with Airs, Dues, War Tax, Special
Delivery and Officials, overall a useful and attractive group
with the 19th being a little mixed and later issues generally
Fine to Very fine, generally fine to very fine. SG
approximately £6,000 ................................. Est. $750/1,000

1217 Hm

1218

Modern Face Accumulation
$600
N.h., 1960s to 2016, much still unopened Canada Post
packaging, face C$4,587 (owner’s), generally very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

H

Mint Group
$600
Nice selection of primarily n.h. modern issues, George V to
QEII, in one box with album, stockbook, a few sheets, coils,
booklet panes with Admirals to $1 (n.h.), 128a n.h.,
#174-176, Officials, etc., some face, generally n.h., Fine to
Very Fine .................................................... Est. $750/1,000

HHm

1852 to 1975 Multiple Collection
Accumulation
$500
O.g. to n.h., four collections in various states of completion,
19th Century mostly used, then 20th Century generally n.h.,
noted #4 (used), mint Jubilees to 50¢, 158 (n.h.), Airmails,
O.H.M.S. (mint), Newfoundland #20 (used), 115-126
(mint), C3 (n.h.), C13-17 (n.h.), better Provinces with New
Brunswick #6-8 (unused), Nova Scotia #8, 9, 11, P.E.I.
#6, 9, 11, 12, 14-16, condition a bit mixed in the earlies but a
useful group, generally fine to very fine ....... Est. $800/1,000
1st Flight Group Stock
$500
Approx. 2000 in 5 full Pittsburgh boxes, sorted and priced by
year and flight, mostly 1928 to 1937 with scattered later in the
1940’s, most with #C1, C3 usages, incl. packs showing all
destinations per AAMC numbers (ex. AAMC
3011-3011sk, 3833-33i, etc.), occasional better, clean
throughout, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000
Estate Accumulation
$400
Mint, used, loose, in glassines, used basic collection, 400
used 3c small Queens, few better incl. #5 (2 with certs one repaired, other cleaned and repaired), Newfoundland
#184c pair, Dues 1935-36 set in mint multiples, #O32 n.h.
(25 copies), etc., inspect, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750
20th Century Collection
$350
Mint and used parallel collections in a Lindner hingeless
album, virtually complete from 1917 to 1971, sets to $1 value
from 1928 on, clean, fresh and much n.h. throughout,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/750

1219 H

Intact Oldtime Revenue Collection Web
$325
Hundreds on homemade pages and stockpages, both
collection and accumulation, Federal with cigarettes and
extensive Tobacco, also #FSC8-9, 18, 26, etc. and few
States, some dupl., inspect ............................. Est. $500/750

1220 H

Newfoundland Collection
$300
Few hundred mostly o.g. in Lindner hingeless album, incl.
mint #1, 78-85, 104-126, 145-171, C3, C6-C11, used 25,
plus few other Provinces incl. New Brunswick used #1, few
earlies with faults, balance mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

H

Collection and Stock
$300
Few thousand incl. 1859 to 1997 collection in 2 Minkus
albums with few better used 19th Century and modern o.g.
or n.h., used collector stock in stockbook, additional n.h.
modern in a small box, with inventory, fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1221
H

H

Start Bid

HHm

1222 Hm

Mint and Used Group
$300
19th & 20th Century in 5 circuit books with mostly mint
Newfoundland, Canadian Provinces and some Canada, also
used classics from New Brunswick, Nova Scotia etc., better
items throughout, worth inspection, generally fine to very
fine. Scott $5,300 (Owner’s) .......................... Est. $400/600
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Description

1223 P

Newfoundland Proofs, #24-35P,
78P, 83P, 85P
Web
$300
Selection of 12, either proofs or trial colors on India or cards,
all excellent margins and colors, extremely fine. Unitrade
C$1,025 ........................................................ Est. $350/400

H

Mostly Mint Accumulation and Stock
$200
Few thousand from 1890’s to modern incl. #268-273 (5 sets
o.g.), 256 sheet, CE2 sheet (folded), CE3-CE4 partial
sheets, some “G” overprint partial sheets and other
Back-of-Book, mostly fine to very fine ........... Est. $350/450

1224

HH r

1225 m

Start Bid

1227 Hm

Collector’s Stock
$200
Many hundreds 1860’s to 1940’s in 2 stockbooks and on
pages, majority used with scattering of o.g. or unused, incl.
Jubilees 8c to 15c o.g., nice group of used large and small
Queens and Tercentenary issues, mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1228 H)

Mint Stationery Stock
$200
336, identified mostly by Webb numbers, priced and
sleeved, minor dupl, incl. Military incl. U.N. Forces, mostly
$2-$10 range, clean, taped with retail total $2,400, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $250/300

1230 m

1859 to 2005 Mostly Used Collection
$180
Some 19th Century but useful, predominantly more modern
used, a bit messy but worth a look, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
Collection in 3 Albums
$150
Mostly used in 2 Scott albums with a few better 19th
Century, some Newfoundland and BOB issues, plus
Revenues in old album, mostly fine or better ... Est. $250/300

1231 Hm) Interesting Accumulation
$120
Few thousand incl. better used 19th Century, modern n.h.
postage, flight covers and some Newfoundland, fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $200/250
1232 Hm

Lot

Description

1235 H

Cook Islands Intact Oldtime
Collection
Web $1,200
Mint on quadrille and stockpages, incl. 1921-23, 1926
overprint sets, 1932 set imperf sheets of 80, ungummed,
SG#72 imperf sheet, 71 full sheet with #71a varieties,
48b-55b, 93-94 in multiples with varieties, 131-136 plus
dups., 95-98b, 44 part sheet with constant flaws, Penrhyn
SG#24b-27b in blocks of 4, occasional toning only, otherwise
sound lot, fine to very fine overall ................ Est. $1,500/2,000

1236

H

H

Falkland Island Dependencies
Collection
$600
Attractive nearly complete n.h. collection (less only a few
minor varieties) in a clean Lighthouse hingeless album with
slipcase, incl. all souvenir sheets, fresh and very fine, very fine
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1237

H

HHm

Hong Kong Quality Group
$400
Group of five circuit books with excellent 19th & 20th
Century mint and used incl. many n.h. sets, 1891 Jubilee and
other worthwhile earlies, review will prove rewarding,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/750

1238

H

HHm

Hong Kong, 1862 to 1999 Mint and
Used Collection
$180
Mint and used, housed in a stockbook, 19th Century used,
from 1986 onward some sets are both mint and used,
Souvenir sheets and Dues are present, plus a small group of
Manchukuo, generally fine to very fine. SG £3,000+
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $300/400

Small Queens Cancel Collection
Web
$200
Through 10c values, incl. shades, some cancels identified,
few mint, overall clean and fresh group ........... Est. $300/400

1226 (HHH Newfoundland and Canada Mint
Airmail Collection
$200
On quadrille pages, consists of Newfoundland #C6-11,
C6/C9 pairs and blocks n.h. or o.g., C12 o.g., Canada C1-4
n.h. to o.g., overall very fine. Unitrade C$2,055 (vf)
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1229 m

Page 96

Modern Issues
$100
Many hundreds mostly n.h. from 1997 to 2011 in Scott
album and in envelopes from Canada Post, plus small used
group in a stockbook, mostly very fine ............ Est. $150/250

1233 m

Used Stock
$100
Thousands 1890’s to modern in 7 stockbooks incl.
Provinces, lots of dupl. but a few better items, fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1234 Hm

Ceylon Mostly Mint Better Selection Web
$375
12 items mint and 2 used ranging 1857 to 1918, a useful
group, worth a look, generally fine to very fine Est. $600/800

Start Bid

1239 H

Indian Feudatory States Intact
Collection
Web
$300
Few hundred encompassing various States incl. Jammu &
Kashmir, many suspect items, interesting lot that needs
inspection, collection originated out of Germany .. Est. $400/600

1240 H)

India Mint Aerogramme Stock
$200
Hundreds in large packs for each type up to 1970’s period,
also batches of cto, clean, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1241 Hm

India Mostly Used Collection
$140
Basic collection in Lighthouse album in mounts, incl. few
States incl. Cochin, some fiscal cancels, also Pakistan,
Bahawalpur, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $200/300

1242

)

India Used in Burma Cover Group
$100
230 diff., 1920’s-30’s period, used internally or back to India,
incl. stationery usages, India 1a adhesives, typical condition,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $150/200

1243

H

Ireland, 1922 to 1999 Mint Collection
$700
Mostly n.h. after 1970, housed in 2 binders on White Ace
pages, over 1,100 adhesives, early overprints well
represented, virtually complete from 1922 to 1999, wide
selection of modern booklets, very clean collection fine to
very fine. 2011 Scott approximately $8,700+ (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

HH

1244 m

Ireland, 1922 to 1999 Used
Collection
$400
Housed in a binder, over 1,100 adhesives, overprints well
represented, fairly comprehensive to 1999, noted used
complete booklets, generally fine to very fine. 2011 Scott
approximately $5,600 (Owner’s) ................ Est. $750/1,000
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H

1246 Hm
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Ireland Modern Mint Accumulation
$60
Small n.h. group in glassines and cards, commemoratives
and Gerl Issues, a useful group, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $100/150
Leeward Islands Complete
Web
$300
In mounts on very clean printed pages, about 80% o.g. and
20% used, #83 o.g. APS. cert., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

Lot

Description

1257 H)

South Africa Mint Stationery Stock
$700
889 singles or sets of 2, identified by Higgins & Gage and
“EAPC” numbers, priced and sleeved, some dupl., retail
mostly $6-$15 range, mostly clean, taped with retail total
$9375, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock Est. $1,000/1,400

1258 H)

South African Classic States
Mint Stationery
$150
181, identified by Higgins & Gage numbers (minor dupl.),
consisting of Orange Free State (most), Transvaal, priced
and sleeved, minor dupl., retail mostly $5-$15 range, clean,
taped with retail total $1665, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock .............................................................. Est. $200/250

1259 H)

South West Africa Mint
Stationery Stock
$180
189 mostly classic, identified by Higgins & Gage and/or
“EAPC” numbers, priced and sleeved, some dupl, few
Islands, mostly $6-$25 range, clean, taped with retail total
$2124, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ...... Est. $250/350
Togo Mint and Used Group
$130
About 18 on Scott pages, incl. SG#H31, H46 used. 2012
Scott $950 ...................................................... Est. $150/200

1247 Hm

Malaya Area, 1867 to 2000 Collection
$300
Mint and used, housed in three stockbooks, mostly used,
representing the States, Straits Settlement, Singapore etc.,
mostly fine to very fine. SG £4,000 (Owner’s) Est. $500/700

1248 Hm

Malaya Mint and Used Collection
$200
In Lighthouse album to 1970, somewhat sparse but incl. all
States, Federated, Malaysia, Singapore, etc., generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $300/400

1249 H

Malayan States Sparse Intact Collection
$200
In Scott album, mostly mint with Sarawak, Straits
Settlements and Malaysia to 1989, clean ........ Est. $300/400

1260 Hm

Malta Cover Group
Web
$200
Lot of 22 items incl. two early incoming letters to Malta,
1853 and 1854, five Victoria items and some useful George
and Edward covers and postcards, overall Fine to Very Fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

Commonwealth Collections

1250

)

1251

H

HHm

New Zealand & Dependencies, 1862
to 1977 Mint and Used Collection
$750
Housed in Scott International album and stockbook,
strength in 20th Century, many singles are hinged, all
Dependencies are represented, lots of souvenir sheets (n.h.)
incl. semi-postals, a useful collection, generally fine to very
fine. Scott $8,700+ (Owner’s) ................ Est. $1,200/1,500

1252

H

Hr

New Zealand Modern Mint Collection
$400
N.h., 1988 to 2001 in two stockbooks, mostly sets in blocks of
6 and single souvenir sheets, also some booklets, total face
$4,415NZ (owner’s), very fine ....................... Est. $600/800

1253 Hm

1254

H

HH

1261

H

1262

H

HH)

1930’s to 1950’s GVI Mint
and Cover Collection
Web $2,100
Housed in 12 homemade album pages, starting from 1935
Jubilees with occasional earlier material, virtually all areas
represented incl. Palestine, noted multiples, sheets, etc.,
many FDC along with some commercial covers and mint
stationery, a beautiful, well annotated collection, inspection
should prove rewarding, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $3,500/4,500

H

Carribean Mint Inverted Centers
Web $2,000
N.h., 24 different modern sets all with inverted centers, from
Nevis (8), Montserrat (2), Grenadines (2), St. Vincent (6),
St. Lucia (4), British Virgin Islands (2), fine to very fine,
2011 Calves certs. Michel €33,300 (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

New Zealand Mint and Used Group
$240
Used #8, 30, 30c, o.g. 70-83, B3-B4, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/600
1263 H

QV to KGV Higher Value Mint
Accumulation
Web $1,000
O.g. (some h.r.), 35 singles or sets with better cat. values,
noted Cayman Islands, Cyprus, Gold Coast, Rhodesia, a
clean and useful group, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$8,500+ .................................................. Est. $1,700/1,900

1264 BH

Intact Early Booklet Collection
Web $1,000
Seven early booklets comprising Australia 1942 2/6
unexploded booklet SG SB28a (cat. £250); Fiji 1939 SG
SB3a, two unexploded booklets (cat. £1200 each), exhibiting
some toning and rusting at stamps as normal, with
advertising panes intact; India 1937, 1 Rupee unexploded
booklet, SG SB22 (cat. £500) plus extras; New Zealand
1938, 2/3 unexploded booklet SG SB19 (cat. £400) some
rust spots at staples; very scarce and unlisted South Rhodesia
1938-45 2/6 unexploded SG SB4 variety handstamped
CANCELLED on inner front and back covers; and 1945
2/6 SG SB4b inside front cover blank (cat. £350), fine to very
fine overall ............................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

New Zealand Small Mint
Accumulation
$200
On stockcards, mostly 20th Century incl. #122-125 o.g.
(h.r.), 130-140 o.g., 145-159 o.g., 183 n.h., C1-C5 n.h. to
o.g., a few earlies used and some no gum, mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1255 H)

Pakistan Mint Aerogramme Stock,
Higgins & Gage #FG15-16,
19, 24-26, etc.
$200
Hundreds in large packs of each, also EAPC #207, also
batches of cto and others, clean, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock .............................................................. Est. $300/400

1256 H

Penrhyn Island 1917 to 1920
Mint Collection
Web
$130
On stockpages intact, incl. 1917 pairs with double perfs,
SG#34 pair with imperf at bottom, and block with partial
double perfs, etc., very clean collection, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Start Bid
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1265 Hm

Oldtime Mint and Used Collection
$900
Housed in four albums ranging from 19th Century to 1930’s
with most value in £5 to £100 range, good selection from
many countries, inspect, generally fine to very fine. SG
£27,600 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1266 H

Europe Mint Collection
Web
$800
Mostly o.g. (few n.h.) on album pages incl. Cyprus 1904-10
5p to 45p, 1938 set, 1960 set; Gibraltar 1889 SG15-21,
22-33, George V to 8/-, 1938-51 set with perf varieties,
1953-57, 1960 sets; Malta SG30, 34, 38-44, 121, 143-56,
217-31, all with Silver Jubilees, occasional minor toning or
small faults, Fine to Very Fine. SG £4,200+
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

1267

1268

1269

H

H

H

H

HHm

HHm

1270 H

1271

H

HH

1272 H

Start Bid

1900 to 1935 Mint Accumulation
$600
Mostly n.h. housed in identified envelopes, dupl. from 5 up,
many hundreds of envelopes, fine to very fine. SG £19,000
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,000/1,200
1880’s to 1950’s Mint and Used
Collections
$600
Housed in 10 binders and albums, plus hundreds of
glassines, vast majority from 19th Century to mid 20th
Century, wide and diverse range of countries, group of
modern Malaysia and Hong Kong with souvenir sheets, a
useful group, generally fine to very fine. SG £3,100
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,000/1,200
1840 to 1977 Collection
$550
Mint and used, housed in two Scott International albums,
G.B., British Europe and Oceania, most mint is hinged and
random check revealed some stuck down, fairly full albums
with strength in later QEII and 19th Century G.B., plus
QEII Silver Jubilee collection (n.h.) in album and modern
Canada singles and blocks in a binder, inspect, generally fine
to very fine. Scott $19,000+ (Owner’s) ....... Est. $900/1,000
Country or Area Collections,
Accumulations
$550
Consists of oldtime British America on pages, mint Ireland
in album, Zanzibar mint and used on pages, scattered Pacific
mostly mint collection, 1937 Coronation complete, and
mostly GVI and QEII mint and used on pages, also
Omnibus full sheets, QEII sheets or part sheets incl. 1965
ITU, Churchill, QEII sheets incl. Dominica SG#171a (cat.
£125), SG#173 sheet (cat. £450+), 1963 Red Cross sheets,
fine to very fine lot .......................................... Est. $700/900
Mint Accumulation
$500
Group of sets on White Ace pages incl. B.A.T. #1-15 and 24
n.h., Falklands 128-42 n.h., group of mostly mint Canadian
Provinces on #102 cards, group of mostly n.h. Pitcairn to
1994 in glassines, Provinces mixed condition, otherwise fine
to very fine .................................................. Est. $750/1,000
Oldtime Revenue Collection,
Accumulation
$500
In 2 albums, stockbooks, old glassines, loose in small wooden
box, etc., many hundreds, incl. G.B. unsorted and collection,
Egypt with Tobaccos, Australian States, Cape of Good
Hope, hoard of India in glassines, etc., needs close
inspection, fine to very fine overall ............... Est. $750/1,000

"Web" indicates that image(s) will be found on our website,
www.harmershau.com.
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1273 Hm) General Mint and Used
Collection/Accumulation
$500
Oldtime collection on Thorp and Martin British album
pages and homemade pages in seven binders, incl. a binder
with some nice GB early mint issues and then general mint
and used Commonwealth in six binders, also various mint
sets and singles in glassines, a misc. cover group and a mostly
complete 1949 UPU collection, deserves careful inspection,
condition varies, better throughout, mostly fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800
1274

H

HHm

1880 to 1935 Old Time Stock
$450
Mint and used, housed in two stockbooks separated mint
from used, wide range of useful countries represented, some
light dupl., mostly fine to very fine. SG £21,500+ (Owner’s)
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1275 Hm

1841 to 1980 Mint and Used
Collection
$450
Housed in 5 Scott International albums, some representation
from each country, not heavily filled, noted better G.B.,
South Africa, Canada and Newfoundland, generally fine to
very fine ...................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1276 H

Japanese Occupation of Asia Intact
Collection
Web
$350
Few hundred on pages mostly mint with Burma, Brunei,
North Borneo, Malaya & States (most of the value), small
group of Sarawak, also Occupation of Philippines, rarely seen
material from this popular area .......................... Est. $500/750

1277 H)

Commonwealth Mint Aerogrammes
$350
Couple thousand, in 3 full Pittsburgh boxes, some with cto’s,
nice mixture of many countries incl. Australia, Canada,
Cyprus, etc., mostly mid 20th Century, some sleeved and
prices and many with some dupl., clean group Est. $500/750

1278 H r

Channel Islands and Ireland Group
$350
Majority n.h. clean postage lot period of primarily Channel
Islands issues with some Eire, housed in albums or binders
and 3 cigar boxes, useful range of gutter blocks, se-tenant
pairs, blocks, booklets plus a useful selection of single sets on
cards, some postage, dupl., lots of clean material
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1279 H

1935 Silver Jubilee Set
$350
245 mounted in a nice presentation book, o.g., no Egypt,
Very Fine. SG £1,400 - .................................. Est. $400/500

1280 m

Asia Used Collection
Web
$350
In old Scott album to 1970, value in India early 20th Century
and classic Ceylon, incl. few Indian States, also Burma,
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $400/600

1281

H

HH

1282 Hm

Better Mint Selection
Web
$300
16 items from 1892 to 1982, G.B., Cook Islands, Falkland
Islands, Ireland, Niger Coast, South Africa, etc., a diverse
and useful group, fine to very fine ................... Est. $500/750
G.B. & Commonwealth Group
$300
19th & 20th Century mint and used in 19 circuit books, incl.
nice mint Ireland, Australia and other British Pacific, a
couple Cape of Good Hope triangles and Penny Black
noted, also some covers, better items throughout, review
recommended, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $400/600
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Lot
1283

1284

Description
H

H

HH

HH

1285 Hm

1286

H

HH

1287 Hm

Start Bid

20th Century Pacific Accumulation
$250
9 albums/binders containing n.h. Papua New Guinea (1952
to 2001), Nauru (1935 to 2000), Norfolk Island (1947 to
1996), Christmas Island (1990 to 1992), Tokelau Islands
(1966 to 1985), Niue (1950 to 1977), plus Aitutaki, Cook
Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, Pitcairn Islands, Samoa, etc., mostly
used New Zealand (1882 to 1999), fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

Interesting Balance of Estate
$200
Few thousand in albums and stockbooks incl better o.g.
QE2 issues and earlier used, mint collections of Turks &
Caicos and GB Offices in Turkey, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
Country Collections
$200
Mostly n.h., Christmas Island, Cocos Island, Norfolk Island
and Guernsey to early 1990’s in 3 Lindner hingeless albums,
plus some German Guernsey issues incl. few covers, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400
Europe Mint and Used Collection
$200
On Scott pages, somewhat sparse but incl. up to cat. £,
strength in Gibraltar with SG#121-131, Heligoland,
Ionians 1-3 mint, Malta with SG157-172, 195-209,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $250/350
Used Accumulation
$180
Housed in identified envelopes, dupl. from 5 up, many
hundreds of envelopes, fine to very fine. SG £11,000
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $300/400

1289 Hm

Collection in 11 Binders
$150
Few thousand mostly used with pages to 2007, incl. G.B.,
Channel Islands, Australia, and Br. Honduras, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $250/300

1290 H

1935 Silver Jubilee
$120
O.g., complete, few with small tone spots on gum, otherwise
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/250

H

New Issues Accumulation
$120
Many hundreds mostly 1991 to 1995 incl. Channel Islands,
British Pacific, plus some earlier issues from Pitcairn Island,
mostly n.h., fine to very fine ............................ Est. $200/250

1292

1293

H

H

H

HHm

HH

1294 H)

Lot

Description

20th Century Accumulation
$100
Roughly 70% mint and 30% used, many sets and singles
from early 20th Century to 1970’s in 5 stockbooks incl. many
long QEII sets, back of the book etc., generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/200

Austria
1295 H)

Extensive Mint Stationery Stock
$1,800
2,121, singles or later sets, mostly late 19th to mid 20th
period identified by Michel numbers, priced and sleeved,
some dupl, mostly $5-$15 range, incl. Aerogrammes, clean,
total retail $21,220, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1296

)

Cover Stock
$1,000
540, majority pre-1950 commercial, some 19th Century,
some FDC’s, many to Foreign destinations, priced to $50,
mostly $10 to $35, total retail $10,500, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,100/1,250

1297 m

1850 to 1968 Collection
$700
All used collection neatly arranged in a Lighthouse
stockbook, incl. Bosnia, Offices and Occupation, highlights
incl. Austria #128-44, 424-6, 428, 429-30, C54-60, PR2-3,
PR5-9, Offices in Crete 5, 7, 11, 22, Offices in Turkish
Empire 8-13, also Occupation of Trieste, Trentino etc., nice
array of cancels throughout, clean group, generally fine to
very fine. Scott $11,500+ (Owner’s) ....... Est. $1,000/1,500

1298 H

Offices, Occupation and Bosnia
Collection 1867 to 1919
$600
Mostly mint on Lighthouse hingeless pages, Offices incl.
Crete and Turkish Empire #4, 26a and 57 used, Italy
Austrian Occupation of Venezia-Giula, Trieste N1-7, N5a,
N9-14, N20-32, Trentino N33-45, N47-8, N52-74,
NJ8-16, Occupation of Serbia 1N1-42, plus Bosnia 1-9,
1a-9a, 11-24, 30-85, J1-26 and more, clean and worth
review, generally fine to very fine. Scott $8,500 (Owner’s)
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1299

H

HHm

1850 to 1978 Multi-Volume Collection
$500
Mint and used (n.h. later issues) seven albums and binders
incl. Scott and Schaubek, regular issues, Semi-Postal, Dues,
Airs, Military, Newspapers, Occupation, Offices etc., also
incl. 1919 Czechoslovakia Semi-Postals, some light dupl.
throughout with occasional toning issues, good cat. value,
generally fine to very fine ............................. Est. $750/1,000

1300

H

HHm

1945 to 1990’s Collection
$400
In 4 Lighthouse albums, with matching mint and used pages
(later mint only), complete (Renner sheets separate lot)
starting with reprints of Germany issues incl. 1m-5m), few
signed, earlier mint o.g., later n.h., incl. Semis, Airs, etc., fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $500/750

1301 m

Lombardy-Venetia Collection
$250
Used collection on two Lighthouse hingeless pages, incl. #1,
1b, 1c, 3, 3a, 5a, 7-12, 8a (2), 11a, 12a, 15-24, neat little
group, generally fine to very fine. Scott $6,500 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $300/500

1302 Hm

19th Century Collection
$250
Mint and used collection of early issues from 1850-80, mint
incl. #6, 14, 22, 27 with PTS cert, 28, 32b, 35-39, 37d, used
incl. 1-38, 34c, 40a, 40b, P5-8 etc., also Telegraphs, neat
little group, generally fine to very fine. Scott $6,700
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $300/500

Omnibus Issues
$100
O.g. or n.h., many hundreds in 4 albums from 1937 to 1978,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200
Modern Priced Mint Stationery Stock
$50
Unsorted but priced, sleeved and identified in full banker
box, considerable G.B. also Channel Islands, also
Commonwealth with Christmas Island, etc., clean, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $100/150

Start Bid

Foreign Country Collections

1948 Silver Wedding
$250
Complete, majority n.h. but key issues o.g., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1288 m

1291
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Lot

Description

1303 H)

Belgian Congo Mint Stationery Stock
$450
625 mostly older, identified by Higgins & Gage or “EAPC”
numbers, priced and sleeved, some dupl, mostly $3-$15
range, clean, taped with retail total $4,863, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ....................................... Est. $600/800

1304 H)

Belgium Mint Stationery Stock
$800
1,628, all periods up to recent advert cards, identified by
Michel numbers, priced and sleeved, minor dupl, incl.
Aerogrammes, mostly $4-$8 range, clean, total retail
$12,100, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

1305 m

1306

1307

)

)

Start Bid

Brazil, 1866 to 1884, Emperor
Pedro Accumulation
$800
Large used accumulation on stockpages with heavy dupl.,
noted varieties and cancellations, a useful study group,
mostly fine to very fine. Scott $16,500+ ...... Est. $800/1,000
Brazil, 1937 to 1941 V.A.S.P.
Flight Covers
Web
$350
Over 35 housed in binder, sleeved and mostly identified and
priced, a diverse group, fine to very fine .......... Est. $600/800
Brazil Condor Flights
Web
$110
16 with various cachets (few dupl. with diff. adhesives), all
addressed to “Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin”, clean overall, retail
$840, mostly fine to very fine, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock .............................................................. Est. $150/200
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1312 H)

Mint Stationery Stock
$400
571, mid to late 20th Century, all periods, identified mostly
by Higgins & Gage and/or “EAPC” numbers, priced and
sleeved, some dupl, strength in Aerogrammes, few PRC,
mostly $5-$20 range, clean, taped with retail total $4,700,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $500/750

1313 Hm

Taiwan 1949 to 1983 Mostly
Mint Collection
$375
Mostly n.h., from 1954 onward with some used prior,
housed in Minkus album, noted #1041, 1114a, 1126a,
1355-1358, a useful collection, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1314 Hm

Estate Mint and Used Accumulation
$375
Few hundred, mostly 20th Century with Taiwan incl.
1956-1958 in presentation books, and PRC, in stockbook,
stockpages, on album pages, etc., few FD’s, later new issues,
used in envelopes, etc., occasional better, inspect
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1315 m

1885 to 1999 Used Collection
$350
Housed in Scott album, over 2,800 adhesives, noted #79,
124-130, Taiwan fairly complete 1955 to 1999, plus some
Provinces, Treaty Ports Airs, Dues, generally fine to very
fine. 2011 Scott approximately $2,700 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1316 Hm

Republic Group
$300
Mint and used in four APS circuit books incl. sets and better
singles, features Emperors set, various art sets, some
German Offices and Manchukuo etc., neat assortment,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/500

1317 Hm

Republic and P.R.C. Mint and
Used Collection
$250
Carton containing 5 albums and binders, P.R.C. 1983 to
2004, China 1994 to 2008, plus an album of earlier China
mostly used, some dupl. throughout, a useful group,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/600

1318 H

Empire and Taiwan Oldtime
Collection
Web
$200
On homemade pages to 1961, Empire mostly used, also
Provinces, Airpost, value in 1945 period on mint with
#1037-40 perf and imperf, 1046-51 mint and used, also incl.
some Manchukuo used, fine to very fine lot .... Est. $300/400

1319 Hm

Japanese Occupation 1941 to 1945
Collection
Web
$200
On pages, all areas represented mint or used, reasonably
complete, also Netherlands Indies Japanese Occupation,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

1320

)

Commercial Cover Accumulation
$200
20th Century, both Empire, Taiwan, and PRC, some priced
and sleeved, few Shanghai mint stationery, couple with U.S.
adhesives, etc., needs a close look, fine overall, items that never
got filed, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ..... Est. $300/400

1321 H

1950’s to 2000 Collection
$150
Mostly mint collection in mounts on custom printed pages in
binder, incl. both P.R.C. and Republic issues with great
topical appeal, many complete sets, souvenir sheets
throughout, generally fine to very fine, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/350

China
See Lot 1454
1308 Hm

1309

H

HH

1310 Hm

1311 Hm

1878 to 1949 Mint and Used
Collection
Web $1,800
As received and housed in Minkus album, starting with good
selection of large Dragons, #78, 80, 201, collection starts to
fill in starting with the Junks up to 1949, plus Formosa
Province, Sinkiang, Szechwan, Yunnan, French Offices,
Japanese Occupation, Manchukuo and Russian Offices, a
valuable and useful collection, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000
1888 to 1996 Mint Collection
$1,000
Housed in two Minkus albums, over 3,000 adhesives neatly
mounted, light in 19th Century but noted # 13-15, 78, then
fills in after 1930s, #1355-1358, Taiwan n.h. highly
complete from 1955 to 1995, with some Offices, Provinces
and Japanese Occupation, fine to very fine. 2011 Scott
approximately $6,600 (Owner’s) ............. Est. $1,500/2,000
Taiwan Mint and Used Collection
Web
$750
To 1970’s, over 1,000 in stockbook, starting with #1012-24
mint with dupl. used, mint 1052-56, 1073-76 (2 sets),
1077-1091, after that mostly low value used sets with minor
dupl., also hinged #1290-1307, 1355-58, fine to very fine.
Scott $2,560+ ............................................ Est. $900/1,100
China and Related Areas Accumulation
$600
Rather disorganized group of n.h. and used in 2 banker
boxes with album pages, stockpages, glassine envelopes, year
books, few covers, etc. of China incl. Imperial, PRC,
Taiwan, Japan Occupation, Manchukuo, etc., with all
period represented from older issues to modern, please look
closely as there are many surprises here ........ Est. $800/1,000

Start Bid
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1322 H

Local Post Collection
$90
Mostly mint, with selection from Amoy, Chefoo, Foochow,
Kewkiang, Nanking, Wuhu, incl. Dues, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

Start Bid

People’s Republic of China
1323

H

1324

H

1325

H

1326

H

1327

H

H

Mint Complete Sets
Web $1,600
N.h., few incomplete values, selection from 1959 to early
1970’s better sets incl. #1065-75 with unfolded #1074a,
1211-1214, very fine. Scott $4,000 ........... Est. $2,000/2,400

H

Modern Mint Accumulation
Web $1,000
N.h., 1974 to 1981 sets and souvenir sheets in stockbook, no
apparent dupl. incl. #1255-1270, 1452, 1483 and 1540, very
fine. Scott $4,483 (Owner’s) .................... Est. $1,500/1,800

H

1970’s and Later Mint
$600
N.h., incl. year sets, small stockbook cat. $1,000+, complete
collection 1984-1995 (no sheetlets), etc., clean
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

H

Never Hinged Stock
$450
All on Hobby pages, complete sets, up to $40 cat., occasional
used set or single value, clean, fine to very fine. Scott $1,892
...................................................................... Est. $600/800

H

1991 to 2011 Mint Collection
$250
Mounted on album pages, fairly complete, plus on
stockcards (mostly used) selection of 1950’s and 1960’s,
many reprints, also some early Imperial, inspection is
recommended, mostly fine to very fine ........... Est. $400/600

1328

)

First Day Accumulation
$100
Few hundred mostly 1980’s-90’s sleeved and unsleeved in
half full banker box, incl. press folder FD’s, few Taiwan incl.
#1776-83 set of 2, clean, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1329

)

1981 to 1983 FDC’s
$90
93 cacheted, unaddressed incl. #1844, very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1330

)

1982 to 2000’s FDC’s
$50
Couple hundred unaddressed, incl. souvenir sheets, mostly
1990’s and later, #1785, 2008 Beijing Olympics complete,
clean .............................................................. Est. $100/150

1331 m

1332

)

1333 Hm

January 13, 2019

Third Session

Curaçao 1873 to 1988 Specialized
Cancel Collection
Web
$600
In seven albums and stockbooks, a cancel collection of rarer
island marks, many types and varieties with dupl., incl. Airs,
Semi-Postals etc., generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500
Curaçao 1894 to 1918 Sea Post
Covers
Web
$60
Six items incl. ship post, ‘US Sea Post Porto Rico’ and
‘Paquebot’, fine to very fine overall, Ex Vadheim collection
....................................................................... Est. $100/150
Czechoslovakia Mostly Used Collection
$200
In Scott album mostly used to 1972, and 2 backup mint
collections to 1969 in 2 Schaubek albums, considerable
amount of complete sets, incl. Semis, Airs, Occupation,
Bohemia & Moravia complete, balance mostly complete,
fine to very fine lot .......................................... Est. $300/400

Lot

Description

1334 H

Czechoslovakia Small Group of Better
$100
O.g., #B21 signed Mikulski, B59-B60, B62 with
backstamps, and C1-C6, fine to very fine ....... Est. $150/250

1335 H)

Extensive Denmark Mint
Stationery Stock
$700
1,102, mostly mid 20th period but some earlier identified by
Michel and/or Higgins & Gage numbers, priced and
sleeved, some dupl, mostly $4-$10 range, incl.
Aerogrammes, clean, total retail $8,982, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

1336

H

H

Start Bid

Faroes Mint Collection and Stock
$130
Complete 1975-1987 n.h. in album, plus modern sheetlets,
booklets, dupl. n.h. sets, few FD’s, clean ........ Est. $200/300

1337 H

Finland Reprint Collection
Web
$700
O.g. or without gum, 41 pieces incl. 4 pairs, from #2 to 68,
light dupl. (possibly diff. reprints), very fine ... Est. $750/850

1338 Hm

Fiume Intact Collection
Web
$250
Mint or used, few hundred identified by Brainard/Scott
numbers, incl. overprints inverted, Dues, double overprints
(suspect), etc., fine to very fine, some signed Brainard
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

France & Colonies
1339 H

1849 to 1878 Mint and Used Classics Web $4,000
Over 50 items all identified, a useful group, some light dupl.,
high cat. value, generally fine to very fine .. Est. $4,000/6,000

1340 H)

Extensive Colonies Mint
Stationery Stock
$3,000
2,671, priced and sleeved, large majority classic Peace &
Commerce design, starting with Offices, and incl. General
issues and all classic Colonies, identified by Higgins & Gage
numbers, strength in New Caledonia (244-$2,294), St.
Pierre et Miquelon (206-$2,553), Tunisia (266-$3,206),
French India (113-$1,701), Guadeloupe (155-$1,970), etc.,
priced and sleeved, minor dupl, very little recent, mostly
$5-$25 range, clean, total retail $30,782, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ................................. Est. $3,500/4,500

1341 Hm

Mint and Used 19th Century
Collection
Web $2,000
On homemade pages in French, more used than mint, with
many shades and types identified, vast majority of imperfs 4
margins, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $2,200/2,500

1342

)

WWI Related Military Cards
and Covers
Web $1,500
Two albums containing French military cards and covers
with various cancels and markings, a wide and diverse
accumulation from different regions incl. Prisoner of war
cards, few other countries, inspection invited, generally fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,500/1,800

1343

H

1849 to 2000 Collection
$1,000
In 6 KaBe albums with Back-of-the-Book mixed in by date,
mostly used to about 1925 with a few covers, then mixed o.g.,
n.h. or used to 1960, appears to be all n.h. from 1960 on,
nearly complete from 1932 on, noted #9 used, 21 used
(faults), 48 used, 197 o.g., 246 o.g., Airs with C1 used (all
with A.P.S. certs), 329 l.h., C14 and C15 used, 19th Century
usual mixed condition, 20th mostly fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

HHm

Third Session

January 13, 2019
Lot

Description

Start Bid

1344 H)

Mint Extensive Stationery Stock
$1,000
790 mostly classic incl. Peace & Commerce, identified by
Higgins & Gage and/or Michel numbers, priced and
sleeved, minor dupl, incl. Formular, wrappers, postal reply,
few modern Aerogrammes, etc., mostly $3-$10 range, clean,
taped with retail total $11,273, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock ......................................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1345

)

Cover Stock
$700
300, vast majority pre-1950 commercial, many to Foreign
destinations, priced to $55, mostly $10 to $30, total retail
$6700, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $750/850

1346

)

Extensive 1950’s to 1980’s FD Covers
$650
Hundreds in banker and Pittsburgh boxes, somewhat
sorted, virtually no dupl. and all identified by Scott #, priced
and sleeved, incl. sets, retail pricing up to $30+, very high
retail, clean, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1347

)

1348 Hm

Colonies Mint and Used Collection
$500
Housed in nine stockbooks, generally 19th and early 20th
Century range, incl. Indo-China, Morocco, New Caledonia,
Niger, Levant, Tangier, Port Said, Guinea, French Sudan,
French Polynesia, Reunion, Senegal, Upper Volta, Chad,
Djibouti, St. Pierre et Miquelon, Tunisia, Algeria,
Guadeloupe, Somalia, plus a scattering of other non Colony
countries, mostly fine to very fine. Yvert €6,100+ (Owner’s)
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

H

HH

Colonies Early 20th Century Mint Stock
$350
Mostly n.h. in identified envelopes, some dupl., a useful
group, mostly fine to very fine. Scott $13,800 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1350

H

HH

1925 to 1993 Precancels, Modern
Booklets, #707/2371
$250
O.g. to n.h., useful selection of precancels, booklets range
from 1970’s to 1980’s, noted 1955 and 1969 Red Cross,
generally fine to very fine. Maury #40/108 .... Est. $400/600

1352 H

1353

H

H

Lot

Description

Colonies Collection to 1970’s
$240
Mostly o.g. in 2 Minkus albums, incl. French Equatorial
Africa, Polynesia, Comores, and Mauritania, etc., well
represented, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $400/600
Precancel Accumulation
$150
O.g., few hundred somewhat disorganized on stockpages
with dupl., mostly Sower design, needs some sorting, fine to
very fine overall .............................................. Est. $250/300
French Polynesia 1958 to 2004
Collection
Web $1,000
N.h. (couple l.h.) complete in Davo hingeless album, incl.
only missing a few modern items for completion, incl. Airs
and Dues and most souvenir sheets, clean lot, Very Fine.
2014 Scott $5,000+ ................................. Est. $1,300/1,600

The live auction will be conducted through "Redpoint".
Contact us for details.

Start Bid

Germany
1354 Hm

Collection With States & Colonies
Web $1,200
States mostly used and better than normally seen incl. Baden,
Bavaria missing only #1, 29 and three Dues, Brunswick,
Hamburg, Hanover complete plus some shades, Prussia
complete, Saxony, Thurn & Taxis, and Wurtemburg,
Empire mostly used thru 1935, mixed o.g., n.h. or used to
mid-1950’s, after appears all n.h., noted Michel #66 I mint
and 66 II used, B58 l.h. in margin (signed Schlegel), B68 no
gum, C38-39 o.g., 9NB3a o.g., Caroline Is., East Africa (no
British), New Guinea, South West Africa, Danzig incl.
varieties, and Memel (incl. Lithuanian Occupation) mint or
used all nearly complete, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1355 H)

Empire & 3rd Reich Mint
Stationery Stock
$1,000
1,296 singles, sets, and 3rd Reich packs up to 50 with different
views, incl. identified by Michel numbers, incl. Propaganda
and PTPO cards, priced and sleeved, minor dupl, mostly
$5-$10 range, clean, taped with retail total $12,084, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................... Est. $1,400/1,800

Colonies Cover Stock
$550
200, vast majority commercial 20th Century, good spread of
countries, priced to $55, mostly $10 to $20, total retail $4600,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/700

1349

1351 H
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1356

H

HH

1357 Hm

1358

H

1359

H

1360

1361

WWII Occupation Issues,
1940 to 1944
Web
$950
Housed in hingeless album, mostly n.h., containing Albania,
Belgium, Estland, Frankreich, Laibach, Lettland, Latvia,
Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, Zante, Zara,
Luxembourg, Ostland, Ukraine, Guernsey and Jersey,
many signed and certificates, a highly complete and useful
collection, inspection is highly recommended, fine to very
fine. Michel €8,900+ .............................. Est. $1,600/1,800
1850 to 1947 Collections
$600
Mint and used, two collections consisting of States, Empire,
Occupations, etc., fairly comprehensive and useful group,
generally fine to very fine. Michel €15,000+ (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

HH

Danzig, Memel and Saar Collection Web
$600
1919 to 1939, mostly mint o.g. to n.h., highly complete,
housed in hingeless album, few items with certificates and
signed, also a comprehensive Port Gdansk collection, a
clean, useful group, inspection recommended, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,200

H

1902 to 1913 Mint Selection
$600
N.h., eight choice items; Michel #73, 75, 77, 86 Ic (signed),
88 I, 89 Ix, 92 Ia (signed, l.h.), 93 I (l.h.), fine to very fine and
attractive. 2016 Michel approximately €4,125 (Owner’s)
................................................................ Est. $1,000/1,200

H

HH

1933 to 1945 Third Reich Collection Web
$600
O.g. to n.h., three hingeless albums, mostly n.h., occasional
used, highly complete, focused primarily on 3rd Reich with
some better Occupation material, noted #C43-45, B59-67,
B68 (used), “Bear” sheet, a very useful and clean collection,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

H

HHm

1872 to 1990 Multiple Collections
$500
Mint and used, housed in eight albums and binders, mostly
contains Third Reich, plus Empire, Occupation, D.D.R.,
Berlin and Federal Republic (mostly used), booklet
combinations, Inflation multiples etc., a useful accumulation
with lots of $5 to $100 items, generally fine to very fine.
Michel €19,000+ (Owner’s) ..................... Est. $800/1,000
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Description

1362 Hm

Saar Intact Nearly Complete
Web
$500
Neatly annotated with Scott and Michel numbers, mixed
o.g., n.h. or used, noted #16 and 38 (both o.g. Burger
certs.), B15, B64a and CB1a (all n.h. signed Ney), B61-64
used, virtually all complete sets incl. back-of-the-book, fine
to very fine .................................................. Est. $750/1,000

1363 Hm

D.D.R. Substantial Three Volume
Collection
$350
Mint and used parallel collections in two Schaubek albums
and one Lighthouse hingeless album, virtually complete
mint for period with dupl. used collection mounted behind
mint stamps, incl. Mao set, souvenir sheets etc., n.h.
throughout, generally fine to very fine or better. Scott
$6,000+ (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $600/800

1364 m

1365 H

Start Bid

Post War Occupation
$350
Attractive used collection neatly arranged in a stockbook,
incl. American and British Zone, French Zone and Russian
Zone, plus Saar, review recommended, generally fine to very
fine or better. Scott $5,500 (Owner’s) ............ Est. $400/600
Post War Occupation Mint Collection
$350
Comprehensive mint collection in a Lighthouse hingeless
album, incl. American and British Zone, French Zone and
Russian Zone, plus Saar, inspection recommended,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/600

1366

)

1912 Gelber-Hund Flight Cards
Web
$300
5 franked with Michel #IV, and Scott #82, 3 cards have 2
stamps each tied by Darmstadt 18-6-12 cancels, 2 with just
one copy tied by Darmstadt 19-6-12 cancel, Fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1367

)

Eclectic Commercial Cover Group
$300
Incl. inflation, 3rd Reich incl. Propaganda, few stampless,
FD’s, mint stationery AMG, Luftpost, Worldwide POW
group of 18 (some with US Transport issue usages), etc.,
typical condition, inspect ................................ Est. $400/600

1368

H

H

1369 H)

1370

H

HH

1371 m
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Berlin 1948 to 1990 Mint Collection
$300
Attractive all mint mostly n.h. collection in three hingeless
Kronen albums, postage and Semi-postals nearly complete
less a couple of items, review will prove rewarding, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $400/500
Bavaria and Wurtemburg Classic
Mint Stationery Stock
$300
469, identified by Michel numbers, Bavaria (332-$2,518),
Wurtemburg (129-$1,103), priced and sleeved, very minor
dupl., retail mostly $3-$10 range, mostly clean, taped with
retail total $3,753, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $400/500
1902, 1905 Mint Mark Values
Selection
Web
$250
Four items, Michel #81Aa (signed, l.h.), 96AIa (signed,
l.h.), 97AIa (signed, l.h.), 95AII (n.h.), a useful, clean
group, generally fine to very fine. 2016 Michel
approximately €1,700 (Owner’s) ................... Est. $400/500
1948, Berlin Set Complete, 1945
Thuringia Sheet, Michel
#1-20, 21-34
Web
$250
Used, Berlin overprints all signed, generally fine to very fine.
Scott #9N1-9N34, 16N3a $2,673. Michel €3,520
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

Lot
1372

Description
H

HH

Start Bid

1949 to 1989 Collection
$250
Mostly n.h. collection, nearly complete for period, in Kronen
hingeless album, incl. Regular issues, commemoratives,
souvenir sheets, very clean, generally fine to very fine or
better. Scott $2,680+ (Owner’s) ................... Est. $300/400

1373 m

Berlin 1948 to 1990
$225
All used collection neatly arranged in a stockbook, incl.
#9N1-19, 9N35-41, 9NB4-11, then fairly complete to
1990, fine to very fine or better. Scott $3,680 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1374 H

Third Reich Collection
$200
Few hundred in KaBe hingeless album mostly o.g. with few
used or n.h., better items incl. mint #B49-B57 and B68
(unused), fine to very fine ............................... Est. $300/400

1375 Hm

Collection in Stockbooks
$200
Few thousand, majority used with some modern o.g., States
to modern incl. Berlin and DDR, plus few Occupation and
Locals, also some Worldwide incl. covers, fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1376 m

1875 to 1922 Used Shade Study
Collection
$180
Selection of over 1,500, wide range of shades and cancels as
well, worth a look, generally fine to very fine ... Est. $300/400

1377 m

1902, 1905 and 1915 Used Mark
Values Selection
$180
13 items, noted Michel #97AII (signed), 79A (signed),
80Ba (signed), 82B (signed), 97AIa (signed), a useful
group, generally fine to very fine. 2016 Michel
approximately €1,250 (Owner’s) ................... Est. $300/400

1378

H

HHm

1379 m

1380

H

H

1945 to 1948 Allied Occupation
Collection
$160
Mint and used on Vario pages incl. Baden,
Rhineland-Palatinate, Württemberg, etc., generally fine to
very fine. 2016 Michel approximately €1,800 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $250/300
Back-of-the-Book Used Collection
$150
In a stockbook featuring Officials, Worldwide and
Worldwide Occupation etc., incl. Poland, Montenegro and
Serbia, generally fine to very fine. Scott $5,200 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $250/350
Occupation of Kotor, 1944 Issues,
Michel #1-10
Web
$150
N.h., #1-6 signed Ludin, fine to very fine. Michel €1,160
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

1381 H)

Postwar Mint Stationery Stock
$150
Hundreds incl. view pack sets to circa 2000, mostly
Bundespost, identified by Michel numbers, priced and
sleeved, very little dupl, clean, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock .............................................................. Est. $200/300

1382 Hm

Occupations, 1914 to 1918
$120
Mostly mint, mounted on Hingeless pages, virtually
complete, incl. Belgium, Poland, Romania, Rheinland,
Eupen, Malmedy, clean and useful group generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/300
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Lot

Description

1383 Hm

Plebiscite Areas, 1920 Collection
$120
Mostly mint, mounted on hingeless pages, virtually
complete, incl. Allenstein, Marienwerder, Upper Silesia and
Schleswig, clean and useful group fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1384

H

HHm

1385 m

Start Bid
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1394 Hm

Offices in Turkey, 1884 to 1912
Collection
Web
$240
O.g. and used, mounted on Hingeless pages, virtually
complete, generally fine to very fine ................ Est. $400/600

1395

Offices & Colonies, Early 20th
Century Covers
Web
$200
18 covers and cards ranging from China, Cameroon, East
and Southwest Africa, Caroline islands, Kiautschou,
Marianas, Morocco, Togo etc., an interesting group, fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $300/400

)

20th Century Mint and Used
Accumulation
$120
O.g. to n.h., carton containing albums, stockbooks, glassines
etc., noted Inflation issue with full sheets, stockbook of
Danzig, D.D.R. and Federal Republic, etc., a bit messy but
useful, generally fine to very fine .................... Est. $200/250
1396 Hm

Caroline Islands 1900 to 1915
Collection, Michel #1/22
Web
$180
25 mint and used examples on Vario page, very light dupl.
(shades), fine to very fine. Scott #1/23 $1,188 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1397 m)

Cameroons Cover and Samoa Used Web
$100
1916 Cameroons registered cover with 8 values cancelled
Duala 4 3.16 to New York, and Samoa used surcharged
G.R.I. (#101-109) on piece, fine to very fine . Est. $150/200

1398 m

Greece Very Large Intact Used
Revenue Collection
$400
Thousands in albums on homemade pages, with backup
stockpages, identified, and by various departments,
considerable Consular Service, binder of Documentary
Series on manila pages, also Crete, some areas with major
dupl., also group of Revenue documents and few stampless
incl. Ionian Islands 1820 with seal, largest assortment we
have seen, fine overall ..................................... Est. $600/800

1399 m

Greece Oldtime 5 Volume Collection
$250
Used to 1980 on homemade pages, starts with numerous
Hermes Heads identified on stockpages, the main collection
20th Century mostly complete, also few covers, mint older
stationery, few French Offices, Crete, Ionian #1-3 mint,
some dupl., etc., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine ...................... Est. $400/600

1400 H)

Greece Mint Stationery Stock
$230
170 mostly classic, identified by Webb numbers, priced and
sleeved, minor dupl, few Islands, mostly $5-$20 range, clean,
taped with retail total $2400, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock .............................................................. Est. $300/350

Bundespost Group 1949 to 1969
$100
Virtually complete used collection for period, neatly arranged
in stockbook with most regular issues incl. commemoratives
and Semi-Postals etc., very clean, generally fine to very fine
or better. Scott $1,700+ (Owner’s) ............... Est. $200/300

1386

H

Hr

1930’s Zeppelin Reprint Sheets
$100
N.h., full sheets reprinted, clean. Scott #C35-41
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1387

H

HH r

Propaganda Mint Group of 3,
Michel #16, 17, 27
Web
$60
Consisting of Michel #16, 17 n.h. block of 4, 27 n.h., fine to
very fine. Michel €575 ................................... Est. $100/150

1388

H

HHm

Soviet Occupation Mint and Used
Collection
$60
Mint or used, on Vario pages, incl. two 1998 Penault certs,
generally fine to very fine. 2016 Michel approximately €700
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $100/150

German Offices & Colonies
1389 Hm

1390

H

HH

1391 H)

Colonies 1893 to 1916 Collection
Web
$600
O.g. and used, mounted on hingeless pages, all Colonies
represented, noted a number of signed, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,200
Marshall Islands 1897 to 1916 Mint
Collection, Michel #1/27
Web
$450
O.g. or n.h., 47 examples on Vario pages, light dupl.
(shades), appears a few suspect items, fine to very fine. Scott
#1/27 $6,600+ (Owner’s) ......................... Est. $750/1,000
Offices & Colonies Mint Stationery
Stock
$450
475, classic to modern period, identified by Michel numbers,
priced and sleeved, very little dupl, Offices & Colonies (retail
$1,600+), also incl. Occupations, Danzig, Saar, mostly
$4-$15 range, clean, taped with retail total $4,318, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $600/800

1392 Hm

Offices in China, 1898 to 1914
Collection
Web
$240
O.g. and used mounted on Hingeless pages, first two issues
then 1901 onwards complete, a clean and useful group, fine
or better ......................................................... Est. $400/600

1393 Hm

Offices in Morocco, 1899 to 1911
Collection
Web
$240
O.g. and used mounted on Hingeless pages, virtually
complete less #19A, clean and useful group generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600

Start Bid

Hungary
1401

H

1402

)

HHm

Extensive Intact Mint Collection
Web $2,000
In 8 albums on blank Elbe hingeless pages, some used but
mostly n.h. to o.g., incl. many certs and signatures, numerous
varieties throughout incl. perf with imperf sets incl. Airs, incl.
all back-of-the-book except the Occupation issues (separate
lots), some proofs, Fournier and Sperati, Willy Balasse
reference collection, classic mint stationery, better souvenir
sheets, #657 inverted overprint strip of 3 (Zaborszky cert),
very extensive collection, fine to very fine lot, signed Flasch
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000
Zeppelin Cover Group
Web
$500
15 mostly diff., 1931-34 flights, fine to very fine lot, 3 alone
paid $1,150 hammer in 2005 auction .............. Est. $750/1,000
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Start Bid

Mostly Early 20th Century
Commercial Cover Lot
$400
Few hundred, few better earlier FD’s, some identified, few
Postal Stationery usages, nothing later than 1950’s, mostly
used internally ............................................... Est. $600/800

)

1404 Hm

Backup Collector’s Mint and Used
Web
$400
Thousands on stockpages, sorted by the various
Occupations, and subsorted by mint, used, some expertised
by Flasch and many others, most well represented except
Fiume (sparse), fakes identified, no heavy dupl., fine to very
fine, excellent reference collection for this difficult area several
signed incl. Flasch, scarce group ....................... Est. $600/800

1405 H)

Stationery 1873 50k Telegram
Receipts, Higgins and Gage #H1, Z2
$200
1873 Postal Card, and 1873 Receipts, both in 6 packs of 50
each in original bands, clean, retail $5,400, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock . Michel #TLK-1, TA-2, €11,400 (old
pricing) ......................................................... Est. $400/600

1406 Hm

Lot

Description

1411 H

Baranya (Serbian Occupation)
Mint Collection
Web
$250
Hundreds sorted by Brainard/Scott numbers in album,
many overprint varieties incl. shifts, inverted, flaws, some
unlisted, incl. Dues, few used, multiples, also shows the
various printers, examples of the “laser” forger, etc., fine to
very fine, many signed Brainard, etc., rarely seen group,
tremendous collection ........................................ Est. $400/600

1412

H

HH

Arad (French Occupation) Mint
Collection
Web
$200
N.h. to o.g. complete and referenced per Scott and Brainard
numbers, incl. varieties only listed in Brainard incl. inverted,
double, incl. back of the book, choice very fine, all signed by
various incl. Brainard, a unique collection which would be
difficult to duplicate .......................................... Est. $300/400

1413

H

HH

Banat Issue (Serbian Occupation)
Mint Collection
Web
$200
N.h. to o.g. referenced per Scott and Brainard numbers, incl.
basic genuine certified collection with back of the book and
very large forgery referenced collection incl. unlisted
forgeries, etc., fascinating lot, inspect, choice very fine,
virtually all signed or certified incl. Brainard, a unique
collection which would be difficult to duplicate ...... Est. $300/400

1871 to 1983 Mint and Used Stock
$120
On stockpages in seven binders, much dupl., incl.
Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues and Officials, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/300

Hungarian Cities & Provinces

1414 H

Local Croatia/Slovenia S.H.S.
Issues Collection
Web
$200
Few hundred sorted by Brainard numbers, consisting of
Ada, Balatine, and all other local towns, some unlisted, incl.
Dues, few used, fine to very fine, many signed Brainard, etc.,
rarely seen group .............................................. Est. $300/400

1415 H

2nd Transylvania Issue (Romanian
Occupation) Collection
Web
$200
Mint, few hundred sorted by Brainard/Scott numbers on
pages, incl. Dues, fine to very fine, some signed Brainard,
etc. ................................................................. Est. $300/400

1416 H

Szeged Mint Collection
Web
$200
Hundreds sorted by Brainard/Scott numbers in album,
many overprint varieties incl. shifts, inverted, flaws, some
unlisted, incl. Dues, many signed Brainard, etc., most
extensive collection we have seen and probably impossible to dupl.
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1417 H

Nagyszeben (Romanian) Occupation
Collection
Web
$150
Mint, 40 sorted by Brainard numbers on pages, many overprint
varieties incl. shifts, inverted, flaws, some unlisted, incl. Dues,
multiples, etc., very extensive collection, many signed Brainard,
etc., rarely seen group, difficult to duplicate .............. Est. $250/350

1418 H

Eastern Europe 1918-19 Select
Collections
Web
$150
On pages, consisting of Czechoslovakia Semi-postals, Skalitz,
Srobar, Hlinka, Orosjeno, also small group of classic Austrian
usages in Hungary, 1945 Yugoslavia Occupation of Murska
Sobota, eclectic group, fine to very fine ............. Est. $250/350

H

Full Sheet Occupation Overprint
Accumulation
$150
N.h., around 100, incl. Croatia-Slavonia 1918-19 Issues,
Western Hungary, Rumanian Occupation, extensive
Baranya, few partial sheets, incl. shifts in overprints, some
signed incl. Flasch, clean and unusual, fine to very fine lot
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

From the Anthony Muller Collection, see lots 1338 and 1500
1407

1408

H

HH

Western Hungary Mint Collection
Web
$400
N.h. to o.g. referenced per Brainard, incl. overprint flaws,
shifts, on reverse, inverted, unlisted but certified, incl. back
of the book, also Jennersdorf mint or used, some unlisted,
fascinating lot, inspect, choice very fine, mostly signed or
certified incl. Brainard, a unique collection which would be
difficult to duplicate .......................................... Est. $600/800

)

Occupation Cover Group
Web
$350
Over 100, incl. Romanian Occupation, Debrecen usages,
Fiume, Croatia-Slavonia overprints, good group of Baranya
1st & 2nd issues, Nagyszeben, Temesvar, some identified,
culled from adhesive collection ............................ Est. $500/750

1409 H

Extensive Debrecen Issues Collection Web
$280
Several hundred 1st and 2nd issue identified by
Brainard/Scott numbers with many signed, overprints incl.
shifted, inverted, red and black overprints, also Dues,
Semi-Postals, 2nd issue with imperfs, group of trial
printings, etc., inspect, fine to very fine, most extensive
collection of these issues we have seen most better signed
Brainard, Flasch, and others .......................... Est. $400/600

1410

H

HH

1st Transylvania Issue (Romanian
Occupation) Mint Collection
Web
$250
N.h. to o.g. referenced per Scott and Brainard numbers, incl.
overprint flaws, shifts, on reverse, “Ban1" overprint,
multiples, fascinating lot, inspect, choice very fine, virtually
all signed or certified incl. Brainard, a unique collection which
would be difficult to duplicate ............................. Est. $400/600

We are now accepting consignments for the
August 2019 APS auction.

Start Bid

1419

Hr
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1420 H

Temesvar Issues Mint Collection
Web
$130
Around 70, sorted by Brainard/Scott numbers on pages, incl.
Dues, surcharge varieties incl. inverted, fine to very fine,
many signed Brainard, etc. ............................. Est. $200/300

1421 H

Local Romanian 1919 Occupation
of Budapest
Web
$100
Mint selection of 19 items incl. 2 used on pieces and 5
certified, also Dues, fine to very fine, several signed incl.
Flasch, scarce group ......................................... Est. $150/200

1422 H)

1423 Hm

1424 m

1425 ()

1426

1427

H

H

H

H

Start Bid

Iceland Mint Stationery Stock
$1,000
904 older, identified by Michel numbers, priced and sleeved,
incl. Aerogrammes, some dupl, mostly $5-$20 range, clean,
taped with retail total $14,500, 250, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock ............................................ Est. $1,500/2,000
Iceland Mint and Used Collection
Web
$900
On homemade pages to 1925, classics mint (all with o.g.) and
used with excellent colors, no Revenue cancels, some
complete sets used, also Officials with #O2 o.g., O3 used,
virtually all sound and fresh, fine to very fine for this. Scott
$10,800 ................................................... Est. $1,200/1,400
Iceland 1873 to 1956 Used Collection
$240
A useful accumulation with much dupl., many items cat. in
the $2 to $50 range, generally fine to very fine. Scott $7,200+
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $400/600
Iceland 4 Zeppelin Flight Covers
Web
$150
#C9-C10 on PPC with green flight cachet, C10 on cover
with Roessler cachet and green flight cachet, C11 on card
with Roessler cachet and green flight cachet, and C1 (block
of 10) and 126 on cover with Roessler cachet (no green flight
cachet), fine to very fine .................................. Est. $250/300
Israel Mint Collection Four Volumes
$250
Immaculate n.h. collection in four pristine Lighthouse
hingeless albums with slipcases, virtually complete from
1969-2009, incl. many sought after modern issues, lovely
collection, generally very fine, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

)

Lot

Description

1431 Hm

States Mint and Used Collection
Web
$250
About 75 in KaBe album, incl. Parma #9 o.g., 11 used, PR1
used (light thins), Roman States 15 unused, Tuscany 6a and
18 used, Two Sicilies 25 n.h. and 26 o.g., all with certs, 1859
Naples cover, above average appearance, some thins noted
on uncertified items, otherwise fine or better ... Est. $400/600

1432 H)

Colonies Classic Mint Stationery
Stock
$250
208, identified by Higgins & Gage and “EAPC” numbers
(minor dupl.), consisting of Libya, Somalia, and Eritrea
(142-$1,345), priced and sleeved, minor dupl., retail mostly
$5-$15 range, mostly clean, taped with retail total $2,780,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $350/450

1433

H

H

1434 Hm

1435

H

H

1436 Hm

1437

H

Hr

States and Early Italy Selection
Web $1,000
On cards, incl. Roman States, Tuscany, Sicily and early Italy,
fine or better ............................................ Est. $1,000/1,200

1430 Hm

Italy, Colonies & States Collection
$900
Mint and used housed in seven stockbooks, wide and useful
selection, Italy proper is more modern and mint, plus
selection of States and Colonies, fine to very fine. Sassone
€35,000 + (Owner’s) .............................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1980’s Castle Series Mint Specialized
Collection
$240
N.h., freaks and errors, colors, perfs etc., with 5 certs, an
unusual and interesting group, fine to very fine. Sassone
€3,000 + (Owner’s) ...................................... Est. $400/600
Roman States Mint and Used
Collection
$120
Over 40, some not counted for value, good assortment,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $3,000 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $200/300
Occupation of the Aegean Islands,
1930, Ferrucci Sets Complete
$100
All 13 Islands plus Castelrosso n.h. except Caso #4 o.g.
Sassone €1,260. Scott $403 as o.g. .................. Est. $150/200

2 Volume Intact Collection
Web $1,400
Mint or used to 1998 incl. #1-3, 5-6, extensive Cherry
Blossoms incl. used #67 (cert), all Offices mint or used
virtually complete, 1915 on mostly complete with later all
mint, all better souvenir sheets, etc., also separate forgery
group, mostly fine to very fine .................. Est. $2,000/3,000
Mint Better Sheets
$900
Mostly n.h., value in earlier period incl. National Parks,
#422a l.h., slight dupl., 456 n.h., occasional dist. or no gum,
few very modern, fine to very fine. 2017 Scott $4,000
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

1438 H)

Mint Stationery Stock
$500
499 singles or packs, older to recent, identified by Sakura
numbers, better items priced and sleeved but incl. dupl. extra
modern with commem. cancels, also earlier Mihons, mostly
$5-$45 range, clean, taped with retail total $8612, 250, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .................... Est. $750/1,000

1439

)

1937-1938 Karl Lewis Covers
Web
$400
Nine, six are FDC and balance are Imperial Japanese Sea
postings and American Mail Liner, few with slight toning,
otherwise fine to very fine ............................... Est. $650/750

1440

H

Mint Group
$400
O.g. to n.h., fresh and clean group in seven APS circuit
books featuring better souvenir sheets, n.h. incl. #456,
521C, Tiger New Year etc., will prove rewarding, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/750

Cover Stock
$1,200
500, majority pre-1950 commercial with fair amount of 19th
Century incl. few States, many to Foreign destinations,
priced to $75, mostly $10 to $50, total retail $12,600, mostly
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,300/1,500

1429 Hm

Start Bid

Japan

Israel Collection With Tabs
$80
Many hundreds n.h. with tabs from 1950 to 1974 in
Lighthouse hingeless album, fine to very fine . Est. $100/150

Italy & Colonies
1428
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1441 Hm

Lot

Description

1871 to 1977 Mint and Used
Collection
Web
$300
A useful collection, housed in two White Ace Albums and
Scott Specialty, incl. selection of 19th Century, 1938, 1939
National Parks, National Lottery sheets, Nature
Conservation sheets, Semi-postal, Airs, Offices in China and
Korea, plus a small box of glassines containing mint and used
with some light dupl., generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1451 Hm

Korea Group
$150
Neat assortment of various mint and used in four APS circuit
books, generally fine to very fine ..................... Est. $250/350

1442 m

1938 to 1961 Used Souvenir
Sheet Collection
Web
$250
36, all cancelled with commemorative cancels, overall very
fine. Scott $1,599 (Owner’s) .......................... Est. $400/450

1453 Hm

1443 Hm

Mint and Used Collection
Web
$200
In album in mounts to 1990, earlies mostly used starting
1876-77 issue reasonably complete to 1959, after that mostly
mint, separate section of mint National Parks virtually all
mint with 1939 souvenir sheet, fine to very fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

Luxembourg Mint and Used
Collection, Etc.
$1,000
Various in 2 printed albums, stockbooks and on leaves, with
much of interest noted, from earlies, incl. 1859-63 imperf 25c
(exp. Demuth etc), 40c, 1865-75 color roulette 37½c (exp.
on reverse), 1882-84 Agriculture & Trade set, good middle
period with useful dupl., 1921 Charlotte 15c sheetlet of 5
used, 1939 20th Anniv. min. sheet mint and used, 1945 Our
Lady set, Child Welfare sets, 1951 United Europe, 1952
Phil. Exhibit n.h. and used, 1957 Europa set n.h., 1964-98
almost complete n.h. in Kabe album, needs sorting and good
value, fine to very fine overall .................... Est. $1,200/1,400

1444 Hm

Mint and Used Stock
$200
On #102 cards, few classics used, 20th Century mint or used
in mostly complete sets incl. National Parks, all priced, slight
dupl., value mostly in early to mid 20th Century, few back of
the book, much fine to very fine. 2017 Scott $3,000+
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1454 H)

Macau Mint Stationery Stock
$200
102, all periods, identified by Yang or “EAPC” numbers,
priced and sleeved, some dupl, couple of Morocco, mostly
$4-$15 range, clean, taped with retail total $1882, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $250/350

1455 Hm

Manchukuo Complete
Web
$130
Mostly mint with 1st few issues used, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1456 H)

1914 to 1977 Mint Collection
$200
Housed in two Scott International albums, many singles are
hinged, souvenir sheets n.h. after 1948, strength in 1950’s
onward, generally fine to very fine. Scott $2,100+ (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

Mexico Mint Stationery Lot
$700
684 mint incl. Express envs., correogrammes, formular, etc.,
all identified by Higgins & Gage and “EPS” numbers,
priced and sleeved, mostly $8-$25 range, some dupl., very
clean, taped with retail total $7,400, overall very fine, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .................... Est. $900/1,200

1457 Hm

Flight and Event Covers
Web
$180
Over 200 mostly J.A.L. commemorative Worldwide flights,
plus Tokyo Olympics, Cultural Leaders, 2 1939 National
Parks sheets and two tourist stamp sheets, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $250/300

Mexico 1856 to 1979 Collection
$450
Mint and used, housed in Scott Specialty album, fairly
comprehensive, most value in cat. $5 to $20 range, incl.
back-of-the-book, mostly fine to very fine. Scott $9,500
(Owner’s) ................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1458 H)

Monaco Mint Stationery
$400
303 mint incl. envs., all identified by Michel numbers, priced
and sleeved, incl. considerable Prince Albert postal reply
cards, some dupl., very clean, taped with retail total $4,410,
overall very fine, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1445 H)

1446

1447

1448

H

HH

)

H

HH

Start Bid

1873 to 1958 Stationery Collection Web
$200
Roughly 60% mint, 40% used, on neatly written up pages in
3 volumes, mostly postal cards incl. Offices in China, also
letter sheets, stamped envelopes, wrappers, and about 30
covers, some with toning stripe, otherwise fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1452

H

HHm

Korea, 1884 to 1988 Mint Collection
$1,300
Housed in 2 Minkus albums, fairly complete from 1946 to
1982, souvenir sheets 1958 to 1981, mostly fine to very fine.
2011 Scott approximately $10,800+ (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500
1459

1449 m

Korea, 1884 to 1983 Used Collection
$200
Housed in binder, over 1,000 adhesives, a great collection to
expand upon, generally fine to very fine. 2011 Scott
approximately $2,000+ (Owner’s) ................ Est. $300/400

1450 H)

Korea Mint Stationery Group
$200
135 singles and few sets, sleeved and priced, mid to modern
20th Century, all identified by Sakura, KPC and others, with
Aerogrammes with cto cancels (couple used), slight dupl.,
retail mostly $5-$18 range, total retail $2,586 clean, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $300/400

H

HH

1460 H)

Start Bid

Liechtenstein 1912 to 1997 Collection
$180
Mint and used housed in two Davo hingeless albums, mostly
mint with a few used prior to 1953, then n.h. after 1966, incl.
souvenir sheet 1962 onwards, Airs, Semi-Postals. Officials
1950 onwards, Dues, mostly fine to very fine .. Est. $300/400

Monaco Mint Collection
$200
1 volume Minkus, primarily mint with strength in issues
from about 1950-1980, few early classics, while none of the
major values are present, collection consists of nice selection
of useful sets, much n.h., Fine to Very Fine .... Est. $250/300
Nepal Mint Stationery Stock
$100
Few hundred mostly Aerogrammes dupl. representing
around 15 diff. designs, mostly 1950’s to 1960’s period, some
dupl. with cto cancels, also incl. pack of 100 of postal card of
20p values, clean group, inspect, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock .................................................. Est. $150/200
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1461 H)

Netherlands Mint Stationery Stock
$800
1,240 singles or sets, mostly early to mid 20th period
identified by Michel numbers, priced and sleeved, minor
dupl, mostly $2-$10 range clean, total retail $7642, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $1,000/1,300

1471

Netherlands Extensive Collection
$600
Few thousand 1852 to 2004 in 5 hingeless KaBe albums,
mostly complete (missing #86 and 101), earlies mostly used
with a few o.g. Semi-postal sets, 1962 on mostly n.h., also
nice group of BOB issues and syncopated perfs, some
modern booklets, fine or better ................. Est. $1,000/1,250

Portugal & Colonies

1462

H

HHm

1463 H)

1464 Hm

1465 P

Start Bid
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Netherlands Colonies Mint Stationery
$600
673, mostly classic incl. Peace & Commerce, identified by
Higgins & Gage and/or Michel numbers, priced and
sleeved, minor dupl, incl. Indies (386-$4,154), mostly
$3-$10 range, clean, taped with retail total $6,818, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .................... Est. $800/1,000
Netherlands Indies Mostly Complete
Collection
$250
Few hundred in KaBe hingeless album, mostly used with a
scattering of o.g. sets, incl. o.g. #240, 247 and GY1-GY7,
and some Java inverted overprints, a very attractive
collection, fine to very fine .............................. Est. $400/500
Paraguay 1901 to 1913 Proofs
and Trial Colors
Web
$150
Specialized collection mounted on album pages with six
overprinted Government Palace sheets, 1901 die proof 40c
Treasury Seal, 1904 issue with 5 pl. proofs and 26 trial colors,
1906 to 1910 issue with 37 trial colors and 1911 issue with 29
pl. proofs incl. some inverts and 29 proofs on card and 1913
issue with 9 proofs on card, fine to very fine ..... Est. $250/300

Lot

Description
H

HHm

H

HHm

1467 Hm

1468 m

1469

1470

H

H

HHm

HHm

Massive Collection
$500
Many thousands, mint, used, singles, blocks, pairs etc. in 67
albums, 1918 to 2013, modern issues n.h., quite
comprehensive but missing most of the expensive items, nice
lot for a specialist, generally fine to very fine . Est. $750/1,000
Interesting Collection
$300
Several hundred mint and used mounted in Abria album
mostly complete 1947 to 1970 large majority mint, small
counter book of modern (n.h.), and numerous 1860 to 1965
mounted on Yvert pages (no binder) mostly complete to
1964, incl. Airmails, Dues, several souvenir sheets, well
worth a look, Fine to Very Fine ...................... Est. $400/500
Large Used Accumulation
$300
Many thousands 1918 to 2013, few modern mint, sorted by
Scott number in plastic sheet protectors, much dupl., fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $400/500
Collector’s Stock
$200
Thousands o.g. or n.h. and used in 29 stockbooks, 1918 to
2005, majority used but still a useful stock of mint, fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $300/400
Back-of-the-Book Collection
$150
Few thousand o.g. or n.h. and used, in 4 albums and 5
stockbooks, incl. Dues, Officials, Military and German
Occupation, some varieties and blocks, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/250

Military and Local Posts Collection
$120
Few hundred o.g. or n.h. and used in mounts on homemade
pages incl. some souvenir sheets, Worldwide POW camp
stamps, Polish Exile issues etc., nice variety, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1472 H)

Colonies Mint Stationery Stock
$1,100
1,300+ singles or sets, all periods, with very small section of
Portugal, identified mostly by Higgins & Gage numbers,
priced and sleeved, minor dupl, strength in Angola (retail
$3,679), Mozambique (retail $2,005), India (retail $2,125),
mostly $5-$20 range, clean, taped with retail total $13,828,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ........... Est. $1,500/2,000

1473 m

Colonies Used Collection
$550
Very nice collection neatly arranged in two stockbooks, incl.
Angra, Angola, Azores and Cape Verde, highlights incl.
Azores #5, 7-10, 13-15, 21, 23-8, 33, 34, 36, 37, 49, 53, 53b,
54, 56, 57, 65-77, 78-92 etc., also Cape Verde 1-9, 24-35,
42a, etc., worth inspection, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$7,600+ (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $700/900

1474 m

Colonies Used Collection
$550
Very nice collection neatly arranged in a stockbook, incl.
Madeira, Mozambique, Mozambique Company, Nyassa,
Ponta Delgada, Africa, Congo, Guinea, India, Quelimane,
St. Thomas & Prince, Timor, and Zambezia, highlights incl.
Madeira #4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 13, 14, 16c, 19a, 25, 26, 27, 27b, 29,
29a, 31, 32 etc., also India 10, 22, 113//158, 169-73 etc.,
worth inspection, generally fine to very fine. Scott $7,600+
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $700/900

1475 m

Colonies Used Group
$300
Very nice collection neatly arranged in a stockbook, incl.
Funchal, Horta, Inhambane, Kionga, Lourenco Marques,
and Macao, highlights incl. Macao #1-6, 8, 9, 11-15, 35-44,
45, 46-51, 53-7, 75-103 etc., worth inspection, generally fine
to very fine. Scott $4,800+ (Owner’s) ........... Est. $400/600

1476 S r

Portugal & Colonies 1924 to 1925
Punched Specimens
Web
$300
Ungummed, selection of 19 singles, strips and blocks, some
indicate print corrections, fine or better .......... Est. $300/400

1477 Hm

Romania Collection
$250
Few thousand from 1862 to 1959 in 3 KaBe hingeless
albums, early issues used, balance mostly o.g. with some cto,
incl. o.g. #196-206, nice run of Semi-postals and souvenir
sheets, generally fine to very fine ..................... Est. $400/500

Poland
1466

Start Bid

Russia
1478

H

H

1479 Hm

Never Hinged 1941 to 1948
$1,200
Virtually complete for time period incl. Airs, up to cat. $100,
starting #817, and C97, incl. 1598-1602, clean throughout,
fine to very fine. Scott $6,224 .................... Est. $1,400/1,700
Collection to 2004
$600
In 5 Scott albums, mostly used sets and singles thru late
1958, then appears complete to 2004 mostly n.h with many
mini-sheets, one volume Back-of-the-Book with Airmails
thru Dues and sparse Offices, Occupations and States
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500
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1480 Hm

1923 to 1959 Mint and Used
Collection
$600
Housed in Scott Specialty album, fairly complete, mix of
mint and used in some sets, noted some cto as well, generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1481

H

H

1482 H

1483 H)

1484

H

HH

1485 H)

1486

1487

H

H

HHm

HHm

Start Bid

Lot

Description

3 Volume Intact Collection
$200
In 3 Lighthouse hingeless, classic sparse, mostly used to mid
1970’s, many complete sets, reasonably complete from 1933
on, incl. some back of the book, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

Start Bid

Thailand
1490

H

HH

1944 to 1991 Virtually Complete
$500
N.h., in 2 Mystic albums in mounts, some mount edge tape
toning not affecting adhesives, incl. few later imperfs, clean,
fine to very fine lot .......................................... Est. $600/800

1883 to 1991 Mint Collection
Web $1,500
O.g. to n.h., housed in Harris binder on Minkus/Scott
pages, over 1,900 adhesives, fairly comprehensive from 1928
to 1999, of note #68a (n.h.), 87, 118-121, 128-138,
207-222, B15 (cert.), C1-8, a clean collection mostly fine to
very fine. 2011 Scott approximately $13,400+ (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1491 m

1883 to 1999 Used Collection
$300
Housed in Scott International album, over 1,700 adhesives,
fairly comprehensive from 1922 to 1999, generally fine to
very fine. 2011 Scott approximately $3,600+ (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1492 BH

Booklet Collection 1980 to 1997
$250
Virtually complete run of 267 different complete booklets for
the period (missing only a couple), all post office fresh incl.
many better/higher cat items (inventory incl.), clean. Scott
approximately $1,400 .................................... Est. $350/450

Classic Mint Stationery Stock
$120
107 units in singles or up to packs of 10, identified by Michel
numbers, priced and sleeved, dupl. of Michel #P21 and S1,
mostly $10-$40 range, clean, taped with retail total $1,925,
250, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .......... Est. $200/250

1493

San Marino, 1877 to 1997 Mint
Collection
Web
$375
Housed in two Lighthouse hingeless albums, n.h. 1954
onwards, noted #74, 79b, 115-133, 134-138, 143-150,
169-180, C1-C16, J1-J18, Parcel Post, a great collection to
expand upon, generally fine to very fine .......... Est. $600/800

1494 H)

Spain Mint Stationery Stock
$300
235 singles or sets, all periods, identified by Michel and/or
“EAPC” numbers, priced and sleeved, minor dupl, couple of
Morocco, mostly $4-$15 range, clean, taped with retail total
$3,409, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ..... Est. $400/600

Mint Stationery Stock
$200
217 mostly recent, identified by Higgins & Gage, or “PC”
numbers, incl. Aerogrammes, priced and sleeved, some
dupl, mostly $3-$25 range, clean, taped with retail total
$3,247, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ..... Est. $250/350

1495 H)

Turkey Mint Stationery
$220
198 mint incl. envs., all identified by Michel or Higgins &
Gage numbers or both, priced and sleeved, incl. considerable
Prince Albert postal reply cards, minor dupl., very clean,
retail mostly $4-15 range, taped with retail total $1985,
overall very fine, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1496 Hm

Turkey, 1926 to 1960 Collection
$150
Mixed o.g. and used in National, with better Back-of-Book
incl. Possessions, stockbook of mostly used with dupl., few
dozen mint postcards, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1497 Hm

Vatican Mint and Used Collection
Web
$750
On Minkus pages, incl. used #36, 38-40, Air Tobias set
mint, mostly complete sets to 1982, Fine to Very Fine. 2012
Scott $4,500+ ............................................ Est. $900/1,100

1498 H

Venezuela 1951 Regular and Airs
“Arms” Sets, #464-631, C338-553
$500
L.h. to o.g. complete on stockpages, Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$3,536 rarely seen complete ............................... Est. $700/900

H

Yemen Mint Stock
$150
N.h., few complete sets on pages, many unfolded sheets, incl.
#164-165 (100 sets), 165a-c (250 sets), 166-76 (200 sets),
177-180 (225 sets), 232-232G (20 sets), 233-233G (20 sets),
C29-29D (100 sets), fine to very fine. Scott $15,000+
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $250/300

Switzerland, 1850 to 1997 Collection
$300
Mint and used housed in four Davo hingeless albums, mint
and used to 1939, mostly mint after 1940, fairly complete
after 1907 and n.h. after 1969, souvenir sheets complete
(#228 no gum), Airs mint and used complete to 1988,
selection of Dues mostly used, a good but light selection of
Officials, plus U.N. Geneva 1969 to 1997 virtually
complete, a great collection for expansion, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/750
Switzerland Oldtime Collection
$250
Back-of-the-book parallel mint and used collection starting
with Airs with later mint blocks of 4, se-tenants with later
positional items (example 1953 Semi-postal set), some sitting
Helvetias mint in back, and mint and used Dues, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/600

1488 m

Switzerland Collection to 1970’s
$200
Used, in old Yvert album, incl. many complete sets 1907 on,
incl. tete-beche, Semis, Airs, Dues, souvenir sheets, plus a
UOs collection to 1973, fine to very fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $300/500

1489

Switzerland Group of 10 Covers
$60
1912 to 1942, destinations incl. Persia via Russia, Estonia,
Finland, U.S., 1931 Zeppelin flight postcard, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $100/150

)
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1499

H

Hr

Hr

Souvenir Sheet Collection 1973
to 2004
$200
Nice run of n.h. colorful souvenir sheets for period (180+
different) incl. many in perf/imperf formats, special sheets
with stamp show logos, etc. (inventory incl.). Scott
approximately $1,100 .................................... Est. $250/350
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Start Bid

1500 H

Yugoslavia (Croatia-Slavonia) Mint Web
$300
Intact mint with occasional used, few hundred identified by
Brainard/Scott/Miles numbers, sorted by Miles types, incl.
favor overprints, inverted, shifted, few blocks, incl. Semis, Dues,
etc., Ex Anthony Muller collection, largest collection of this area we
have seen many signed Brainard, etc. .................. Est. $500/750

Foreign General Collections
1501 Hm

1502 H)

1503

1504

H

H

HH

HHm

1505 H)

1506 Hm

1507

H

HH

Collector’s Estate Balance
$1,600
Mint and used mostly 20th Century in 4 boxes and one for
literature, in albums, on pages, loose, etc., incl. Netherlands
collections, Israel and Germany loose and collections, some
better items in purchased cards bought privately and in mail
auctions, never got into the main collections, inspect
carefully, generally Fine ........................... Est. $2,000/2,500
Latin America Mint Stationery
$1,400
1983, in 3 Pittsburgh boxes, nice mixture of countries incl. El
Salvador (381 - retail $1628); Argentina (271 - $1757);
Cuba (165 - $2969); Nicaragua (212 - $1481), sleeved and
priced, identified by Higgins & Gage numbers, late 19th to
early 20th Century, very little dupl., retail mostly $3-8 range,
total retail $14,529, mostly clean group, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock ............................................ Est. $1,800/2,000
Mostly Mint Group
$1,200
Select group of a few hundred items from mid 1900s to about
1960, with strength in Japan, #479 n.h. (1), hinged (2), Iran
985-989 (n.h.), 962-965 (n.h.), Spain 294 (o.g.), C1-5 (o.g.),
C145 (n.h.), Lithuania C71-78 (perf and imperf 6 sets),
Netherlands Antilles 226, 227 (n.h. blocks of four), Russia
559-568 (used 3 sets), and even some U.S. with used classics,
294-299, C18 (n.h.), plus many others $5-20 sets, generally
Fine to Very Fine, fine to very fine .............. Est. $1,500/2,000
Country Collections, Mint and Used
$850
Several albums and binders containing collections such as
Austria, Italy, comprehensive Belgium & Colonies, Finland,
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Netherlands & Colonies,
Switzerland, generally runs from 19th Century to modern,
some light dupl. but a useful group, fine to very fine. Scott
$14,500+ (Owner’s) ............................... Est. $1,200/1,400
Eastern Europe Mint Stationery Stock
$800
1,017, mostly late 19th to mid 20th period identified by
Michel numbers, priced and sleeved, minor dupl, with
Bosnia ($2,570), Bulgaria ($2,011), Czech ($5,979), mostly
$5-$20 range, clean, total retail $11,100, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ................................. Est. $1,300/1,600
Balance Accumulation Mint and Used
$750
An eclectic mix in four cartons, incl. a nice Mexico collection,
Denmark, Ryukyus, Indonesia, Philippines, Iceland,
Estonia, a handful of full circuit books, boxes of glassines,
plus a mix of classic and modern in various pages, albums,
folders, cards etc., a bit messy in some areas but worth a look,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,200/1,500
Mostly Europe Mint Oldtime Lot
$650
Mostly mint with n.h., strong selection of predominantly
mint issues from late 1920s to mid 1970s, strength in
European countries Andorra, Germany, Surinam, Saar with
some Iran and U.N., occasional large quantities, such as
Greece #876-78 (400), Fine to Very Fine Est. $1,000/1,500
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1508 H)

Hungary, Jugoslavia, and Trieste Mint
Stationery Stock
$650
785 incl. few sets, all periods but little late 20th Century,
identified by Michel numbers, priced and sleeved, minor
dupl, mostly $5-$20 range, clean, taped with retail Trieste
$741, Jugoslavia $3988, and Hungary $5151, total $9881,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ........... Est. $1,000/1,400

1509 Hm

Scandinavia Collection
Web
$600
More used than mint, in mounts in 2 fairly well filled fat Scott
volumes to 1997, cat. up to 1940 to 1965 depending on
country, earlies mixed condition, otherwise fine to very fine.
Scott $23,000+ (Owner’s) ...................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1510 H)

Extensive Scandinavia Mint
Stationery Stock
$600
Sweden, Finland, and Norway (Denmark separate lot), 2121
mostly early to mid 20th, identified by Higgins & Gage,
Michel, Facit and/or “EAPC” numbers, Sweden 991 $3961, Norway 537 - $3782, Iceland 542 - $3481, all priced
and sleeved, minor dupl, large section of Aerogrammes
(heavy dupl.), mostly $2-$18 range, clean, total retail $7884,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .............. Est. $800/1,000

1511 H)

Romania and Hungary Group
$600
Mixed lot of mostly mint mid to late 20th Century with sets,
singles and some Back of the Book issues, many complete
sets, also some classic Hungary with Crown design with
various perfs sorted by the various plates, minor dupl., some
1950’s imperf sets, along with some late 20th Century Poland
cto sets in approval booklets, also postal history with mint and
used early Postal Stationery, mostly Fine to Very Fine
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

1512 Hm

Better Airpost Singles and Sets
$550
On #102 cards, incl. Brazil with #4CL6 n.h. pair and
single, 4CL6-7 n.h. (cat. $200), 4CL1-3 o.g., C23 n.h.,
4CL8-10 o.g., 1CL1-7, Egypt 172-176 n.h., C3a l.h.,
Finland C1, Germany Semi-Airs I-III o.g., C25-27 used,
C43 used, C44 o.g. and used, C45 used, Italy C42-47, fine to
very fine. Scott $3,024 (or retail) .................... Est. $650/750

1513

H

H

1514 Hm

1515

H

1516

H

Start Bid

Large New Issue Hoard
$500
Many thousands of n.h. sets, singles and souvenir sheets with
heavy dupl. and much topical, countries incl. Cuba, Russia,
Italy, Israel, Faroes and some other countries, mostly 1970’s
to 1990’s, good for eBay sales, very fine. Scott $30,000
(Owner’s) ................................................... Est. $900/1,200
Asia 1874 to 1998 Collection
$475
Mint and used housed in eight stockbooks, mostly used, incl.
Philippines, Vietnam, Japan, Laos, Cambodia, Korea,
Thailand, Burma, Taiwan, some light dupl. throughout but
useful, mostly fine to very fine ..................... Est. $800/1,000

H

Cambodia, Laos & Vietnam N.H.
Accumulation
$450
Clean mint n.h lot of complete sets and souvenir sheets from
these areas with many better items incl. booklets, souvenir
folders, etc., fine to very fine. Scott $4,000+ .. Est. $600/800

H

Trieste AMG Mint Collection
$400
Spot check shows mostly n.h., identified in glassines with
Bush pages, both Italian and German issues, fine to very fine.
Scott $4,000+ ............................................... Est. $600/800
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1517 Hm

Europe and World Group
$400
Large accumulation of mint and used in 26 circuit books,
incl. Austria, Finland, Germany with Colonies & Offices,
Greece, Italian Offices, Liechtenstein, Monaco, Spain,
Switzerland and other misc. Europe, also French Colonies,
Mexico, Olympics and Worldwide souvenir sheets, good
value throughout, well worth inspection, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/750

1518 Hm

Asian Countries Mint and Used Group
$300
Japan, Hong Kong, Korea, Thailand and some China plus
other Asian areas from older issues to modern in a banker box
(album pages, stockbook, glassine envelopes, etc.) with few
better items noted, worth a closer look ............ Est. $400/600

1519 H

1520 m

1521

1522

H

H

H

HHm

1523 H

1524 H)

1525

H

1526

H
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Middle East Collection
$250
Mostly o.g. with few used, in mounts in Scott Specialty
album, incl. Abu Dhabi o.g.#1-83, Dubai with o.g. 1-17,
o.g. and used Iraq 1917 to 1970’s incl. officials, Jordan 1924
to 1970’s with o.g. 113-121, 130-144, 145-157, 199-220,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/500

Lot

Description

1527 m

Iraq and Mesopotamia Collection
$150
Vast majority used, 1917 to 1960’s in 2 overlapping albums
with sets to rupees and dinar incl. officials, noted
Mesopotamia #N29-41 (2), N50-52 (2), NO1-12
(2)NO13, Mosul, Iraq 1-13 (2), 61-78 (2), O1-12,
O13-24(2), high cat. value, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1528 m

Latin America Collection
$150
Few thousand mostly used with a scattering of o.g. sets in 14
binders with pages to about 2000, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

1529 Hm

Eastern Europe Collection
$150
O.g. and used, few n.h., Danzig, Silesia, and Central
Lithuania on hand-made pages in 5 albums and stockbook,
some varieties and blocks, a few better items, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/250

1530 S

Latin America Specimen Group
Web
$100
Consists of punch hole with or without Waterlow overprint,
Peru group, Haiti #C85, C89, Nicaragua #756, C339-345
trial colors, Costa Rica 1895 min. sheetlets of 4, Honduras
C222-227, CO66-68, Cuba #432 imperf pair, interesting
group and clean, very fine .............................. Est. $150/200

1531 H)

Middle East Aerogrammes
$100
Almost 100, mostly mint with some FDs, incl. Iraq (8),
Dubai (32), Sharjah (4), Qatar (15), Bahrain (21), KSA (2),
Libya (8), fine to very fine .............................. Est. $150/200

Switzerland and France Accumulation
$240
19th & 20th Century, mostly used in glassines, much dupl.,
unchecked for perfs, much cat. value, inspect, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $400/600
Mint Southeast Asia
$200
Nearly all n.h., Cambodia, Laos and Viet Nam on Minkus pages
virtually complete to 1967, additional to early 1970’s on
stockpages, also many used Viet Nam, used and some stockpages
not counted, very fine. Scott $3,000+ (Owner’s) .. Est. $300/400
Small Scandinavia Group
$200
Faroe #1 used on piece (1969 APEX cert.), Finland C1 o.g.,
used, and on Zeppelin Flight postcard, #M8 n.h. and used,
DWI #2 mint block of 4, and 2 North Ingermanland covers,
few n.h. Finland 1940s issues, fine to very fine .. Est. $300/400
Oldtime Revenue Accumulation
$200
Many hundreds incl. album of Seals, and registration labels,
album of Turkey, various loose, India and G.B. in glassines,
etc. ................................................................. Est. $300/400
Europe Mint Stationery Stock
$200
Many hundreds mostly modern from Switzerland, Italy, San
Marino, large section of Poland, Liechtenstein, Russia,
Romania, and Vatican (with Aerogrammes) some dupl.,
some pack sets, all identified by Michel numbers, priced and
mostly sleeved (except Poland), mostly $4-$20 range but
some higher, minor dupl, clean, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock .................................................. Est. $300/400

H

Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam and Korea
$180
Virtually n.h. collection in a binder, Laos complete from 1952
to 1960’s, incl. souvenir booklet, Cambodia run fro 1960’s to
early 1970’s, Vietnam from 1952 to mid 1960’s, Korea mostly
1960’s with souvenir sheets, plus a few pages of Mongolia and
Indonesia, generally fine to very fine ................ Est. $300/400

HHm

Middle East Accumulation
$150
Mint and used, emphasis on Egypt from early sphinx to the
80s incl. n.h. sets in blocks of 4, stockbook of Yemen with
mint sets and singles, stockbook of used Jordan, also
Palestine, Iraq, small group of commercial and philatelic
covers, early Egypt mixed condition, otherwise fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/350

1532

H

H

Start Bid

Modern Estonia and Ukraine
Accumulation
$100
N.h., in two stockbooks, mostly from the 1990’s, all
identified and priced, dupl. throughout, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Worldwide Collections
1533

H

H

1534 Hm

Valuable Mint Dealer’s Stock
$8,000
Thousands of mainly 20th Century complete mint sets
mostly n.h. with nice representation of Western Europe,
British, Scandinavia, Asian countries, etc. with most value in
items cat. from $50 to several hundred dollars, very clean and
quality lot (no faulty classics) with many useful items,
generally fine to very fine or better throughout having
substantial total cat. value - please inspect, fine to very fine
............................................................. Est. $10,000/12,000
Large Mint and Used Dealer Stock
$6,500
13 oversized boxes containing 71 tubs of #104 dealer
cards,15 dealer books and 10 binders all identified and
priced, some countries to recent period, this an A to Z
holding containing Commonwealth, Europe, Asia, Africa,
French Colonies, Latin America, 19th Century U.S., etc.,
some of the classic material mixed condition, some countries
with 19th Century, owner figures show Scott 2011, cat.
values .50¢ to $100 plus, average $3.50+, total $400k+,
number of items 30,000, total items 50,000+, inspection is
highly recommended, mostly fine to very fine
............................................................. Est. $10,000/15,000

"Web" indicates that image(s) will be found on our website,
www.harmershau.com.
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H
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Intermediate Level Collection
$4,000
In mounts on very clean printed pages, more used than mint,
end dates vary widely by country, latest is 2001 with
considerable n.h., sets and singles, most value in 20th Century,
few souvenir sheets, better countries incl. Ascension, Austria
incl #427 and 431 o.g. (A.P.S. certs.), Gambia, Gibraltar,
Gold Coast, Italy (States separate lot) incl. a few covers,
Somalia, Switzerland incl. used 5 (small thin), 89, 93 and 304
(A.P.S. certs), Vatican virtually complete to 1990 incl. C17
(35-40 separate lot), noted many Silver Jubilee and Silver
Wedding sets, U.S., Leewards, Germany, and France
separate lots, generally fine to very fine ....... Est. $6,000/8,000

1536 Hm

Diverse Accumulation
Web $2,500
In stockbook, noted Belgium #B458a (2), Italy #2447 value
omitted (Sassone 2370Aa) (20), Michel Feldpost 5 block of
12 (no gum, 2015 Calves cert.), Switzerland 10 (2015 Calves
cert.), group of Portuguese souvenir sheets, large group of
French “sans valuer” test stamps, other interesting items,
some suspect, generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $2,700/3,000

1537 Hm

Oldtime Intact Europe Collection
Web $2,000
Mint and used in 8 homemade albums on blank pages, to 1970’s,
most value in classic to early 20th Century Europe, strength in
France, Belgium, Denmark, Greece, Turkey, Romania, one
album of Italian States and Italy incl. better Semis, 1 album of
U.S., Airs, high cat. if all genuine, some mint partially stuck
down, inspect, generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $2,500/3,000

1538 Hm

19th Century to 1897 Collection
$1,800
Mint and used housed in 19th Century International
Postage Stamp album, most countries represented, incl. U.S.
with back-of-the-book, G.B., France etc., an oldtime useful
collection, worth a look, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$10,200 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1539 Hm

Mint and Used Airpost Collection
Web $1,500
Oldtime collection with nice selection of issues from about
1930 to mid 1940, mounted on linen album pages,
unfortunately a few show evidence of tape stains, highlights
incl. Bolivia #C22; Canada C1b l.h.; Colombia C163;
Dominican Republic C86A in folder; Egypt 172-76, C3-4;
Honduras C181-86; Hungary C24-25, CB1-2; Israel C1-6
FDCs; Italy C20-25, C34, C48-49 strips, C89-94; San
Marino C11-16 each used on piece; Vatican all used C16-17,
C18 block of 4, C19, C21, C22, C23, C24; Mexico C1,
C178, C179; Liechtenstein C6-8, 15-16; Newfoundland
C9-11; New Guinea C44 used, C59 n.h. corner copy;
Panama C88-95 used; South West Africa C1-2 blocks of 4,
Uruguay C7 used on piece; Venezuela C189-97 mint and
used sets, overall Fine to Very Fine ........... Est. $2,000/2,500

1540 Hm

World, Individual Countries, Etc.
$1,500
Dozens ranging from modest to quite extensive, filling 12 banker
boxes, incl. Scott International with better items like Japan mint
198-201 (cat. $150), 3 vol. Germany mostly used, Scott
International with better Canada Jubilees, Admirals, etc., 6 vol.
Worldwide collection with some better China, Scott vol. 3 Brown
(1920-29) which incl. better Iceland (Zepp set), Netherlands &
Cols., Canada & Provinces, Monaco collection of 106 trial color
proofs of Princes Grace and imperf pairs of Prince Ranier, a nice
run of n.h. Portugal 1980-2013, four large stockbooks of
Indonesia, 1950s-1990s, mostly n.h., very fat Ambassador album
which fans out from stamps covering every page, a series of 21
large binders covering the world, especially Belgium, Monaco,
Portugal and Spain, and many other collections plus a box filled
with hundreds of mint and used sets and singles, souvenir sheets,
etc., fine to very fine ...................................... Est. $2,000/2,500
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1541 Hm

19th Century to 2016 Collection
$1,300
Mint and used housed in 45 sparsely filled Scott
International albums in 12 cartons, books 1 and 2 more
strongly filled, a selection from most countries represented,
noted German Colonies, Canada mint well filled to the
2000’s, some China and P.R.C., G.B. #1, nice Sweden,
maybe a few surprises to be found, inspect, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $2,200/2,500

1542 Hm

Lifelong Collection in 45 Harris
Albums
$1,300
All identified by Scott number, wide range of mint and used
sets and singles, most mint in clear mounts, majority n.h.,
highlight is strong mint Canada, incl. Jubilees #51//58,
Admirals virtually complete, incl. coils, appears solid to
QEII to 1980s, plus good representation of Andorra,
Austria, Bulgaria, Germany, Italy, Liechtenstein, Monaco,
Portugal and Russia, also two binders of “For The Record”
stamps, fine to very fine overall ................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1543 Hm

Multi Mint and Used Collections
$1,000
Two volume, fairly full Minkus Master Global albums to
1953, one brown International album, 1928 to 1934 and
mostly 19th Century Yvert album pages with good German
and Italian States, noted China in the Minkus album,
inspection recommended, mostly fine to very fine. Scott
$9,000+ (Owner’s) ................................. Est. $1,600/1,800

1544 m

Lifetime Collection
$1,000
Many thousands on handmade pages in 53 binders, 1850’s to
1975, majority used with scattering of modern mint sets,
better areas incl. Canada, Commonwealth, Eastern Europe,
Latin America and few Asia, singles with cat. to about $100,
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1545 H

Select Group of Better Items
Web $1,000
Incl. 1840, multicolor surface printed “engine-turned”
design, elaborate design in four different color combinations
on white wove paper, each an overall 255 x 122 mm,
pencil-numbered 1-4, 1967, 80a Independence Day,
watercolor sketch by designer M. Shamir (Scott 344 var.),
similar to final design and issued colors but in a 40a
denomination instead of 80a; on 170 x 130 mm card with
issued 80a stamp affixed below; signed on reverse “With
compliments, M. Shamir”, U.N. #38 hand painted artist
proof #38 (1 of 11 issued), Belgium, Germany souvenir
sheets, Somali Coast Die proof, Canada #1356a
photographic essay, #1356b booklet pane essay (ex Ashton
Potter files), Germany Worldwide Polar Bear Michel
Block#1 n.h. (2), better Germany and Saar sheets,
Czechoslovakia music sheets, etc, very interesting diverse
group, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1546 Hm

Africa 1897 to 1967 Mint and
Used Collection
$900
Housed in five Scott Specialty albums, incl. useful British
and French Colonies along with Independent, fairly well
filled, mostly fine to very fine. Scott $4,500+ (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1547 m

Large Accumulation
$800
Many thousands in about 100 albums or stockbooks, mostly
used with scattering of o.g., various Worldwide albums incl.
Scott Internationals and some country collections incl. some
interesting Japan, Canada, Mexico, Ireland, few Revenues,
generally fine ........................................... Est. $1,200/1,500
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1548 m

Massive Accumulation of Used
$750
Gathered for over a half-Century from wide range of sources,
especially educational institutions, has a gross weight of 731
lbs., virtually all off-paper, filling 25 large apple boxes,
substantial amount identified by Scott number, others only
by design number, thus the possibility of finding scarce
varieties, absolutely unpicked, with adhesives dating from
1850 to quite modern, quantities range from a few to
upwards of hundred or more, perfect for packet maker,
flyspecker or variety aficionado, covers a host of countries,
strength in British Empire, Europe, Asian area and Latin
America, housed mostly in envelopes, glassines and
stockbooks, examine, gathered over a lifetime by a Bay area
collector ..................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1549 m

Start Bid

H

Hr

Souvenir Sheet Retail Stock
$700
N.h., incl. min sheets 1960’s-2000’s, strips incl. St. Pierre,
clean, retail $5,600 ................................... Est. $1,000/1,400

1551

H

HHm

European Collections
$600
Austria o.g. or n.h. nearly complete 1922 to 1968, Cyprus in
hingeless Lighthouse album, o.g or used to about 1962 with
pre-1935 sparse, then n.h. to 1987, Berlin in hingeless Davo
album, mixed o.g. or n.h. or used to about 1958, then n.h. to
1984, Ireland in “An Post” album and stockbook, pre-1981
spotty, then n.h. to 1993, Switzerland n.h. 1980’s to early
2000’s in stockbook and glassines, 943SF face, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

H

H

1553 Hm

43 Better Sets and Singles
$600
N.h., plus a few used, almost no dupl., better sets incl. Cuba
#340-354, C24-29, E10-11, Denmark C1-5, Falklands
1L19-33, Hatay 12-24, Japan 480-97, Portugal 605-14,
650-57, Russia 546-50, 559-68, Vatican Q1-15 and many
others, fine to very fine. Scott $5,265 ........... Est. $800/1,000

Description

1556 Hm

Collection on Handmade Pages
$500
Thousands in 37 albums, majority used with some mint sets
and souvenir sheets, better areas incl. Bhutan, Scandinavia,
Latin America and some Asia, generally fine
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1557

H

HHm

19th & 20th Century Mostly
European Accumulation
$500
2 cartons, intact as received, mint and used, incl. album of
Commonwealth, 3 Schaubek albums with Portugal, Danzig,
Saar, Netherlands (with classics) and Norway (reasonably
complete), some early China, France and Scott blue
International, plus glassines and old dealer cards from
various other countries, a handful of covers, postal cards and
postcards as well, noted a few better items contained, a bit
messy but should yield good potential, mostly fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

Start Bid

Accumulation of Albums and
Stockbooks
$500
Large lot of various albums and stockbooks with mint and
used in 6 banker boxes, tens of thousands, nothing rare, fine
overall ......................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1558 m

Accumulation of Collections
$500
Mostly used in 10 bankers boxes, various country collections
in albums and on pages, incl. Germany Switzerland, Canada,
India, Brazil, Scandinavia and Eastern Europe, 11 Scott
International albums, misc. other albums and stockbooks
incl. some topicals, condition varies ............. Est. $750/1,000

1559 Hm

Dealer’s Caboose
$500
Composed of collections from which he took out selected
items for working stock and put the rest away for another day,
housed in four banker boxes, still lots of nice stuff, such as
two vol. Scott International album, A to Z, with some good
China, Germany and Ryukyu, three vol. Australia with a few
States and a general run of mostly used, early to modern
Canada album mint and used, two vols. of Austria, plus
albums of Latin America, Yugoslavia, greater Germany,
Poland, Minkus Supreme Global with selected countries,
A-Z, and five volumes of Romania, earliest to 2008, fine to
very fine overall ........................................... Est. $750/1,000

1560 Hm

1860 to 1940 Mint and Used
“I to Z” Collection
$450
Housed in two Scott International albums, some good depth
to the material, generally fine to very fine. Scott $2,900+
(Owner’s) ................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1561 m

Accumulation of Collections
$400
Mostly used, 14 albums on homemade pages incl. a few
better France, Italy, and German area, 8 Scott International
volumes, old Scott Commonwealth album incl. some better
19th Century G.B. and Australian States, various additional
albums, plus on paper in envelopes, condition varies
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

1562 Hm

Various Mint and Used Albums
$400
Incl. used Commonwealth album with Hong Kong 1891
Jubilee, also scattered 1935 Jubilees, Dansco albums mint or
used, Swiss mint and used stockbook, loose incl. scattered
covers incl. Greece FD’s, used in old coin envs., fine to very
fine overall ..................................................... Est. $600/800

Diverse Group of Mint and Used
$600
Over 100 items primarily 19th Century from Europe, plus
Malaysia and Philippines (1940’s), generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1554 Hm) Mint and Used 3 Box Accumulation
$500
Three volume Minkus Master Global albums to 1963, plus a
variety of U.S., New Zealand, modern used G.B. and
Commonwealth, binder Italian and Foreign commercial
covers, oldtime European circuit books (18), Japan, etc., a
wide and diverse group as received, mostly fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000
1555 Hm

Lot

12 Volume Scott International
$750
Thousands with pages to 1975, majority used with a
scattering of o.g. sets, lots of stamps but nothing expensive,
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1550

1552
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H

HHm

1564 Hm

Mint and Used Accumulation
$375
Housed in glassines, identified, mostly mint, some dupl., a
useful group, generally fine to very fine. Scott $16,000+
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $600/800
Varied Lot of Collections
$350
In three banker boxes, Scott International for Independent
Countries of Africa with nice run of mint and used sets and
singles, Comprehensive album and Scott International
album of scattered Worldwide, ditto two Harris Standard
albums, one A to Z and other A to J, Israel collection of
mostly tabs plus a page of forerunners, plus miscellaneous,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/750
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1565

H

Hr

Asia Modern Miniature Sheet Stock
$350
N.h., over 100 with slight dupl, 1970’s-2000, all repriced and
identified, mostly Commonwealth incl. Hong Kong,
Singapore, Philippines, clean, retail $2317 ..... Est. $450/550

1566

H

HHm

Huge Worldwide Lot
$300
Intact as received, 8 bankers boxes with mint and used on
pages, envelopes, #102 cards binders etc., a potpourri of
Worldwide material mostly 20th Century era, inspection is a
must to appreciate the potential, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1567 Hm

Accumulation of Mint and Used
Collections
$300
Housed in 24 various albums as received, a bit of everything
incl. from 19th to 20th Century, worth a look, mostly fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/700

1568 Hm

Asia Accumulation
$300
Mostly mint in 4 stockbooks and loose to 1990’s, majority
QEII and later but some classics, incl. sheetlets, incl. Hong
Kong, Malaya & States, mint North Korea and mint and
used Korea, Ryukyu, Laos, Cambodia, and Viet Nam, India
& States mostly used, few Japan stationery mihons, and also
scattered Germany and DDR, inspect, fine to very fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $400/600

1569 Hm r Estate Accumulation
$300
In 3 banker boxes, incl. 4 volume blue Internationals
somewhat filled, used dupl. Sweden, slightly better in small
stockbooks incl. Asia, etc., fine to very fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $400/600
1570 H)

1571

H

HHm

Mint Stationery Stock
$300
Backup group of hundreds in full banker box, many
countries and starting in late 19th Century (considerable
portion) to mid 20th Century, spot check incl. Germany incl.
some unaddressed with commem. cancels, Aerogrammes,
India with some dupl., Latin America, very eclectic, inspect,
clean, never got put into stock, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock .............................................................. Est. $400/600
Consignment Balance
$250
Album of mint and used Belgian Congo and Burundi, album
of mint early Airmails, small group of Somali proofs, album
of o.g. Europa to 1976, album of about 70 n.h. Disney sets,
group of modern fakes, 2 volume Perkins Bacon Records,
condition varies ............................................. Est. $400/600

1572 m

Scott Brown Internationals
$250
19th Century (binder damaged), 20th Century in 4 volumes
(1929-1934 binder damaged), thousands of stamps majority
used incl. some better U.S., France and British Area, mostly
fine or better .................................................. Est. $400/500

1573 m

Estate Balance
$250
Mostly used, 4 Harris albums and Statesmen album 1840 to
1980s, with scattering of better 19th Century, used U.S.
Collection with scattering of better 19th Century, few mint
Foreign souvenir sheets, plus U.S. FDCs, condition varies
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1574 Hm

Dealer Mint and Used Accumulation
$250
Carton containing German collection, over 500 #102 cards of
Commonwealth, two stockbooks of C.O.G.H. and South
Africa, plus a box of various Worldwide material, inspection
should prove rewarding, mostly fine to very fine .. Est. $350/450
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1575 Hm

Switzerland and Worldwide
Accumulation
$240
Mint and used, Switzerland, 1855 to 1965 housed in a binder
containing a selection mostly used from 19th & 20th
Century, incl. Semi-Postals, Airs, League of Nations, Int.
Labor Bureau, etc., light dupl. found, clean and useful
group, plus three Worldwide albums (Schaubek, Coronet
and Meteor), wide assortment of countries, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600

1576 Hm

Balance of Mint and Used Collection
$240
Two cartons as received, one carton with homemade albums
from various countries, noted Europe, Greece, Turkey,
Poland, France Albania etc., rest a mixture of foreign
approval books and some U.S. mint, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/500

1577 m

Huge 20th Century Used Stock
$200
Many thousands neatly mounted on manila stockpages and
housed in binders in 18 boxes, mostly mid to later 20th
Century with some earlies, incl. Europe, Asia,
Commonwealth, Africa and Latin America, many thousands
with dupl., worth a look, fine to very fine ......... Est. $500/750

1578 Hm

Two Carton Accumulation
$200
Tens of thousands in two large boxes, mint and used, on
pages and in envelopes, nothing rare noted, but much not
fully searched, with much useful and a great sort., generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $350/450

1579 m

Estate Balance
$200
Many thousands in envelopes and loose, mostly used incl.
c.t.o. sheets, plus small group of n.h. new issues,
disorganized, mostly fine or better .................. Est. $350/400

1580 m

Estate Accumulation
$200
Mostly used on pages, stockpages, few stockbooks, in
glassines, incl. Venezuela, common used sorted in country
packets, etc., fine overall ................................. Est. $300/400

1581

H

HH

1582 Hm

Start Bid

Mint Stocks and “New Issues”
$200
N.h. to o.g., priced on cards, 1960’s and later n.h. sets dupl.,
also Pitcairn Islands 1980 London Souvenir sheet, #192,
500 in packets, face $700, n.h., clean, U.N., priced souvenir
sheets, etc., overall very fine ............................ Est. $300/400
Mint and Used Glassine Accumulation
$200
Interesting Worldwide group mostly 20th Century,
comprising a bit of everything incl. France. early P.R.C.,
China, Commonwealth with booklets, Germany, Persia,
inspection should prove to be rewarding, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1583 H

Collector’s Small Mint Group
$200
Majority of value Spain #B137-138 n.h., New Guinea
#C59 n.h., and France C15 n.h. (slight gum toning), also
UN 38 (2), etc., fine to very fine ..................... Est. $300/400

1584 m

Accumulation on Pages
$200
Thousands, majority used on album and stockpages and in
old approval books, generally fine .................. Est. $300/400

1585 H

Estate Balance
$200
Many hundreds with few better Asia incl. P.R.C. #1255-70,
Tanna Tuva stock, Germany #B33 (o.g.), and few better
Commonwealth ............................................. Est. $300/400
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1586 Hm

4 Volume Scott International
Collection
$200
To 1959, more used than mint, 1941 to 1949 volume is the
most populated incl. much China mint and Russia cto,
occasional stuck down, otherwise mostly f.-v.f.
....................................................................... Est. $240/280

1587

1588

H

H

HHm

Start Bid

Mint and Used Multi-Country
Collection
$180
As received, Danzig, Germany and Monaco collection in
two stockbooks, small U.S. Revenue collection on album
pages and a bit messy Canada on stockcards and manila
stockbooks, strength is in the Monaco and Danzig, some
dupl. found throughout, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

Small Collection Mint Balance
Web
$150
Incl. Netherlands mint o.g. #GY1-GY7, Netherlands
Indies GY1-GY7, U.S. used #O1, mint PR1, Belgium
B605 mint and on FDC, plus couple Canada and G.B. press
sheets, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $250/300

1590 Hm

Interesting Estate Balance
$150
Few thousand incl. U.S. collection with few better
commemoratives, Ryukyus collection, Worldwide collection
in 3 albums with few better Asia, Worldwide new issues,
mint U.S. and a scattering of covers, mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

1591 Hm

H

Description

1596 m

Used Stock
$120
Many thousands mostly used sorted by country in binders or
stockpages, incl. Germany, France, and some
Commonwealth, generally fine ...................... Est. $200/300

1597 Hm

Small 20th Century Accumulation
$120
Mint and used in glassines, mainly sorted by country, mostly
common with a few better, best is Canada, noted #158 and
176 both n.h., Hong Kong 147-50 o.g., also kiloware,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $180/220

1598 H

Brown Internationals
$100
2 sets to 1922, first 3 volume (sparsely filled); 2nd two
volume (no stamps), fine sets ......................... Est. $150/200

H

HHm

1593 Hm

1594 m

1595 Hm

Mint and Used Estate Balance
$120
Incl. two brown Scott International albums (19th & 20th
Century), one Scott International Junior album, one
stockbook, a group of approval books with some China, and
misc., some better earlies throughout, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/300

With Kiloware
$100
Large sheet album of sheets and blocks incl. Vatican,
Turkey, St. Vincent proofs, U.N. collection on pages,
unsorted misc. in stockbooks, 4 bankers boxes of mostly on
paper kiloware incl Poland and U.S., generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/200

1600 H

Mint Selection Mostly on Old Lot
Cards
$100
Incl. Liberia #103 var., Philippines #528 var., early
D.D.R. with Mao sets (2), Iceland selection, Greece C8-14,
C22-30, Uruguay C27-44, plus unidentified vignette proof,
plus more, generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $150/200

1601 m

Used Collection Balance
$100
Incl. New Zealand on paper mix, Worldwide in 2 Scott
International albums, fine or better ................ Est. $150/200

1602 Hm

Worldwide Two Albums
$60
Mint and used, mostly British incl. Canada, some mint U.S.
and misc., generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $100/150

Topical Collections
1603

H

H)

Consignment Balance
$120
Binder of Japan on stockpages incl. #283a, 288a, 293a (2),
all n.h. with folders, 2 stockbooks of mint Worldwide, noted
Italy 324-328, C62-C65 toned o.g., binder of used on
stockpages, South Korea 2003 year set, small group of covers
incl. 1953 Coronation FDC’s, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250
19th Century to 1982 Collections
$120
Mint and used, two Statesman albums and 1928
International Junior album, fair representation from each
country, noted P.R.C., Commonwealth, U.S. etc., generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/300

Start Bid

HHm r
Accumulation

Balance With Literature
$150
2 bankers boxes on album pages and in glassines, noted
Faroes n.h. complete thru 1994, Christmas Is. to 1984 n.h.
from 1965, Cocos to 1980 n.h. from 1969, third box with
U.S. and Canadian literature and about 30 mid-20th
Century U.S. autographs incl. covers ............. Est. $250/350

1589 BH

1592

Lot
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1604 Hm

Estate Balance
$120
Commonwealth in 3 Minkus albums, mostly used, also
Czechoslovakia and Romania in albums and on album pages,
mostly cto, fine or better ................................. Est. $200/250

1605

H

Estate Balance
$120
Few thousand incl. Worldwide album, U.S., and
Commonwealth, noted South Australia #5 pair (vertical
crease between), fine or better ........................ Est. $200/250

1606

H

Multi-Volume Collection
$250
N.h., incl. 1958 Brussels World Fair and 1962 World
United Against Malaria FDC and singles, both complete
sets in 4 Lighthouse binders on Vario papers of all known
FDC or each variety of adhesives issued, incl. perfs, imperfs,
souvenir sheets, special cancellations, overprints with some
multiple cachet makers, over 350 FD items, 2 stockbooks
mostly commemorating Dag Hammarskjold, Space,
Kennedy, Korean Souvenir Sheets, full panes U.S.
Christmas seals 1927 to 2002, much more incl., inspection is
highly recommended, clean and neatly mounted, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/600
Trains and Other Topicals
$120
Mint and used, train portion housed in three binders on Vario
pages, mostly mint and modern, plus three binder on Vario
pages containing a mixed variety of mostly modern mint
topicals such as ship, cars etc., fine to very fine ... Est. $200/300

HHm

Scouting Stock
$120
Few thousand from 1950s to modern with mint sets and used
on #104 cards, plus souvenir sheets, majority n.h., generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/250

H

Space Accumulation
$100
N.h., hundreds in glassines incl. perf and imperf sets and
souvenir sheets, also few philatelic covers, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200
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1617

)

Stationery Usages
$400
Many hundreds in full banker box, some sleeved,
considerable classic usages with very little recent, many
postal cards, countries incl. Europe with strength in
Germany, also more obscure originations, slight dupl., needs
inspection, fine overall, items that never got sorted, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $500/750

1607

)

Diverse Accumulation
Web $6,000
Many hundreds incl. cards, sleeved, ranging from stampless
to early 20th Century, wide range of countries but mostly
European, noted a few U.S., inspection should prove
rewarding, fine or better ........................... Est. $6,000/7,000

1608

)

Commonwealth Commercial Stock
$1,000
666, priced and some sleeved, mostly early to mid 20th
Century, incl. good selection of George VI KUT, Malaya
and related, South Africa, 1940’s-50’s Newfoundland, etc.,
retail mostly $10-$30, total retail $10,326, mostly fine to very
fine, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .... Est. $1,500/1,800

1618

)

Commercial Usages
$400
Many hundreds in full banker box, some sleeved, mostly
early to mid 20th Century with very little recent, good mix of
countries, also more obscure originations, slight dupl., needs
inspection, items that never got processed, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock the good, the bad, and the ugly ........ Est. $500/750

1609

)

Worldwide Stock
$1,000
About 1,000, majority commercial 20th Century, incl. some
FDC’s and U.S., much inbound to U.S., priced to $125,
mostly $8 to $25, total retail $15,000+, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,100/1,250

1619

)

Aerogramme Stock
$350
503, mostly 1950’s-60’s period, all regions incl. South Africa,
Israel, minor dupl., priced and sleeved, mostly $3-$10 range,
clean, total retail $3721, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $450/550

1610

)

51 Zeppelin Flights
Web
$700
Mostly common, mostly Germany and Brazil, few identified,
priced and sleeved, mostly $25-$75 range, total retail $9,194,
generally fine, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

1620

)

20th Century Hoard
$300
Mix of commercial and FDC’s in 7 full bankers boxes, good
range of countries, not much U.S., Canada, or postcards,
mostly 1940’s to 1990’s incl. censored and registered,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/600

1611

)

Underpaid Stock
$700
350, mostly to Foreign destinations, more than half with just
due markings, but noted many with U.S. or Swiss due
adhesives, decent spread of countries, priced to $50, mostly
$10 to $30, total retail $6,800, fine to very fine Est. $750/850

1621

)

1612

)

Paquebot and Seapost Stock
$600
300, more than half pre-1940, priced to $50, mostly $10 to
$20, total retail $5,400, fine to very fine ........... Est. $650/750

1613

)

U.S. and Worldwide Precancels
$550
459, mostly sleeved and priced, about ¾ UOS, mostly early
to mid 20th Century, also incl. G.B., mostly retail $10-$20
range, total retail $5,328, mixed condition, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ....................................... Est. $700/900

Zeppelin Flight Group
Web
$300
Fifteen items comprising U.S. C18 (two), legal size cover
with Lakehurst cachet via Hindenburg, 1935 Byrd
Expedition bearing 3¢ souvenir sheet and autographed by
Earle B. Perkins, along with Little America preparation
pamphlet and four 1950s American Airlines flight, and with
1937 schedule of flights of the Hindenburg; Germany 1933
Chicago flight with 2m and 4m affixed by Friedrichshafen
14.10.33. 20-21 cancels and vignette, 1936 Hindenburg
(two flown covers and two cards), some occasional staining,
overall Fine to Very Fine ................................ Est. $400/500

1622

)

Estate Mostly 20th Century Balance
$300
Couple hundred loose with German Feldpost and Concentration
Camp group in cover binder, few Postal Stationery usages, few
stampless (no U.S.), inspect ............................... Est. $400/600

1623

)

First Day Stock
$300
Many hundreds in 4 Pittsburgh boxes, mostly 1950’s-90’s
period, incl. Australia, Greece, Netherlands, Germany and
related, San Marino, Netherlands, etc., some better, most
priced and sleeved, minor dupl, clean, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock .................................................. Est. $400/600

1624

)

Backup FD Stock
$300
Few thousand plus in 3 boxes, sorted, unsorted, some sleeved
and all priced, 1950’s to circa 2000, extensive Germany, also
better modern Singapore, Hong Kong, incl some oversized
for sets, min. sheets, better than normally seen, clean, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $400/600

1625

)

Perfin Retail Stock
$300
Few hundred, priced and mostly sleeved, mostly later 1920’s
to 1950’s period, around ½ U.S. incl. Prexies, also G.B., few
censored, etc., popular area, rarely seen in quantity, fine to very
fine overall, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock . Est. $400/600

1626

)

Stampless Group
Web
$300
Seven Europe related from mid 1800’s, with various
markings, fine or better .................................. Est. $300/400

1614

)

1960’s to 1990’s Commercial Hoard
$500
Contained in 13 banker boxes unsorted, also incl. some
earlier incl. stampless, of note, one box of U.S. and ½ box of
Spain, plus Europe, Caribbean, Africa, Middle East etc.,
with registered from International Correspondence School
and Rosicrucian, generally fine to very fine .. Est. $750/1,000

1615

)

Accumulation of Nearly 8,000
$450
Filling 6 banker boxes, incl. dozens of stampless, holding
from G.B. and Norway dated in 1850s to 1860’s, Worldwide
FDs, strong in more modern Switzerland, Indonesia, lots of
commercial mail to American Express office in San
Francisco from around the world, especially from Japan,
Pacific Rim countries and Latin America, much of it
registered, plus Prisoner of War and other military mail,
First Flights, postcards (many Tuck), bit of Postal
Stationery, something for everyone in this lot .. Est. $600/800

1616

)

“T” (Taxed) Marking Group
$450
180, sleeved and priced, mostly early to mid 20th Century,
mixture of countries, retail mostly $10-$30 range, few
postcard usages, total retail $2,936, usual condition, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $600/800
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1627

)

Commercial Accumulation
$250
Huge Worldwide stock in 12 file drawers, mostly sleeved
and priced, sorted by country, over 4,000 20th Century, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $500/750

1638

)

2 Box Accumulation
$120
Few thousand mostly 20th Century commercial and FDCs
with few 19th Century U.S., generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1628

)

Worldwide Accumulation With U.S.
$250
Mix of commercial and cacheted, mostly 20th Century, 2
bankers boxes of Foreign, noted G.B. and Canada, 9 bankers
boxes of U.S. incl. Postal Stationery with one U.S. box
somewhat better sorted in baggies .................. Est. $400/600

1639

)

U.S. and Worldwide FDC Hoard
$100
Many thousands, primarily U.S. in 5 cartons, ranging from
1930’s to early 2000’s, wide range of definitives,
commemoratives, Airs, Postal Stationery, etc., some dupl.,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $400/600

1629

)

Postal History Accumulation
$250
Box of a few hundred mainly better from stampless at about
1950, not much after Worldwide, highlight is Germany
#B90 and B91 each on a single franked registered cover,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $350/450

1640

)

Interesting Accumulation
$100
Many hundred incl. some better German Area, about half
U.S. incl. postcards, majority 20th Century commercial, fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1641

)

1630

)

Pan-Am Foreign Flights
$250
163 oversized, mostly Pan-Am with originations from Libya,
India, Straits Settlements, Latin America, etc., retail mostly
$8-$50, total retail $2796, clean, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock .................................................. Est. $350/450

Unusual FDC Accumulation
$100
Many hundreds, mostly U.S. and Philippines, incl.
hand-painted by Hamm and Worldwide Patriotics, plus
some souvenir pages and Russian adhesives, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1642

)

1631

)

2 Boxes of 20th Century Commercial
$200
Estate with couple of thousand loose, mostly early to mid
20th Century, etc., mostly common but occasional better,
excellent mix of countries, inspect .................. Est. $300/400

Flight and Events
$100
About 50 mostly Foreign flight related, 14 are U.S., 5 which
are 19th Century, bit of a mixed bag of items, mostly fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

1632

)

Mostly Foreign Airlines
$200
Hundreds in 2 Pittsburgh boxes, mostly 1960’s-80’s period,
1 box Lufthansa only, also JAL, Sabena, also grouping of
mostly U.S. Airmail fields cachets, Zeppelin related cachets,
rocket related incl. group of Wallop Island, etc., some priced
and sleeved, minor dupl, clean, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock .............................................................. Est. $300/400

1633

1634

1635

1636

1637

)

)

)

)

)

U.S. and Worldwide Accumulation
$180
Two cartons containing an estate balance, mostly U.S.
ranging from 19th Century to early 20th Century, a wide and
diverse selection, much fine to very fine .......... Est. $300/400
Paquebot Backup Stock
$180
Many hundreds in full banker box, mostly 1950’s-70’s
period but few earlier, numerous countries incl. G.B.,
Canada, U.S., Panama, Singapore, Japan, etc., few sleeved,
many priced, clean group, high retail, most never got put into
stock, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ......... Est. $250/350
19th & 20th Century Plus Ephemera
$150
Over 200, eclectic group incl. Germany, Asia,
Commonwealth, plus currency and other surprises, mixed
condition, otherwise fine or better .................. Est. $250/300
Catapult Group of 26
$140
Lower end selection, 1929-1930’s period, 12 U.S., 14
German, few overseas usages, total retail $1280, mixed
condition, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock . Est. $200/250
Scouting Events and FDC’s
$120
About 2,300 1930s to 1990s, about 60% U.S., 40%
Worldwide incl. some Asia, fine to very fine ... Est. $200/250

The live auction will be conducted through "Redpoint".
Contact us for details.

1643 ()

Commercial and Cachet First Flights
Accumulation
$100
Over 200 sleeved mostly from 1950’s to 1970’s with some
earlier, a diverse and wide ranging group from U.S., Europe,
etc., generally fine to very fine ......................... Est. $150/200

1644

)

WWII Patriotic Group
$100
91 from various countries, few combo with U.S. adhesives,
incl. Canada, Italy, France, Vatican, etc., priced and sleeved,
mostly $10-$15 range, taped with retail total $1276, fine or
better, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ...... Est. $150/200

1645

)

Commercial Accumulation
$60
Few hundred ranging from 1890’s to 1950’s, mostly Europe
but noted some South America and other areas, worth a look,
condition can be mixed, otherwise mostly fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

1646

)

Old First Day Accumulation
$50
1940’s-60’s period, about ¾ U.S., ¼ Foreign, in binders,
incl. binder of Japan, Greece, Canada, etc., all addressed and
cachets, clean ................................................. Est. $100/150

1647 L

Literature: Accumulation in 2 Boxes
$100
One box mostly China incl. Color Illustrated Stamp Catalog
of China 1878-1949, also incl. Brookman (3 vol.), Barefoot
British Revenue cat., etc., fine ........................ Est. $150/200

1648

Supplies: 2 Volume U.S.
Red Lighthouse
$250
Hingeless to 1994, incl. the back of the book, as new
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1649

Supplies: Various
$50
Small box containing magnifiers, UV lights (4), watermark
tray, tongs, Marlate mounts, plus various packages of hinges
incl. 4 original Dennison packages ................. Est. $100/150

End of Sale - Thank You

